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 2010: THE YEAR IN REVIEW

For Ukraine,
a new regime

Former Prime Minister Yulia Tymoshenko, leader of the Batkivschyna party, waves to supporters on 
December 20 before she enters the Procurator General’s Office, which opened a criminal case against her.
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Newly inaugurated President Viktor Yanukovych 
holds aloft a “bulava,” one of the symbols of his office, 

on February 25.
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The year 2010 brought dramatic changes to 
Ukrainian life and society. The policies of 
President Viktor Yanukovych, who was elected on 

February 7, placed Ukrainian independence under threat 
before an imperialist Russian government, restricted the 
individual rights of Ukrainians, decimated the rule of law 
in favor of authoritarian rule and introduced unprecedent-
ed cultural Russification policies not seen since Soviet 
era. 

Indeed Mr. Yanukovych’s approach to governing is 
often described as neo-Soviet, reviving old practices such 
as selective persecution, framing innocent suspects in 
crimes and using threats of dismissal or revocation of 
business licenses to make people comply.

The sweeping changes introduced by the Yanukovych 
administration were ironic to many political observers, 
who expected the same pace of reform from President 
Viktor Yushchenko when he took power in 2005. While 
the former president failed to implement even a small 
portion of the reforms he claimed in his campaign, Mr. 
Yanukovych wasted no time in implementing his pro-
gram. Whereas former President Yushchenko failed to 
make much progress in integration with the European 
Union (EU) and North Atlantic Treaty Organization 
(NATO), President Yanukovych signed the now famous 
Kharkiv agreements that extended the presence of the 
Russian Black Sea Fleet through 2042.

Whereas former President Yushchenko did little to pro-
tect the Ukrainian language on a legal, official basis, 
President Yanukovych appointed ministers who were 
intent on expanding Russification. And whereas President 
Yushchenko failed to fulfill his famous campaign promise 
of “putting the bandits in prison,” the Yanukovych admin-
istration jailed more than a dozen members of the govern-
ment of former Prime Minister Yulia Tymoshenko. The 
incarcerations weren’t a policy of implementing law and 
order in Ukraine, but rather a selective persecution cam-
paign that targeted the opposition.

Presidential election

The year began with the former president intensifying 
his campaign for re-election in the first-round presiden-
tial vote on January 17, assuring voters that he was a via-
ble candidate. “We won’t turn back. We believe in our 
strength. We believe in ourselves. There isn’t any doubt. 
We will be sure that 2010 will bring us victory,” 
President Yushchenko confidently told the Ukrainian 
public in his new year’s address. Not only did the new 
year not bring victory, but Ukrainians did “turn back” to 
Soviet ways under the leadership of President 
Yanukovych. 

And rather than setting his sights on the pro-Russian 
opposition, Mr. Yushchenko spent his campaign vicious-
ly attacking Ms. Tymoshenko. In the last remaining 
weeks, he dug up criminal cases brought against her and 
her allies in decades past and used them to smear her. 
Any illusions of victory harbored by President 
Yushchenko were dashed by the first-round vote on 
January 17, in which he received 1.3 million votes, or a 
mere 5 percent of the total. He finished in fifth place, 
behind Mr. Yanukovych (35 percent), Ms. Tymoshenko 
(25 percent), mega-millionaire oligarch Sergey Tigipko 
(13 percent) and political upstart Arseniy Yatsenyuk (7 
percent).

The first-round vote demonstrated significant progress 
from the falsified elections of 2004, showing respect for 
civil and political rights and offering a genuine choice 
among candidates representing diverse political views, 
reported the Organization for Security and Cooperation 
in Europe.

President Yushchenko’s defeat didn’t stop him from 
trying to undermine Ms. Tymoshenko, as he instead 
intensified his efforts leading up to the second-round 
presidential vote on February 7.

He surprised Ukrainians throughout the world when 
he unexpectedly held a ceremony on January 22 to pres-
ent the Hero of Ukraine award to Stepan Bandera, the 
controversial Ukrainian nationalist leader who led the 
liberation struggle in the 1930s before his capture by 
German Nazis in 1941. It was accepted posthumously by 
his Canadian-born grandson Stephen Bandera, 39. 
Numerous Ukrainian patriotic and nationalist leaders had 
pleaded with Mr. Yushchenko to bestow the award, 
knowing that it wouldn’t be granted for at least the next 
five to 10 years, and perhaps never. 

Yet the timing of the event led some observers to 
believe Mr. Yushchenko had exploited the Ukrainian 
hero’s name in order to inflame the feelings of the 
Russophile electorate in southern and eastern Ukraine on 
the eve of the second-round vote, thus mobilizing them 
against Ms. Tymoshenko’s candidacy. “It was the height 
of cynicism to do it after the loss of the first round, not 
when he was turned to,” Askold Lozynskyj, the former 
president of the Ukrainian World Congress, said after-
wards. “It had the effect of activating people in Donetsk.” 

Ukrainians throughout the world wondered why he 
waited until the last weeks of his presidency to bestow 
the honor, when it could have been done anytime 
throughout his five-year term and with better public 
preparation and increased public awareness of Bandera’s 
role in Ukrainian history.

On the evening he granted the Hero of Ukraine award, 
Mr. Yushchenko told the Inter television network that he 
would cast his vote as “don’t support anyone” in the sec-
ond round. Arseniy Yatsenyuk of the Front of Change 
followed suit. The president’s supporters urged others to 
do the same, claiming there was little difference between 
a Yanukovych and a Tymoshenko presidency.

Mr. Yushchenko resorted to even more direct and 

vicious political maneuvers to undermine Ms. 
Tymoshenko’s campaign. On January 26 Mr. 
Yushchenko nominated Oleksander Osadchuk, a bureau-
crat loyal to the Volodymyr Lytvyn Bloc, to replace a 
Tymoshenko ally, Anatolii Pysarenko, on the Central 
Election Commission (CEC), giving the Party of Regions 
and 8-to-4 advantage. Parliament confirmed Mr. 
Osadchuk’s nomination on February 2, with support from 
groups within the pro-presidential Our Ukraine – 
People’s Self-Defense (OU-PSD) parliamentary faction.

A January 28 parliamentary vote to dismiss Yurii 
Lutsenko as internal affairs minister was supported by 
the president’s brother, National Deputy Petro 
Yushchenko, as well as the Single Center group within 
the OU-PSD faction, which is led by Viktor Baloha, the 
head of the Presidential Secretariat at the time. The 
Yanukovych campaign was intent on dismissing the for-
mer police chief because of his strong loyalty to Ms. 
Tymoshenko and his ability to protect against potential 
raids on government organs by the Party of Regions. He 
also had the ability to ensure the national police force 
acted diligently against incidents of vote falsification. 
Opposition leaders and political observers expected the 
Party of Regions to engage in vote fraud, particularly in 
its strongholds of Donbas and Crimea. 

The period between the first and second rounds of the 
2010 presidential vote was especially tense and mired 
with violence as the Yanukovych and Tymoshenko cam-
paigns jockeyed for influence on the election. They 
attempted sacking officials in key government posts and 
launched raids to install their loyalists. At 6 a.m. on 
January 25, about 300 privately hired enforcers, escorted 
by police, stormed the Ukrayina Polygraphic Plant where 
election ballots were printed in order to install a director 
loyal to Ms. Tymoshenko, Volodymyr Khomko, who was 
appointed by the Cabinet of Ministers a week earlier. 
They released tear gas and shattered the front glass 
façade. Mr. Yushchenko dispatched Internal Affairs 
Ministry troops the day of the raid to guard the plant as it 
began printing election ballots that day.

Mr. Lutsenko said it was the Party of Regions that pro-
voked the raid, having prevented Mr. Khomko from 
assuming his post three days earlier with the help of 20 
private enforcers. The raid led to the January 28 parlia-
mentary vote to oust Mr. Lutsenko, whose central role 
became the last straw for his opponents. It wasn’t clear 
who was Ukraine’s police chief on February 7. The Party 
of Regions claimed it was the First Vice-Minister, 
Mykhailo Kliuyev, while the Tymoshenko Bloc said it 
was still Mr. Lutsenko, because he was re-appointed 
within hours of his dismissal by the Cabinet of Ministers.

“When the director accompanied by the plant security 
– I stress not the police, but the plant security service – 
attempted to enter his office, smoke bombs were used 
against them,” Mr. Lutsenko explained. “The challenge 
of an emergency situation emerged. What were the police 
supposed to do in this situation? The police arrived and 
arrested everyone involved in the conflict.”

Two days after the raid, several Party of Regions dep-
uties burst into the office of Kyiv Administrative 
Appellate Chief Judge Anatolii Denysov and allegedly 
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broke into his computers’ database, claiming to investi-
gate whether the court was lobbying Ms. Tymoshenko’s 
interests. Mr. Denysov filed a complaint against the Party 
of Regions with the Organization for Security and 
Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) the next week, claiming 
its deputies were waging a campaign of intimidation that 
included 11 judges and 33 employees.

Another parliamentary vote, on February 3, approved 
last-minute changes to election rules to allow commis-
sions to hold meetings and count votes without a two-
thirds quorum and accept same-day replacements of 
commission members appointed by local authorities. The 
Party of Regions – which drew upon the support of most 
of the parliament’s factions – claimed the last-minute 
changes were necessary to prevent Ms. Tymoshenko 
from disrupting the vote. Tymoshenko Bloc commission-
ers began to abstain from participating in local election 
commission meetings in Donetsk and Crimea, thereby 
disrupting preparations by failing to fulfill quorum. In 
turn, Ms. Tymoshenko pointed out that any last-minute 
changes violate worldwide election norms and under-
mined the legitimacy of the second-round run-off. 

Oleksander Chernenko of the Committee of Voters of 
Ukraine (CVU) compared the legislation to “shootings 
sparrows with a cannon,” and warned the changes would 
lead to “total chaos and disorder at commissions.” The 

Tymoshenko Bloc said the changes buttressed the ability 
the Party of Regions to commit falsifications, particularly 
after Mr. Lutsenko as internal affairs minister. For 
instance, those commissions dominated by the Party of 
Regions could dismiss other members without any for-
mal investigation or court ruling.

“You can’t change the rules of the game before the 
final contest at the whims of the sides for whom it’s con-
venient,” said Dr. Oleh Soskin, director of the Institute of 
Society Transformation in Kyiv. “These are bandit meth-
ods that are worth thwarting.”

Ignoring such complaints, former President 
Yushchenko signed the bill into law, eliminating any 
doubts that he conspired with the Party of Regions 
against Ms. Tymoshenko. She tried convincing the diplo-
matic community in Kyiv the elections should be can-
celed as a result of the changes, but to no avail. 

Indeed, the elections of February 7 were ultimately 
recognized by the international community as fair and 
legitimate. Ms. Tymoshenko overcame her first-round 
gap of 10 percent – as well as public opinion polls that 
predicted defeat by 10 percent – to come within 3.5 per-
cent of Mr. Yanukovych’s final result. The leader of the 
Party of Regions gained 12.5 million votes, or 49.0 per-
cent, compared to Ms. Tymoshenko’s 11.6 million votes, 
or 45.5 percent. The gap between the two candidates 
amounted to 887,928 votes, the CEC reported. Yet the 
deciding factor in the race was the 1.1 million voters, or 
4.4 percent of the electorate, who followed the advice of 
Messrs. Yushchenko and Yatenyuk and cast their ballots 
for, “don’t support anyone.” 

“The results clearly show that if it weren’t for the call 
by Yushchenko and Yatsenyuk, who speak to the Orange 
electorate, to vote ‘against all,’ Tymoshenko probably 
would have won,” said Oleksiy Haran, a political science 
professor at the National University of Kyiv Mohyla 
Academy. 

The Tymoshenko campaign refused to acknowledge 
Mr. Yanukovych’s victory, insisting the vote was falsi-
fied. Numerous leading political observers in Ukraine 
agreed that fraud had occurred. Andrii Senchenko, leader 
of the Tymoshenko campaign in Crimea, alleged the 
State Registry of Voters had distributed additional voter 
lists within two days of the run-off and the lists included 
voters missing from original registers. As much as 30 
percent of the lists consisted of names not on the origi-
nals, he said, creating an avenue for fraud. He estimated 
as many as 200,000 votes were falsified on Mr. 
Yanukovych’s behalf in Crimea.

About 1.5 million Ukrainians were reported to have 
voted at home, but calculations prove that less than a 
third of them, or about 459,000 voters, could have done 
so based on the limited number of homes local elections 
commissioners could have physically visited, said Dr. 
Grigoriy Perepelytsia, a professor of international rela-
tions at Shevchenko National University in Kyiv. 

Serhii Vlasenko, a lawyer with the Tymoshenko Bloc, 
estimated the Yanukovych campaign had systemically 
falsified 10 to 12 percent of its vote, or 1.25 million to 

1.5 million votes.
“The issue is Donetsk and Luhansk, where falsifica-

tions occurred with the help of organs compiling the state 
register,” he said. “State registers are compiled by local 
government organs, which are entirely controlled by the 
Party of Regions in the Donetsk and Luhansk regions.”

Yet the international community didn’t pay much 
attention to Ms. Tymoshenko’s complaints. As soon as 
the afternoon after election day, a press conference called 
by the OSCE, the European Parliament, the Council of 
Europe and NATO declared the elections transparent, 
valid and a model for post-Soviet countries. Joao Soares 
of the OSCE Parliamentary Assembly and Matyas Eorsi 
of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe 
came as close as possible to urging Ms. Tymoshenko to 
concede defeat without saying so outright. Last-minute 
changes to the election law didn’t affect the vote, Mr. 
Soares added. 

The Tymoshenko campaign filed its appeal two days 
after the Central Election Commission (CEC) established 
its official results, but it was expected to fail for several 
reasons, the main factor being Oleksander Paseniuk of 
the Higher Administrative Court, who enjoyed close ties 
to the Party of Regions. As the Court’s chief justice, he 
was ultimately the final arbiter in her appeal. 

Indeed signs kept cropping up that Ms. Tymoshenko 
would lose on the first day of the appellate court hearing 
on February 19. Her legal team noticed that its two loyal 
judges on the Higher Administrative Court were absent 
from the hearing. The court wouldn’t allow the hearing to 
be broadcast on television, and denied requests to review 
original election documents, including ballots from six 
election districts where falsification was suspected. It 
also declined to hear witness testimony by district elec-
tion commissioners and six oblast police chiefs. 

The next morning, Ms. Tymoshenko declared she was 
recalling her complaint because the court “practically 
denied the [opportunity] to review and research the evi-
dence upon which the complaint is grounded.” In doing 
so, Ms. Tymoshenko sought to prevent Mr. Yanukovych’s 
victory from being affirmed by a Ukrainian court, politi-
cal observers said.

Political pundits and advisors blamed the Tymoshenko 
campaign for failing to prepare an aggressive campaign 
to immediately contest the election results. Ms. 
Tymoshenko shocked the public by remaining silent and 
not offering any press conferences for four days follow-
ing the vote. She offered only brief remarks on the night 
of elections before going silent. After postponing press 
conferences several times and not appearing in public for 
three days, Prime Minister Tymoshenko addressed her 
weekly Cabinet of Ministers meeting on February 11 
without mentioning the elections or giving a press con-
ference. 

The Tymoshenko campaign should have been pre-
pared to immediately offer video and documentary evi-
dence to the public and international observers, said Ivan 
Lozowy, president of the Institute of Statehood and 

President Viktor Yushchenko delivers his New Year’s greetings to the Ukrainian nation on December 31, 2009.
Official Website of Ukraine’s President

Presidential candidates Arseniy Yatsenyuk...
Zenon Zawada

... and Sergey Tigipko.
Official Website of Sergey Tigipko
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Democracy. Instead the campaign declared its first 
reports of fraud only on February 9, two days after elec-
tion day, when observers had already approved the elec-
tions and public opinion was formed that Mr. 
Yanukovych was the victor. 

Meanwhile, the celebration at the Yanukovych cam-
paign headquarters in Kyiv offered a good idea of whose 
interests he was going to serve as president. Some of 
Ukraine’s biggest oligarchs were in attendance and made 
their presence known to the media, including Rinat 
Akhmetov of Donetsk, Victor Pinchuk of Dnipropetrovsk 
and Ivan Fursin of RosUkrEnergo. They all supported the 
Yanukovych campaign financially and with their televi-
sion networks. Russian oligarchs attended as well, 
including Konstantin Grigorishin and Viktor Vekselberg.

Another wild card turned the tide quickly in Mr. 
Yanukovych’s favor. Leaders of the Western world decid-
ed to congratulate him with victory three days before the 
CEC established its official results on February 14. First 
to offer congratulations was U.S. President Barack 
Obama, followed by EU President Herman van Rompuy 
and NATO Secretary General Anders Fogh Rasmussen. 
The gesture surprised the Tymoshenko campaign and 
some of Ukraine’s diplomats, who expected Western 
governments to stand aside until court appeals were 
exhausted – or at last until official results were estab-
lished by the CEC.

The night of President Obama’s announcement, for-
mer Foreign Affairs Minister Borys Tarasyuk said the 
gesture was “unethical” since official results hadn’t yet 
been established. “In the majority of cases, leaders avoid 
congratulations on election victories and congratulate 
‘success’ [of the elections], as demonstrated by [Russian] 
President Dmitry Medvedev, who was careful in these 
elections.”

Indeed Mr. Medvedev on February 9 became one of 
the first leaders to congratulate Mr. Yanukovych, limiting 
his praise to the completion of the election campaign, 
which received a high evaluation from international 
observers.

In his final press conference on February 16, former 
President Yushchenko acknowledged that Mr. 
Yanukovych would steer Ukraine’s course away from the 
West, but he didn’t express any regrets over his five-year 
battle with Ms. Tymoshenko, insisting her policies as 
president would be no different than those of Mr. 
Yanukovych. “Tymoshenko and Yanukovych are the 
same eggs, presented differently,” he said. 

When The Ukrainian Weekly asked President 
Yushchenko why he battled with Ms. Tymoshenko 
instead of working towards Ukraine’s Euro-Atlantic inte-
gration goals, he responded that The Weekly would be 
making a mistake in thinking Ms. Tymoshenko is a lead-
er of Euro-Atlantic integration. 

Oleksander Mikhelson, a reporter with the Glavred 
magazine, pointed out that Mr. Yushchenko criticized 
Ms. Tymoshenko 11 more times than Mr. Yanukovych 
during the presidential campaign. In turn, the president 
acknowledged that he viewed Ms. Tymoshenko as his 
main enemy. 

“It makes no sense, to a large extent, who wins the 
second round,” the president insisted, hammering on the 
same theme. “That is to say, there are nuances which 
could have harmed even more our process, or less – 
that’s already details. I am convinced the entrance of 
Tymoshenko and Yanukovych into the second round is 
the best Russian project since 1991.”

Towards the press conference’s end, he was forced to 
acknowledge, almost in the form of a confession, that it 
was his inability to work with Ms. Tymoshenko that 
ruined his presidency.

“If to speak of the biggest mistake of the last five 
years, I’ll name it. I didn’t name it until now, but I now 
have the moral right today,” the former president said. 
“My biggest mistake of the last five years was 
Tymoshenko. If we had in this position a constructive 
person, those people who represented the ‘maidan’ from 
the view of conducting, ensuring, organizing, holding a 
dialogue, I am convinced we would have had a second 
five-year term in politics. And this ideology, worldview, 
undoubtedly would have been secured.”

Most pitiful in his conflict with Ms. Tymoshenko, the 
president confessed further, was that “our children will 
have to start everything from the beginning.” He then 
quoted the Ukrainian philosopher Hryhorii Skovoroda: 
“The biggest loss in life is the loss of time.”

The new regime

Viktor Yanukovych was inaugurated on February 25 
as the fourth president of Ukraine since its re-establish-
ment of independence in 1991. He immediately set the 

tone for his presidency when becoming the first president 
– Russian or Ukrainian – to attend a Russian Orthodox 
moleben ceremony on the morning of inauguration day. 
At the ceremony held at the Kyivan Caves Monastery, 
Russian Orthodox Church Patriarch Kirill I offered the 
newly elected president his personal blessing. The patri-
arch of Moscow offered a foreshadowing of Mr. 
Yanukovych’s foreign and cultural policies when he 
called for peace and unity between Russia and Ukraine 
under a “single, holy Rus.” Patriarch Kirill declared, 
“May God protect Rus’-Ukraine, may God protect the 
sacred inheritance of Holy Rus’.” 

The morning moleben breached a 2002 presidential 
decree creating the State Ceremonial Protocol of 
Ukraine, which established that the country’s religious 
leaders perform an inaugural benediction for the presi-
dent-elect in St. Sophia Cathedral, a UNESCO World 
Heritage Site that belongs to the state.

Changes were immediate. Mr. Yanukovych renamed 
the Presidential  Secretar iat  the Presidential 
Administration, removed the links and sections of the 
presidential website referring to the Holodomor, and 
allegedly cut his salary in half, as well as trimming the 
paychecks of other administration employees. He 
instructed the Cabinet of Ministers to raise wage and 

pension payments and created an economic reforms com-
mittee that would draw upon the studies and proposals of 
scholars and experts to deal with poverty. Mr. 
Yanukovych also created a National Anti-Corruption 
Committee on February 26. 

Ukraine’s Parliament voted on March 3 to dismiss Ms. 
Tymoshenko’s government, which was supported by 172 
national deputies of the Party of Regions, 27 
Communists, 19 from the Volodymyr Lytvyn Bloc, 15 
from the Our Ukraine – People’s Self-Defense 
(OU-PSD) and even seven from the Tymoshenko Bloc 
itself.

A week later, pro-Russian forces formed the parlia-
mentary coalition by cobbling together 235 deputies in a 
way that violated the Constitution of Ukraine. Rather 
than abiding by the law and forming the coalition based 
on factions elected to the Verkhovna Rada, the Party of 
Regions recruited four rogue deputies – those expelled 
from their respective parliamentary factions – as well as 
17 defecting deputies from the Tymoshenko and 
OU-PSD blocs to gain the majority needed, or at least 
226 votes. The participation of the factions of the Party 
of Regions, Communists and Lytvyn Bloc was not 
enough to gain that majority. Their deputies admitted that 
they had to find a way to avoid dealing with the OU-PSD 
bloc, which consisted of 15 separate groups that were 
negotiating separately and making their own demands. 
President Yanukovych signed legislation on March 10 to 
allow for individual national deputies to form coalitions.

Ms. Tymoshenko and Mr. Yushchenko immediately 
criticized the government for forming the coalition and 
the Cabinet of Ministers illegitimately and illegally. With 
the ruling, the government began a descent into legal 
nihilism which began with a February 16 parliamentary 
vote to cancel local elections, an illegal act. A month 
after Parliament formed the illegal coalition, the 
Constitutional Court of Ukraine ruled that the new coali-
tion government was formed legally, which confirmed to 
Ukraine’s legal experts that the institution had lost all 
objectivity and had became a rubber stamp for President 
Yanukovych. The court thus reversed its own ruling that 
came as recently as September 2008, in which it declared 
that only parliamentary factions – reflecting the parties 
and blocs that competed in elections – can form the par-
liamentary coalition. 

After Verkhovna Rada Chair Volodymyr Lytvyn 
announced the new Stability and Reforms Coalition, its 
members voted to approve the new Cabinet of Ministers, 
mustering 242 votes to elect the geologist-turned-accoun-
tant Mykola Azarov as prime minister. Mr. Azarov spent 
more than half his life in the Russian Federation, where 
he was born, and hadn’t learned to speak Ukrainian in the 
country’s 18 years of independence. 

The Azarov government was stacked with Donbas oli-
garchs such as First Vice Prime Minister Andriy Kliuyev, 
Fuel and Energy Minister Yurii Boiko and vice prime 

Election commissioners at an Ivano-Frankivsk polling station count the ballots cast during the January 17 
first round of the presidential election.

Zenon Zawada

Prime Minister Mykola Azarov addresses the 
Verkhovna Rada on March  11.

UNIAN
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ministers Borys Kolesnikov, Viktor Slauta and Viktor 
Tikhonov. Another Vice Prime Minister, Volodymyr 
Sivkovych, is an admitted KGB agent who led a nasty 
smear campaign against former First Lady of Ukraine 
Kateryna Yushchenko that was exposed as a fraud.

Many of the 29 ministers served in the authoritarian 
regime of former President Leonid Kuchma, and the 
majority were members of the Party of Regions. Not a 
single female was appointed. Almost a third of the minis-
ters were Donetsk Oblast natives, while several others 
built their careers in the Donbas, Ukraine’s industrial 
hub. Ukraine’s new police chief, Internal Affairs Minister 
Anatolii Mohyliov, was recruited from the Autonomous 
Republic of Crimea, where he earned a reputation of per-
secuting the region’s Crimean Tatar population. 

Yet no ministerial selection sparked as much national 
outrage as that of Dmtryo Tabachnyk, the outspoken 
Ukrainophobe who was tapped as minister of education 
and science. Progressive universities such as the National 
University of Kyiv Mohyla Academy and the Ukrainian 
Catholic University immediately voiced their opposition 
to Mr. Tabachnyk, who called for developing Ukrainian 
education standards and curricula in tandem with the 
Russian government and making Ukrainian-language 
testing optional. He also called for reducing standardized 
testing in university admissions, which was considered 
by some experts as the only significant reform of the 
Orange era that succeeded in integrating Ukraine with 
Western standards. Additionally, Mr. Tabachnyk made 
repeated offensive and disparaging comments about the 
Ukrainian people and culture, and desecrated the memo-
ry of the Holodomor by denying it was genocide and 
referring to such claims as “brediatina,” the English 
equivalent of “drivel.” 

Mr. Tabachnyk’s appointment sparked nationwide pro-
tests that culminated in outside the Education Ministry in 
Kyiv and the Lviv Oblast Council on March 17, after 
which appeals were submitted to the Cabinet of Ministers 
and Parliament to dismiss him. The appeals were ignored 
and numerous students reported either pressure from uni-
versity administrators or being expelled as a result of 
their activity.

Some of Mr. Tabachnyk’s proposals were immediately 
endorsed by Volodymyr Semynozhenko, the former vice 
prime minister for humanitarian affairs. Among them 
was the decision to conduct Ukraine’s standardized test-
ing for university admissions in several languages and 
not allowing standardized testing to become the single 
determining factor in college admissions, as it had been 
the two prior years. Out of a 1,000-point scale system of 
evaluation for admissions, standardized testing account 
for 600 points, school grades 200 points and a universi-
ty’s own exam and interview 200 points, Mr. 
Semynozhenko said on March 17. The next day, the rec-
tors of Ukraine’s leading state universities signed a state-
ment voicing full support for Mr. Tabachnyk, including 
Leonid Huberskyi of Shevchenko National University in 
Kyiv and Mykhailo Zhurovskyi of the Kyiv Polytechnic 

Institute.
Mr. Yanukovych’s first foreign visit was symbolically 

selected as Brussels, where he and his entourage on 
March 1 met with European Commission President Jose 
Manuel Barroso, European Parliament President Jerzy 
Buzek, EU Council President Herman van Rompuy and 
EU High Representative for Foreign Affairs and Security 
Policy Catherine Ashton. 

The Ukrainian president assured his European coun-
terparts that European integration was a top priority for 
him, and said his goal was to conclude the Association 
Agreement by the end of the year. As part of the 
Association Agreement, a Deep and Comprehensive Free 
Trade Area and visa-free travel agreements could be 
signed by 2011, conditional on Ukraine’s performance on 
internal reforms. Mr. Yanukovych asked for a road map 
setting conditions and deadlines for securing visa-free 
travel for Ukrainians to the EU by the end of the year.

In Moscow four days later, the Ukrainian president all-
but apologized for visiting Brussels first – declaring that 
“all roads lead to Moscow – and then offered generous 
concessions, such as offering to re-negotiate the Russian 
government’s lease on its Sevastopol naval base, ignor-
ing the Ukrainian Constitution which required the 
Russian Black Sea Fleet’s withdrawal by 2017. He 
assured Russian President Medvedev that Ukraine would 
not align itself with NATO, ignoring Ukraine’s national 
security policy stating that entry into NATO is a goal of 

Ukrainian national security. 
“His statements in Russia cross out the whole road 

that Ukraine underwent towards NATO,” said Dr. Soskin 
of the Institute of Socicky Transformation. “It’s unprece-
dented and unacceptable for a president to say such 
things. He took authority in Russia that is not granted by 
the Constitution.”

Meanwhile, the parliamentary coalition agreement 
called for “securing Ukraine’s non-aligned status on a 
legislative level, meaning non-participation of Ukraine in 
the military-political alliances of other states.”

“[Former President Leonid] Kuchma never even dared 
to legally secure Ukraine’s non-aligned status, which is 
what the Regions are proposing now,” said Alyona 
Hetmanchuk, director of the Institute of World Policy in 
Kyiv, which advocates Ukraine’s integration into Euro-
Atlantic structures. “Legally ensuring the non-aligned 
status is so much the royal gift for the Kremlin, and pos-
sibly the most desired at the given stage, that a whole lot 
could have been traded for only this single potential pos-
sibility. The Regions aren’t stingy – they’re giving away 
everything left and right for free.”

On March 31, Prime Minister Azarov issued a Cabinet 
decree liquidating the European and Euro-Atlantic 
Coordination Bureau, creating in its place a Euro-
Integration Bureau within the Cabinet of Ministers. The 
move was widely interpreted as the latest step in the new 
government’s intent to cease any NATO integration 
efforts.

Ukraine’s NATO experts and supporters of the alliance 
on March 15 presented proposals for the country’s New 
Strategic Concept being developed by NATO member-
states and partners. Among the priorities suggested by 
experts were developing a system of confidence-building 
measures in the post-Soviet spheres, as well as obtaining 
certain dividends in return for the active participation of 
Ukrainian soldiers in NATO military operations. 

“Ukraine is the single partner of the alliance that par-
ticipates in all its current operations,’ said Oleksii 
Melnyk, the military programs expert at the Razumkov 
Center in Kyiv, who coordinated the work and authored 
the proposal. “We propose and put forward our right – as 
a country that is a partner and active participant in the 
alliance’s operations – to expect dividends from the sys-
tem of collective security.”

James Greene, the head of NATO’s Liaison Office in 
Ukraine between February 2004 and July 2009, offered 
The Weekly an exclusive interview on February 10 in 
which he revealed that NATO integration was more of a 
political symbol for former President Yushchenko rather 
than a practical tool for implementing structural reforms. 
“There were also many people around him who believed 
that Euro-Atlantic integration was all geopolitical, that it 
wasn’t about reform, and that Ukraine could actually 
enter the alliance without changing,” he said. “This atti-
tude was a holdover from the Kuchma period.”

Mr. Yushchenko did more to block Ukraine’s aspira-
tions for a Membership Action Plan (MAP) than any 
opposition dealt by the Russians, Germans or French, 
Mr. Greene said. The former president’s political maneu-
vers eroded confidence among NATO leaders, which 

Supporters of presidential candidate Yulia Tymoshenko hold a sign, “Democracy will triumph,” outside the 
Higher Administrative Court in Kyiv on February 19.

Victor Glasko

Presidents Dmitry Medvedev of Russia and Viktor Yanukovych of Ukraine during their meetings in Kyiv on 
May 17-18.

Official Website of Ukraine’s President
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included abusing the nation’s courts, misusing the 
National Security and Defense Council and using NATO 
as a political weapon against Ms. Tymoshenko. 

Yet it wasn’t a total disaster, Mr. Greene he said. 
Despite then-Prime Minister Yanukovych’s opposition to 
the MAP, practical cooperation continued under his lead-
ership, Mr. Greene told The Weekly. Ukraine’s first 
national security strategy was drafted in February 2007 
under close consultation with NATO experts. 

Although the coalition government promised stability 
and law and order, Ukrainian society saw nothing of the 
sort. In April The Weekly reported on the fierce battles 
occurring in central Kyiv between real estate developers 
and local residents and activists, who were waging bat-
tles against construction projects that they consider ille-
gal, and were being pursued without the necessary per-
mits or conformity to structural standards. The Weekly’s 
correspondent was a firsthand witness to a brawl that 
erupted between protesters and police officers who 
attempted to stop the activists from activating a mega-
phone for speakers to enable their protests to be heard 
within the Cabinet building, where ministers were meet-
ing.

“The illegal steps [brawls] are taken out of despera-
tion,” said Volodymyr Yavorsky, executive director of the 
Ukrainian Helsinki Human Rights Union in Kyiv. “In a 
civilized society, they could file a complaint in court and 
block illegal construction. In our legal system, that’s 
practically impossible. It’s rare that these conflicts can be 
decided in court.”

The Kharkiv agreement

The biggest Ukrainian foreign policy event of 2010 
occurred on April 21, when an agreement was reached 
between the Russian and Ukrainian governments to 
extend the lease of the Russian Black Sea Fleet for its 
Sevastopol naval base for another 25 years until 2042, in 
exchange for discounted prices on natural gas price pro-
vided by Gazprom, the Russian state monopoly. The 
Kharkiv Agreements, also referred to as the Medvedev-
Yanukovych Pact, offered Ukraine a $100 discount on 
the price of gas if it’s higher than $330 per 1,000 cubic 
meters, or a 30 percent discount if the price is lower than 
$330 per 1,000 cubic meters. President Yanukovych 
claimed the deal would result in $40 billion in savings, 
boasting of its “unprecedented” contribution to Russian-
Ukrainian relations.

The Yanukovych government desperately needed a 
Russian gas discount to secure the continuation of a loan 
from the International Monetary Fund (IMF), yet politi-
cal observers agreed that it offered the Russian govern-
ment too much for too little. Andriy Novak, chair of the 
Economists Committee of Ukraine, told The Weekly that 
the reduced natural gas price would only benefit 
Ukrainian industry and the oligarchs that control it. 
Average Ukrainian households consume natural gas that 
is obtained from Ukraine’s own domestic reserves, and 
those prices would increase. And, the Ukrainian govern-
ment lost the opportunity to charge Russian market pric-
es for the real estate. 

The Kharkiv agreements are an “unprecedented, 
asymmetrical political-economic barter – an exchange of 
conditional Russian economic preferences for strategic, 
geopolitical concessions from Ukraine,” stated a reported 
released on June 17 by the Razumkov Center, the 
Institute of Economic Research and the Center for 
Political and Legal Reforms in Kyiv.

“Yanukovych manifestly failed to negotiate on 
Ukraine’s behalf,” wrote Dr. David Marples of the 
University of Alberta, evaluating the treaty. “It is incon-
ceivable why his starting point was not a five-year exten-
sion of the existing lease, which was stipulated as an 
option according to the 1997 (Black Sea Fleet) agree-
ment.”

Ukraine’s Parliament ratified the Kharkiv agreements 
during a violent April 27 session, in which lawmakers 
traded fists amidst smoke bombs and flying eggs that 
rained upon Mr. Lytvyn, who hid behind umbrellas. The 
circus-like scene of deputies pulling hair and smashing 
noses was broadcast throughout the global media, dem-
onstrating the fierce divide in Ukrainian society between 
its Russian-oriented and Western-oriented segments. 

The historic vote – drawing 236 deputies in favor – 
wouldn’t have succeeded without the support of nine 
Tymoshenko Bloc deputies and seven from the pro-West-
ern OU-PSD faction. The coalition also gained votes 
from absent deputies – industrial magnate Mr. Akhmetov 
and Vice Prime Minister Kolesnikov – and deputies who 
were abroad on that day, including Serhii Kivalov, Serhii 
Holovatyi and Yurii Ivaniushchenko, who lives in 
Monaco.

Pro-Russian forces insisted their opponents were 
exaggerating the deal’s alleged threats to sovereignty as 
part of political fear-mongering, while Ukraine’s pro-
Western forces characterized it as “criminal” (Ms. 
Tymoshenko), a “national betrayal” (People’s Rukh of 
Ukraine Chair Tarasyuk) and a “political Chornobyl” 
(Ukrainian People’s Party Chair Yurii Kostenko).

The biggest scuffles in more than five years erupted 
outside Parliament on Hrushevsky Street, which was 
blocked entirely for the first time since the Orange 
Revolution. Supporters of the Party of Regions took a 
defensive position by surrounding the front entrance with 
its backers and lining the east side of Hrushevsky Street 
with party tents as a barrier against protesters. The pres-
ence of more than 1,000 police officers, including hel-
meted Berkut (Golden Eagle) and Bars (Snow Leopard) 
special forces, defended the Party of Regions supporters 
from attempts to break through barriers and into the 
Parliament building. The pushing and shoving that 
ensued between protesters and police escalated into 
aggressive measures from the latter, including demon-
strators being beaten on their legs with batons and spo-
radic use of tear gas. Those protesters who broke through 
the police cordons were swarmed upon and captured by 
helmeted officers, who reportedly made a few dozen 
arrests.

Negating genocide

President Yanukovych added insult to injury the same 
day during his visit to Strasbourg, France. On April 27 he 
told the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of 
Europe (PACE) that the Holodomor of 1932-1933 was 
not genocide committed against the Ukrainian people by 
the Stalin regime, but a “shared tragedy” of all the 
nations that were part of the Soviet Union. “It would be 
incorrect and unjust to recognize the Holodomor as geno-
cide of any specific nation,” Mr. Yanukovych said. Mr. 
Yanukovych repeated the official position on the 
Holodomor held by the Russian government, which 
insists that it can’t be considered genocide against any 
particular ethnic group, especially when Soviet citizens 
died from famine in several regions of Russia, as well as 
Belarus and Kazakhstan. 

The next day, PACE adopted a resolution that didn’t 
recognize the Holodomor as genocide. Only 21 PACE 
members voted for recognizing the Holodomor was 
genocide against the Ukrainian people, while 55 people 
voted against corresponding amendments to the draft res-
olution. 

Mr. Yanukovych’s position on the Holodomor was a 
180-degree reversal of his predecessor’s view. President 
Yushchenko, had made gaining global recognition of the 
genocide a central part of his humanitarian policy. The 
Yanukovych policy also contradicts overwhelming aca-
demic research performed throughout the world – over 
many decades – which concluded that the government of 

Soviet dictator Joseph Stalin had intended to destroy 
Ukrainian ethnic consciousness via an artificially created 
famine. The Belarus-born lawyer of Jewish descent who 
helped coin the term “genocide,” Raphael Lemkin, him-
self characterized the Holodomor as genocide of the 
Ukrainian people. 

With his remarks in Strasbourg, Mr. Yanukovych 
opened the floodgates for Stalin apologists to promote 
their twisted views of history. The Weekly traveled to 
Zaporizhia for the May 5 unveiling of the city’s first 
monument to the Soviet dictator, who killed tens of mil-
lions of his own people. More than 1,500 admirers 
attended, mostly destitute pensioners and Russian chau-
vinists nostalgic for the Soviet Union. The monument 
was financed by the Zaporizhia Oblast Committee of the 
Communist Party of Ukraine, which erecting it atop the 
red granite front porch of its headquarters on 
Komunarska Street in the city center. The monument was 
more than 10 feet tall, consisting of a silver-colored stat-
ue depicting the Soviet dictator from the waist up with 
his famous pipe in his right hand. It was perched atop a 
five-foot red granite pedestal. 

Those attending eagerly accepted Stalin portraits, plas-
tic bags and books handed out by the party leadership. 
Supporters hoisted up the portraits and held banners with 
the Soviet slogans, “For the motherland! For Stalin! For 
our victory!” 

The Weekly reported that Zaporizhia’s Stalin monu-
ment was the first in Ukraine. However four other statues 
were in fact established before Ukraine gained indepen-
dence – two of which were removed – while a Donetsk 
district court judge put a Stalin bust in his own home in 
2009, according to a Russian-language Wikipedia site 
dedicated to Stalin monuments. 

Repressing the opposition

Authoritarian practices in repressing the opposition 
emerged within two months of Mr. Yanukovych’s inau-
guration. The government threatened and arrested oppo-
sition leaders censored the media, eliminated citizens’ 
oversight of government organs, hid critical information 
from leading journalists, restricted public gatherings and 
protests, and reinforced the supremacy of the Russian 
language and culture.

Photo correspondents Olena Bilozerska and Oleksii 
Furman in March became targets of police home search-
es during in which their property was illegally confiscat-
ed. Reporters from the newspaper Ekspres reported being 
beaten on April 12 in the Lviv Oblast town of Horodok 
by local police officers for exposing local corruption. 
Reporters at the 1+1 TV network on May 7 released a 
statement that included a list of specific incidents show-
ing a consistent patterns in which their editors and news 
directors directly censored or skewed their news reports 
to unreasonable degrees.

Most notably, 1+1 correspondent Myroslav Otkovych 

Ukrainian youths hold a banner reading “Holodomor – Genocide, we didn’t forget, we remember,” at the 
November 27 commemoration in Kyiv organized by a citizens’ committee of 30 civic and cultural leaders.

Zenon Zawada
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went public with an article published on the Ukrayinska 
Pravda website on May 7, revealing that his supervisors 
had censored his news report in which he attempted to 
offer a legal analysis of President Yanukovych’s April 27 
PACE statement denying the Holodomor was genocide 
of the Ukrainian people. His editors informed him, ahead 
of the May 10 news program, that legal commentary 
about Mr. Yanukovych’s statement would be removed. 
“In this manner, the Holodomor theme was censored,” 
Mr. Otkovych wrote. “It was then that, for me, this theme 
became the Rubicon after which silence is impermissible. 
Selling your people’s memory, pain and suffering for a 
salary is a crime!”

Ukrainian media expert Otar Dovzhenko of the 
Telekrytyka website declared on May 7 that censorship 
had returned to Ukraine, the source of which was the 
nation’s media moguls who “attempt to build up or main-
tain good relations with the government and gain benefit 
from them.”

Additionally, freedom of assembly was significantly 
curtailed as the national police force began employing 
tactics not seen since the authoritarian reign of former 
President Leonid Kuchma. 

“Employees of the Internal Affairs Ministry violated 
the freedom to peaceful assembly, using force against 
participants of peaceful events,” said an April 22 state-
ment issued by the Ukrainian Helsinki Union on Human 
Rights. “In Kyiv alone, such violations were observed on 
March 14, 25 and 27, and April 8, 9 and 13. On March 
25 the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine ordered the Kyiv 
City Administration ‘to use exhaustive measures to orga-
nize work with citizens and their groupings, including 
precluding and forbidding further acts of protest near the 
Presidential Administration and Cabinet of Ministers.’ 
Such ‘orders’ are brutal violations to the freedom of 
peaceful assembly and several articles of the 
Constitution.”

Police and traffic officers began employing the 
Kuchma-era tactic of preventing buses with protesters 
from traveling to Kyiv for both the April 27 and May 11 
protests. The Svoboda nationalist party reported that 
State Traffic Inspection (DAI) officials in the 
Khmelnytskyi Oblast threatened private bus companies 
that provided the party with transportation for the April 
27 protests. “Carriers said they were threatened by peo-
ple who claim to be traffic officers and demand that they 
cease to offer transportation services to Svoboda support-
ers,” the party reported in a May 7 press release. “In 
another case, they were threatened with numerous 
inspections and denial of licenses for transportation.”

On May 10, on the eve of the protest, bus companies 
hired by the Tymoshenko Bloc in the Chernihiv Oblast 
told their clients they had to decline their business 
because they were threatened with having their licenses 
confiscated. 

Internal Affairs Minister Mohyliov signed a decree on 
March 18 cutting 27 of his ministry’s regional human 
rights monitors, after which three citizens remained to 
keep track of a 250,000-plus police force. The Human 
Rights Monitoring Administration had been established 
in 2008 with the goal of ensuring a policy of openness 
and transparency within Ukraine’s police force. 
“Hundreds of common citizens who complained of the 
police’s illegal actions received help from the administra-
tion’s aides,” stated a March 18 letter signed by 32 lead-
ing human rights organizations. “With their help, serious 
police abuses were uncovered.”

The police under Mr. Mohyliov’s leadership were 
reported to have grown significantly more aggressive. A 
drunk university student in Kyiv, Ihor Indylo, was cele-
brating his 20th birthday when he was sent to a local 
police station on May 17 and died in custody. The 
Internal Affairs Ministry claimed the student “fell several 
times, from which he suffered hemorrhaging and traumas 
to his brain and skull.” The 1+1 TV network reported 
that an ambulance was called four times to the police sta-
tion, but paramedics declined to take Mr. Indylo each 
time. Students also claimed that police pressured them to 
state that Mr. Indylo had suffered a broken skull from 
fighting, prior to his arrest.

The Security Service of Ukraine (SBU) stepped up its 
aggressive behavior as well, dispatching one of its offi-
cers to visit the rector of the Ukrainian Catholic 
University, the Rev. Dr. Borys Gudziak, on May 18 in 
order to gain his compliance in a government effort to 
dissuade students from participating in political protests. 
The Rev. Gudziak was offered a letter to sign, which he 
didn’t bother to read and did not sign. “Such precedents 
have no known precedent in independent Ukraine in the 
experience of UCU and of the Lviv National University, 
whose longtime rector [and former Minister of 
Education] Ivan Vakarchuk I consulted immediately after 
the meeting. Those methods were well-known in Soviet 
times,” the Rev. Gudziak wrote in a May 19 letter that 
was well-publicized throughout the mainstream media.

Since only two of the approximately 170 universities 
of Ukraine have been voicing their protest regarding 
recent political and educational developments and many 
rectors have been pressured to express their support 
regarding the turn of events, it is clear that in recent 
months fear and accommodation are returning to higher 
education at a rapid pace, the Rev. Gudziak wrote. 
Speaking and writing openly about these issues is the 
most peaceful and effective manner of countering efforts 
to secretly control and intimidate students and citizens, 
he noted.

A neo-Soviet course 

The Yanukovych administration has led Ukraine not 
only toward Russian integration but onto what would be 
better described as a neo-Soviet course, in the view of 
experts. Its neo-Soviet humanitarian policy erodes any 
national meaning for Ukraine, and its neo-Soviet method 
of governing avoids any public discussion and employs 
authoritarian methods of governing, said Volodymyr 
Viatrovych, a senior visiting scholar at the Ukrainian 
Research Institute at Harvard University. 

“Today’s government doesn’t have an understanding 
of the state as an entire spiritual and humanitarian identi-
fication complex, rather than an instrument of violence 
and a vehicle for making money,” said Volodymyr 
Tsybulko, a leader in the People’s Committee to Rescue 
Ukraine formed on May 5. “In essence, Yanukovych and 
his team haven’t come to lead a state, but to expand the 
Donetsk Oblast to the boundaries of the Ukrainian state.”

No other single event during the first 100 days of the 
Yanukovych administration more epitomized its cultural 
policies than the May 9 Victory Day celebrations held in 
conjunction with the Russian and Belarusian govern-
ments. Leaders of the three states coordinated synchro-
nized parades in Russia, Belarus and Ukraine, including 
the Hero Cities of Kyiv, Odesa, Kerch and Sevastopol. In 
an unprecedented move, Russian soldiers marked along-
side their Ukrainian counterparts along the Khreschatyk, 
the main boulevard in Kyiv, while Sevastopol hosted a 
joint parade between Ukrainian sailors and those of the 
Russian Black Sea Fleet. In all, 75 Russian troops 
marched in each of the four Hero Cities that day. In turn, 
President Yanukovych took with him 75 Ukrainian sol-
diers to commemorate the event in Moscow alongside 
the Kremlin leadership and Belarusian President 
Alyaksandr Lukashenka.

Government buildings throughout Ukraine, and even 
metro train cars, were covered with the Communist ham-
mer-and-sickle symbol. For the first time ever, the Soviet 
symbol was draped in the orange-and-black St. George 

Ribbon, an old tsarist war order re-tooled by the Kremlin 
to foster a neo-Soviet identity among the citizens of 
Belarus, Ukraine and the Russian Federation. 

Education and Science Minister Tabachnyk signed 
several orders removing government protection for the 
Ukrainian language, including canceling the Ukrainian-
language exam for all bachelor’s degree candidates and 
allowing university courses to be taught in the Russian 
language. He openly admitted that removing Ukrainian 
as the mandatory language of instruction in universities 
caters to foreign students. “When we introduced 
Ukrainian-only classes in universities, an immense out-
flow began of students from Arab and Asian countries. 
The state and universities began to lose out,” he said. For 
elementary schools, he ordered that Russian literature 
constitute three-quarters of the materials taught in the 
“world literature” course, largely at the expense of 
Western literature. On May 13 Mr. Tabachnyk announced 
the Russian government would offer university scholar-
ships to 300 Ukrainian students to study in Russia. The 
same day, he said the Russian and Ukrainian govern-
ments would develop a common manual for history 
teachers. 

 These plans couldn’t please the Russian government 
more, as demonstrated with the first visit in six years to 
Kyiv by Russian President Medvedev. In his seventh 
meeting with Mr. Yanukovych as president, on May 17 
they signed three agreements. On security in the Black 
Sea region, improving systems of European security and 
resolving problems in the Transdniester region. Messrs. 
Medvedev and Yanukovych also presided over the sign-
ing of a series of bilateral agreements that involved 
demarcation of the Russian-Ukrainian border, cooperat-
ing in using and developing the Russian global satellite 
navigation system GLONASS, cooperation between the 
Russian and Ukrainian ministries of culture in 2010-
2014, and cooperation between UkrExImBank and 
Russia’s VTB Bank. 

While the leaders achieved much of what they planned 
for the two-day official visit, Mr. Medvedev assured the 
public that “this was only the beginning” as the leaders 
plan many more agreements for more extensive coopera-
tion. “No one expects that we will resolve all problems 
immediately, but the main thing is not to lower the pres-
sure and not to shift to a lower gear,” Mr. Medvedev told 
the Ukraine-Russia Interstate Commission on May 17. 
He lamented that the commission had met for only the 
third time in the last five years, insisting that it ought to 
convene at least twice a year. At the meeting, the presi-
dents gave their governments 14 orders on which to pre-
pare future bilateral agreements between the govern-
ments and ministries. 

Yet, Mr. Yanukovych indicated he did want to slow the 
pace down. “We reached the conclusion that we can’t 
work this way, in which we’ve conducted seven meetings 
in such a short period of time and driven the leaders of 
our working groups into a situation where they are sup-
posed to prepare various decisions in accelerated tem-
pos,” he said at a joint press conference. To which Mr. 
Medvedev responded, “Viktor Fedorovych said we can’t 
work this way, but I would like to add that we’re led to 
work this way” in light of how time was lost during the 
last five years.

Volodymyr Podriezov, a deputy of the Kyiv Oblast 
Council, leads a hunger strike outside the Central 
Election Committee. Batkivschyna party activists were 
demanding that election commissions register the real 
candidates of Batkivschyna instead of the “clone candi-

dates” that were officially registered.

Oleksander Prokopenko/UNIAN

Communists in Zaporizhia unveiled a monument to 
Soviet dictator Joseph Stalin on May 5 at their party 
headquarters. Upon the granite pedestal is the inscrip-
tion “To the leader of the Soviet government, 

Generalissimo Joseph Vissarionovich Stalin.”

Zenon Zawada
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What foreign policy?

The Yanukovych administration has no coherent for-
eign policy strategy, in the view of top experts attending 
a June 11 roundtable organized by Mr. Yatsenyuk’s Open 
Ukraine Foundation. As a result, the president has leaned 
heavily on integration with Russia as a reliable comfort 
zone with proven electoral returns, experts said. “Some 
people said Ukraine has no foreign policy strategy, and 
everyone agreed, and I agree with that,” Volodymyr 
Horbach, a political analyst at the Institute of Euro-
Atlantic Cooperation, told The Weekly. “But there is, in 
fact, a foreign policy strategy. The problem is it’s in 
Russia, not Ukraine.”

The president has allowed the Russians unacceptable 
influence in Ukrainian affairs, said Ukraine’s former 
Ambassador to the U.S. Yuri Scherbak, referring to not 
only the Black Sea Fleet lease extension, but also to wid-
escale plans for Russian enterprises – state-owned and 
state-financed – to buy up Ukrainian counterparts. “Who 
counted what percent of an economy’s industry, when in 
the hands of another country, poses a danger to our secu-
rity?” he asked his fellow experts during the discussion. 
“Do we know this? Does 80 percent need to be given to 
another country before we’ll be asking what’s next?”

Russians go shopping

With the encouragement of their government, Russian 
businessmen launched attempts to acquire three large, 
strategic Ukrainian factories in the late spring through 
deals that shut out Ukrainian oligarchs, lacked basic 
Western standards of transparency and faced lengthy 
legal battles. Most of the deals were financed through 
loans offered by Russian VneshEkonomBank (VEB), the 
state-owned bank controlled by Russian Prime Minister 
Vladimir Putin, who sits as its chairman. On June 15, 
Ukraine’s State Property Fund announced it sold a con-
trolling stake of the LuhanskTeploVoz plant, the nation’s 
largest manufacturer of diesel and electronic locomo-
tives, to the Briansk Machine-Building Plant, a subsid-
iary of TransMashHolding, Russia’s largest maker of 
locomoties and railway equipment. The 76 percent stake 
was sold in a closed auction that was open to only two 
bidders. 

When The Weekly confronted President Yanukovych 
at a June 4 press conference about the opaque way that 
Russian investors are buying Ukrainian assets, falling 
short of Western standards, he avoided the question and 
offered only vague, sometimes contradictory information 
about other assets under purchase. 

During his Washington visit, Mr. Yanukovych told 
American businessmen at an April 13 luncheon that his 
administration would ensure that privatizations would be 
“absolutely transparent,” naming LuhanskTeploVoz as 
among the enterprises for sale and inviting Americans to 
participate. 

In late May, anonymous Russian investors claimed to 
have acquired Ukraine’s second-largest steel factory, the 
Illich Mariupol Metallurgical Plant, and the fifth-largest 
steel producer, Zaporizhstal. Both deals occurred under 
the opaque, controversial conditions that are being con-
tested by Ukrainian competitors in fierce legal and politi-
cal battles. Russian investors reportedly outbid Donbas 
tycoon Mr. Akhmetov in the Zaporizhstal contest. In both 
deals, the buyer was an anonymous Russian entity, as 
was the case with the purchase in January of two 
Ukrainian plants belonging to the Industrial Union of the 
Donbas (IUD), also financed by VEB. The IUD buyer is 
the same as the Mariupol buyer, the representatives con-
firmed. VEB declined comment on the deals. Responding 
to The Weekly, Mr. Yanukovych confirmed news report-
ers that Mr. Akhmetov had filed an appeal in the London 
courts to stop the sale of Zaporizhstal. “It won’t be sold 
for at least a year, insofar as I’m aware,” he said. As it 
turned out, Mr. Akhmetov ended up striking a deal with 
Volodymyr Boiko, chief executive officer of the Illich 
Mariupol plant, to acquire 75 percent of the company 
shares.

Mr. Akhmetov got another return on his investment in 
the Party of Regions when the Cabinet of Ministers on 
May 12 proposed renewing business with Vanco 
Prykerchenska Ltd., a Black Sea shelf oil and gas explo-
ration company controlled by Mr. Akhmetov and Russian 
state monopoly Gazprom.

The Yanukovych administration demonstrated no 
strategy to improve the Ukrainian economy, economists 
said after the first 100 days. He revealed only a policy of 
enriching oligarchs and business clans that support the 
Party of Regions, coupled with preferences given to the 
Russian Federation. On June 3 Mr. Yanukovych 
announced he would privatize all of Ukraine’s remaining 
state properties within five years. Observers assumed that 

they would be conducted without transparency, giving 
first dibs to representatives of the Donbas and 
RosUkrEnergo business clans. 

“The government has no economic strategy and is 
only concerned with the present day,” said Andriy 
Novak, an economist and author of the book, “How to 
Lift the Ukrainian Economy.” “It’s working along the 
principle that, while in government, we should do as 
much as we can for our own financial-industrial groups.” 

Among those groups is RosUkrEnergo led by Dmytro 
Firtash, who offered hefty support for the Yanukovych 
presidential campaign. His reward was the June 8 ruling 
delivered by the Stockholm Arbitrage Tribunal, which 
ordered state-owned Naftohaz Ukrainy to return 11 bil-
lion cubic meters of natural gas that was confiscated by 
the Prime Minister Tymoshenko, plus 1.1 billion cubic 
meters in compensation. Ms. Tymoshenko said the 
Yanukovych administration had intentionally sabotaged 
Naftohaz’s defense in the Stockholm Court in order to 
produce a ruling favorable to Mr. Firtash. “They recalled 
all the lawyers that were there and all the international 
lawyers that were hired by our government,” Ms. 
Tymoshenko said on June 9. “They completely decimat-
ed the entire defense, not representing and recalling all 
arguments which were to the country’s advantage.”

Russian-Ukrainian joint enterprises emerged as an 
economic trend under President Yanukovych. Russia’s 
United Aviation Construction Corp. formed a company to 
engage in joint projects with Kyiv’s Antonov Co., while 
Russia’s United Shipbuilding Corp. (USC) said it 
planned to create such enterprises with Ukrainians firms 
like the Black Sea Shipbuilding Factory in Mykolaiv. 
The company said it’s also considering acquiring a dozen 
Ukrainian shipbuilding companies that would fit in the 
production chains of Russian shipbuilders, reported 
Andrey Kurasov, the deputy chair of the shipbuilding 
department of the Ministry of Industry and Trade. 
Russian Prime Minister Putin in early May urged USC 
Chairman Roman Trotsenko to begin pursuing the acqui-
sitions of the two Ukrainian plants – More Shipbuilding 
Co. in Feodosiya and Zoria-MashProyekt in Mykolaiv, 
which builds the world’s largest gas-turbine engines for 
shipbuilding. At the same time, Russians acquired the 
Alchevsk Metallurgical Plant and the Dzerzhinsky 
Metallurgical Plant in Dniprodzerzhinsk.

Questions about Euro-integration

All the while, Prime Minister Azarov made audacious 
claims about Euro-integration throughout the year. He 
told Swedish Foreign Minister Carl Bildt in April that his 
government was aiming to have an EU Association 
Agreement and Free Trade Agreement drafted by the 
year’s end. In June, he said Ukrainians would have visa-
free travel to Europe as early as 2011. 

Most experts view these as empty words, considering 
that signing such extensive agreements with the EU 
would require significant reforms from the Yanukovych 
administration, most notably in reducing corruption, 
which doesn’t interest those in power, said Dr. Oleh 
Soskin of the Institute of Society Transformation. Their 
entire political careers are based on abusing government 
posts to enrich themselves, he said.

While President Yanukovych is able to reject NATO 

integration and remain popular with the electorate, he 
can’t outright dismiss EU integration, which is supported 
by at least two-thirds of Ukrainians, Dr. Soskin said. So a 
process has begun of discrediting EU integration in stag-
es. “There won’t be an Association Agreement because 
they don’t need it,” he said. “The gradual integration into 
the EU means corruption will be removed, and that 
would destroy them. A Kremlin-controlled mafia has 
come to power and it has a clear plan of surrendering 
Ukraine to Moscow.”

The Yanukovych administration rejected NATO inte-
gration in favor of cooperation in legislation approved on 
June 1 by the National Security and Defense Council, 
titled on “On the Bases of Domestic and Foreign Policy,” 
which excluded NATO integration from among its priori-
ties. Ukraine will maintain its involvement in the NATO 
Response Force – the only non-member to actively par-
ticipate in the program, as well as in NATO Active 
Endeavor, conducted in the Mediterranean Sea, said 
Kostiantyn Yelisyeyev, a vice-minister of foreign affairs. 
Meanwhile, Parliament voted on May 18 to permit 
NATO training exercises in Ukraine, including the once 
controversial U.S.-Ukraine Sea Breeze operation targeted 
by pro-Russian supporters. 

Among the government’s biggest public relations fail-
ures – besides the SBU visit to UCU Rector Rev. Dr. 
Borys Gudziak – was the June detention of Niko Lange, 
the Kyiv director of the Konrad Adenauer Fund, who was 
held at Kyiv Boryspil airport for 10 hours after criticizing 
the administration of President Yanukovych. Both he, 
and fellow countryman and former German Ambassador 
to Ukraine Ditmar Studemann, warned the Yanukovych 
administration that Euro-integration wouldn’t be possible 
for Ukraine if its government pursued authoritarian polic-
es such as repressing the opposition, abusing the law for 
political ends and imposing police state measures on a 
peaceful population. Ironically, the Yanukovych adminis-
tration reacted with the same neo-Soviet tactics of intimi-
dation against Mr. Lange that he had warned against. 

The incident reflected the Yanukovych’s authoritarian 
approach to governing that repeatedly flaunted laws and 
procedures.

“These politicians repeatedly demonstrated their readi-
ness to fit legislative norms to their needs and legalize 
them post-factum with other laws or Constitutional Court 
rulings,” said Ihor Koliushko, director of the Kyiv-based 
Center for Political-Legal Reforms. Subsequent constitu-
tional violations included postponing the elections of city 
and oblast councils (which were supposed to be held 
May 30), holding the April 27 parliamentary session 
without a quorum, casting votes on behalf of absentee 
national deputies, extending the Black Sea Fleet lease by 
25 years, and transferring the authority of appointing 
judges nationwide to a newly established government-
controlled Higher Justice Council. 

The attitude of the coalition government was best 
demonstrated when Mr. Yanukovych was accused by 
critics of violating Ukrainian law when he denied in 
Strasbourg that the Holodomor was genocide against the 
Ukrainian people. When confronted with that, presiden-
tial advisor Mykhailo Chechetov offered his pragmatic 
solution to the problem: change the law.

“He absolutely wasn’t concerned that the president’s 

Prime Ministers Mykola Azarov of Ukraine (left) and Vladimir Putin of Russia during their meeting in 
Moscow on March 25.

Web-Portal of Ukraine’s Government
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speech clearly violated the law,” Mr. Koliushko said. 
“The new government perceives laws exclusively as 
some kind of tribute, not as something they’re supposed 
to be guided by … The government thinks that laws can 
always be passed and adjust them to its needs.”

Yanukovych authoritarianism involves selectively 
enforcing the law and granting individual rights. So 
while a Kyiv district court ruled on May 7 to forbid pro-
tests against Russian soldiers marching in Kyiv on May 
9, those supporting the soldiers were more than welcome 
to exercise their right to publicly support them. While 
police surrounded nationalist protesters and allegedly 
beat them on May 27, Party of Regions supporters were 
allowed to gather at Lviv Polytechnic University, where 
President Yanukovych was scheduled to speak, and voice 
their support. 

Prime Minister Azarov created the most centralized 
state financing apparatus in the last decade, Mr. Novak 
said. In the 2010 budget, the Azarov government allocat-
ed only 20 percent of state revenues for oblast and city 
governments to manage and use, compared to 22 percent 
during former Prime Minister Tymoshenko and 28 per-
cent under Mr. Yanukovych’s 2002-2004 tenure as prime 
minister. “Rather than worrying about the regions, the 
Party of Regions has begun intensively seizing resources 
from them,” he said.

U.S. ambassador in Ukraine

U.S. Ambassador to Ukraine John Tefft was largely 
silent and remained out of the public eye in the first six 
months since being appointed to his post in December 
2009. He held his first press conference on June 24 at the 
Institute of World Policy in Kyiv to discuss U.S.-Ukraine 
relations and Ukrainian politics. Mr. Tefft acknowledged 
troubling reports of government pressure and censorship 
in Ukraine, yet demonstrated the cautious approach taken 
by U.S. foreign policy leaders towards the Yanukovych 
administration. He abstained from any criticism of its 
authoritarian policies and constitutional violations appar-
ently as part of the U.S. approach to achieve pragmatic 
goals and maintain dialogue.

“We have concerns about democracy and freedoms,” 
said Ambassador Tefft, responding to The Weekly’s ques-
tion about whether the Ukrainian government is pursuing 
authoritarian policies. “Some of those things, when we 
investigate them – we do investigate very carefully the 
allegations – don’t turn out to be actually what they’re 
billed as. Some of them do, and we’ve raised aggressive-
ly with the government.”

U.S. foreign policy toward the Yanukovych adminis-
tration consists of five priorities: economic reform, trade 
and energy, defense and security, fighting corruption, and 
strengthening democracy and freedom of the press, the 
ambassador said. He offered the Yanukovych administra-
tion compliments for statements that had yet to show any 
concrete results, such as claims about lowering taxes and 
reducing red tape. “We’ve noted with great hope the new 
government’s statements that fighting corruption is a top 
priority,” Mr. Tefft said. “However, actions speak louder 
than words.”

The Yanukovych administration’s plans to fight cor-
ruption were just that – statements. In late March, the 
president decided to postpone the introduction of anti-
corruption laws until January 1, 2011. The decision came 
after repeated statements about the urgency of fighting 
corruption. 

Ambassador Teftt’s careful remarks, in which he 
avoided using the term “authoritarian” or voicing criti-
cism of the Yanukovych administration, drew questions 
from concerned civil society and media leaders wanting 
to know what the U.S. government was doing to prevent 
authoritarianism.

That question was posed by Viktor Shlinchak, the 
chairman of the board of directors of the Institute of 
World Policy in Kyiv, to whom Ambassador Tefft 
responded: “When we see problems, we ask questions. 
When we see violations, we raise the questions.”

The Weekly asked whether the rise of authoritarianism 
in Ukraine was a concern and whether there are indica-
tions the government is pursuing an authoritarian policy. 
“You’re trying to put words in my mouth,” the ambassa-
dor said. “I’ve said it quite clearly I think in my speech 
that we have concerns about democracy and freedoms.” 

U.S. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton met with 
Ukrainian President Viktor Yanukovych and his foreign 
policy team during a one-day visit to Kyiv on July 2 in 
which they discussed security and defense cooperation, 
including fulfilling the nuclear security agreements 
reached on April 12-13 in Washington. Ms. Clinton 
offered much praise for the Yanukovych administration 
and refrained from criticism, despite evidence that the 

government is pursuing authoritarian polices in monopo-
lizing power, abusing the rule of law and restricting indi-
vidual rights. They discussed economic and energy 
reform, and followed up on Ukraine’s “historic decision 
to get rid of its stocks of highly enriched uranium by 
2012,” which was announced at the Nuclear Security 
Summit.

She raised concerns about threats to freedom of 
speech and assembly with Foreign Affairs Minister 
Kostyantyn Gryshchenko, while at the same time stating 
that the U.S. is “encouraged by your government’s com-
mitment to support freedom of the press and to take con-
crete steps to ensure the independence of Ukraine’s 
vibrant media.” Secretary Clinton’s foreign policy team 
also met with leaders of Ukrainian civil society, who 
reported on the Yanukovych administration’s increasing 
restrictions on rights and freedoms. Ms. Clinton also met 
with opposition leader Ms. Tymoshenko, who told her of 
rising authoritarianism. 

Ms. Clinton expressed support for a relationship with 
Russia “that is in Ukraine’s interest, that helps to further 
what President [Barack] Obama has called the resetting 
of relations with Russia.”

“Some have tried to force Ukrainians into a choice 
between aligning your country with Russia or with the 
West. We believe that is a false choice,” Ms. Clinton 
said. “Ukraine is an independent nation, and we hope 
Ukraine will have good relations with its neighbors – 
including Russia – and that Ukraine will pursue close, 
constructive relationships with the United States and 
countries of the European Union.”

The local elections

With such support, the Yanukovych pressed on with its 
authoritarian bulldozer, submitting more local govern-
ments to its direct control, gaining legislation to manipu-
late the country’s judiciary and drafting rules that tilted 
the October 31 local elections in favor of the Party of 
Regions. The new rules forbade the participation of any 
parties formed less than a year from the election date – a 
tactic aimed at eliminating the Front for Change, the 
party formed by former Verkhovna Rada Chair 
Yatsenyuk. In addition, blocs of several parties were for-
bidden, a move designed to hurt Ms. Tymoshenko.

“These are anti-democratic, unconstitutional norms 
with the single political goal of eliminating competitors,” 
said Oleksander Chernenko, the board chairman of the 
Committee of Voters of Ukraine (CVU). The election 
legislation, which passed a second parliamentary reading 
on July 10, was aimed at ensuring that the Party of 
Regions dominates political life in Ukraine both national-
ly and locally, observers said. Among the most criticized 
provision of the local elections bill was the new require-
ment that candidates must belong to a political party in 
order to compete. “This is another anti-democratic norm 
that violates the Constitution, which guarantees the right 
of any citizen to choose or to be chosen,” Mr. Chernenko 
said. 

The mayors of Ukraine’s biggest cities were elected as 
independent candidates in the 2006 local elections, 
including Lviv Mayor (City Council Chair) Andrii 
Sadovyi, Odesa Mayor Eduard Hurvits, Dnipropetrovsk 
Mayor Ivan Kulichenko and Zaporizhia Mayor Yevhen 
Kartashov. After the new requirement, Messrs. 
Kulichenko and Kartashov both got their party cards. 

The elections were supposed to be held on May 30, 
but Parliament canceled the vote, alleging a lack of 
funds, in a decision that violated the Ukrainian 
Constitution. The real motive observers said, they said, 
was to change the election rules to ensure the Party of 
Regions gained widespread and wide-margin victories. 
Rules were changed and made contradictory so that the 
party’s interests would prevail in the ensuing chaos, 
observers said. Fulfilling one norm automatically violates 
another, Mr. Chernenko said. Moreover, the campaign 
season was limited to 50 days, home-voting was allowed 
without a medical document, and election commissions 
were allowed to operate without a quorum. President 
Yanukovych signed the regional elections law on July 27, 
drawing further criticism.

“Ukraine is being thrown back not even to the 
Kuchma era, but even further as if into the Soviet past, 
when elections were held in name only,” said Maryna 
Stavniychuk, a member of Ukraine’s delegation to the 
Venice Commission of the Council of Europe. She point-
ed out the CEC was granted the authority to disqualify 
candidates, even of the eve of the vote when no appeals 
could be pursued. “I have the impression that the authors 
of the legislation specifically hired people and assigned 
them the task of analyzing the previous election law and 
selecting all the worst that Ukraine renounced in recent 

years,” Ms. Stavniychuk said. “Job well done. The green 
light has been given to political raiding in Ukraine on a 
legislative level.”

The Party of Regions launched a new falsification 
technology of creating clone parties, in which it recruited 
a member of the Batkivschyna party to create a group of 
supporters that would be loyal to the Party of Regions. 
The cloned Batkivschyna party, with the Regions-loyal 
leader, then gets recognized by local election commis-
sions and courts, and competes in the election in place of 
the true opposition candidate. The first such reported 
cases emerged in the Lviv and Kyiv oblasts. The Kyiv 
Oblast Organization of the Batkivschyna party fought to 
resist the cloning attempt by electing its genuine leader – 
Kostiantyn Bodariev – at its June 25 party conference. 
Even then, Judge Serhii Vovk of the Pechersk District 
Court in Kyiv declared the election null and void, recog-
nizing the Regions-affiliated candidate, Volodymyr 
Maibozhenko, as the legitimate chair of the Kyiv Oblast 
Organization of the Batkivschyna party. “There haven’t 
been any similar rulings during all the years of indepen-
dence,” Mr. Bondariev said at a July 26 press conference. 
As a result, the Batkivschyna party was unable to com-
pete for the Kyiv Oblast Council. Judge Vovk issued a 
similar ruling canceling the decision of the Lviv Oblast 
Organization of the Batkivschyna party to remove 
National Deputy Ivan Denkovych from its leadership 
after he demonstrated a newfound loyalty to the Party of 
Regions. (In Ukraine’s court system, a judge in one 
oblast can rule on a case affecting citizens in another 
oblast.)

Opposition persecutions escalated. In early July, the 
Vysokyi Zamok newspaper reported that the Lviv State 
Oblast Administration led by oligarch Vasyl Horbach had 
begun gathering information about political allegiances 
of leading Lviv businessmen. Mr. Horbal allegedly 
ordered district state administrations to gather the infor-
mation, which included enterprise owners’ party alle-
giance, political beliefs and “degree of influence on the 
electorate,” the newspaper reported. Mr. Horbal denied 
that he ordered the surveys.

The Party of Regions even pressured some of 
Ukraine’s biggest oligarchs to abandon the Tymoshenko 
Bloc and join its ranks. Most notably, the Tymoshenko 
Bloc lost a top financer, mega-millionaire Andrii 
Verevskyi, who sought to protect his giant agro-business 
by joining the Party of Regions on June 1.

Government employees not submitting to the plans of 
the Party of Regions to hijack the October elections were 
subject to dismissal as well. Minister of Education and 
Science Tabachnyk visited Donetsk National University 
Rector Volodymyr Shevchenko in Donetsk on July 29 
and demanded that he write a resignation letter, which 
the rector refused to do. He was subsequently dismissed 
by the minister, in violation of procedures which require 
the rector to remain in place until another is elected. His 
illegal dismissal was protested by labor unions, universi-
ty staff and the ministry’s human resources committee, 
said Lesia Orobets, assistant chair of the Single Center 
party. While Mr. Shevchenko didn’t state the reason for 
his dismissal, observers said it’s because he’s always 
been independent of political parties and refused to join 
the Party of Regions.

President Yanukovych gained control of Ukraine’s 
judiciary after the Verkhovna Rada on July 7 approved 
the second reading of the bill “On the Judicial System 
and Status of Judges” without waiting for the Venice 
Commission of the Council of Europe to review it and 
offer recommendations. That review would have likely 
rejected the change to Ukraine’s judiciary, critics said, 
which is why the parliamentary coalition rushed to have 
it approved. 

The legislation created a High Specialized Court of 
Ukraine to review civil and criminal cases, reducing the 
membership and authority of the Supreme Court of 
Ukraine – led by Tymoshenko Bloc supporter Chief 
Justice Vasyl Onopenko – and empowering the Higher 
Justice Council to appoint judges. About three-quarters 
of the judges on the Higher Justice Council are controlled 
by President Yanukovych, observers said. At least 20 
provisions of the law, which took effect on July 15, con-
tradict the Constitution, Ms. Tymoshenko said. 

Moscow Patriarchate’s crusade

Besides usurping Ukraine’s political institutions, the 
Yanukovych administration threw open the doors for the 
Ukrainian Orthodox Church–Moscow Patriarchate 
(UOC-MP) to launch a religious crusade to take over the 
holiest sites and churches in Ukraine that it didn’t yet 
control. The first battleground became the Kyivan Caves 
Monastery, widely viewed as Ukraine’s holiest site, 
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which is also referred to as the Kyiv-Pechersk Historical-
Cultural Reserve. Ukraine’s pro-Russian forces apparent-
ly aren’t satisfied with the UOC-MP controlling 41 per-
cent of the territory’s structures. On July 27 Prime 
Minister Azarov announced an order to evict “all institu-
tions and organizations that don’t have any relation to the 
reserve and monastery within the course of a year.”

Immediately targeted were the reserve’s five muse-
ums, its famous artist studio, a hospital that treats HIV/
AIDS patients, the National Historic Library and govern-
ment offices, such as the State Service of National 
Cultural Inheritance.

Serhii Krolevets, who served as the chair of the 
reserve for 15 years, told The Weekly that it’s the politi-
cians who are provoking the conflicts between the terri-
tory’s laity and clergy, encouraging the latter to take 
advantage of the current window and seize as much 
property as possible. Considerable concessions were 
offered for Patriarch Kirill’s third visit to Kyiv in July, 
which included re-naming the stretch of Ivan Mazepa 
Street adjacent to the monastery as Lavra Street. Then the 
Kyiv City Council voted on July 15 to transfer ownership 
of the monastery to the government led by Prime 
Minister Azarov. In Odesa, the City Council voted to 
transfer to UOC-MP ownership of the Cathedral of the 
Transfiguration of Our Savior, the oblast’s largest cathe-
dral situated at Cathedral Square in the city center. Odesa 
Mayor Hurvits presented the deed to the church on July 
21 to Odesa and Izmail Metropolitan Agafangel. 

Kirill’s eight-day visit included trips to Odesa, 
Dnipropetrovsk and Kyiv, during which the Russian 
patriarch awarded President Yanukovych one of the 
church’s highest honors, the Order of Prince St. Vladimir. 
Patriarch Kirill’s overt political speeches and involve-
ment in Ukrainian politics drew nationwide protests. 
More than 10,000 followers of the Ukrainian Orthodox 
Church–Kyiv Patriarchate (UOC-KP), led by Patriarch 
Filaret, participated in a moleben and marched through 
central Kyiv on July 28 to commemorate the Baptism of 
Kyivan Rus’ in 988. The Church’s press service reported 
that police prevented hundreds of its faithful from travel-
ing to Kyiv to participate in the ceremonies. 

“They threatened to confiscate transport licenses and 
create other ‘unpleasantries,’” the July 28 statement said. 
“We saw mass refusals of transporters from fulfilling 
trips, which were secured in advance. Local government 
officials insistently ‘didn’t recommend’ that clergy of the 
UOC-KP travel to Kyiv on July 28.” 

Two days before the arrival of Patriarch Kirill, two 
arsonists reportedly set ablaze the first wooden church of 
the UOC-KP in Luhansk. Almost the entire church 
burned and its security guard was hospitalized. 

Educational “reform”

President Yanukovych signed legislation on July 22, 
approved by Parliament two weeks earlier, that immedi-
ately canceled Ukraine’s 12-grade system of elementary 
education and replaced it with 11 grades. The law also 
introduced mandatory kindergarten for 5-year-olds (pre-
viously, school attendance was required of 6-year-olds). 
The legislation was produced by the Education Ministry 
led by Mr. Tabachnyk, who has led an intense campaign 
to integrate Ukraine educational system with the Russian 
model. Mr. Tabachnyk’s plans radically subverted 
Ukraine’s path towards the 12-grade system – employed 
throughout Western states – that had been introduced in 
2002 and was set to produce the first graduating 12th 
grade class in 2013. The changes demanded rewriting the 
nation’s entire curriculum and publishing new textbooks.

“Radical changes of direction every year can’t be 
called reform,” Olha Aivazovska, board chairman of the 
Opora citizens network, said at a July 22 press confer-
ence in Kyiv. “Reform in education is a process which 
goes towards some direction. What is proposed today and 
being called reform is truly a return to the conditions that 
preceded the reforms of 2002” that launched 12-grade 
education, she noted. The regressive measures will sig-
nificantly hurt the ability of Ukrainian students to com-
pete with their European counterparts and gain admission 
into European universities, Ms. Aivazovska said.

“Twelve-year schooling was a guarantee that a 
Ukrainian [high school] diploma would be recognized in 
European countries, as well as the possibility of gaining 
admission to the world’s universities absolutely calmly, 
without any additional measures,” she explained. Instead 
the measures serve the interests of the Kremlin, which 
wants to keep Ukraine’s next generation oriented towards 
Moscow rather than gravitating towards Europe, observ-
ers noted.

“Canceling the 12-year [system] hurts Ukraine’s 
image, showing it to be an extremely inconsistent state 

that is taking actions which contradict the Bologna 
Process just five years after joining it,” said Maksym 
Pobokin, an analyst at the Kucheriv Democratic 
Initiatives Fund in Kyiv. “The international community 
won’t recognize diplomas since they violate UNESCO 
recommendations on a minimum of 12 years in educa-
tion,” he added.

Mr. Tabachnyk gained other advantages with the legis-
lation. Adopting Russia’s 11-grade system will make it 
easier to pursue previously announced plans to publish 
new Ukrainian textbooks in tandem with the Russian 
government that promise a Russocentric view of history.

Toward the end of the year, there were more disturb-
ing developments in the realm of education as the 
National University of Kyiv Mohyla Academy reported 
that Education Minister Tabachnyk had begun a cam-
paign to restrict its autonomy and halt its progressive 
reforms in higher education.

Serhiy Kvit, NUKMA president, said at a December 9 
press conference that the ministry wants to eliminate the 
university’s English language requirement, its pioneering 
Ph.D. programs, and unique admission standards for its 
master’s degree programs, which require passing five 
exams, he said. Minister Tabachnyk even seeks to forbid 
students from freely attending lectures. “The minister 
wants to cancel in our statutes and rights precisely that 
which in Western Europe is the foundation of the 
Bologna Process and the European Higher Education 
Area (EHEA),” Dr. Kvit stated. It is precisely because of 
the university’s spirit of independence and its fight 
against corruption that Kyiv Mohyla Academy is being 
targeted by the ministry, said Dr. Kvit, whose statements 
were a reaction to the ministry’s recent legislative pro-
posals and its reassessment of the university’s charter.

Political persecution

The summer concluded with a new wave of political 
persecutions, which returned to Ukraine with a fervor 
unseen since 2001, when former President Leonid 
Kuchma arrested and incarcerated a series of opposition 
leaders. The top targets included officials who served the 
government of former Prime Minister Tymoshenko, lead-
ers of the Svoboda nationalist party, officials who served 
Kyiv Mayor Leonid Chernovetskyi, and independent 
activists critical of the Kremlin and the pro-Russian poli-
cies of the Yanukovych administration.

The Yanukovych administration’s tactics involved sur-
prise inspections of offices, illegal searches, alleged 
wiretapping, arrests and prosecution for alleged crimes. 
These incidents are then well-publicized in the media 
controlled by the Party of Regions, such as the Inter tele-
vision network and the Segodnya daily newspaper.

Former National Deputy Oleksander Hudyma, a lead-
ing activist against illegal construction in central Kyiv, 
was arrested on March 14 for allegedly assaulting a secu-
rity guard during a conflict with residents. Prosecutors 
added the charge of resistance to police in July, which 
Mr. Hudyma said happened because the authorities 
couldn’t find evidence of assault. He faces a sentence of 

up to five years in prison if convicted. Former Economy 
Minister Bohdan Danylyshyn was accused by the 
Procurator General’s office (PGO) of incurring $570,000 
in losses to the state when selecting a contractor rather 
than conducting an open tender on the construction of a 
parking garage at Kyiv Boryspil Airport. He’s also 
accused of buying diesel fuel, also without a tender, that 
cost the state $1.8 million. Mr. Danylyshyn fled to the 
Czech Republic, where he was arrested by local authori-
ties. He filed for political asylum in November.

Authorities arrested several top-ranking officials in the 
government of former Prime Minister Tymoshenko for 
their involvement in confiscating 11 billion cubic meters 
of natural gas from RosUkrEnergo. Former State 
Customs Service Chair Anatolii Makarenko was arrested 
and incarcerated in June; the same fate met former 
Naftohaz Ukrainy First Deputy Chair Ihor Didenko the 
next month. Both men remain imprisoned. 

National Deputy Roman Zvarych said he and his wife, 
Svitlana, are under intense pressure from the Security 
Service of Ukraine (SBU) because he chairs the tempo-
rary parliamentary committee to review the Stockholm 
Arbitration Court’s decision in favor of RosUkrEnergo. 
Mr. Zvarych was loyal to Ms. Tymoshenko in recent 
years and is likely to share the view that the government 
sabotaged the case so that RosUkrEnergo could recover 
its natural gas from Naftohaz Ukrainy. Party of Regions 
National Deputy Viktor Korzh alleged Ms. Zvarych stole 
$12.7 million from the state budget through her firm and 
claimed to have evidence that the Zvaryches engaged in 
laundering value-added tax money from the state. Ms. 
Zvarych said those accusations are lies.

The PGO is prosecuting 38-year-old nationalist 
Mykola Kokhanivskyi for hooliganism and vandalizing 
monuments of cultural inheritance following his deed on 
the night of June 30, 2009, when he and four cohorts 
chiseled and deformed the face of the Vladimir Lenin 
statue in central Kyiv. He is also being prosecuted for 
assaulting on March 17 Viktor Voronin, an assistant to 
Education Minister Tabachnyk, who held a sign during a 
demonstration that said, “Ukrainian Nazis – Hands off 
Tabachnyk.”

The SBU crossed the line from political reprisals to 
repressing academic freedom when on September 8 it 
detained Ruslan Zabilyi, director of the National 
Memorial Museum of the Victims of the Occupation 
Regimes, Prison on Lontsky. The next day, the SBU 
announced it launched criminal investigations against 
him for allegedly revealing state secrets. Mr. Zabilyi told 
a September 9 press conference in Kyiv that he was told 
the goal of his detention was to hinder his work with 
declassified Soviet documents and prevent their dissemi-
nation. He insisted that as a historian and museum direc-
tor, he had access only to declassified historical docu-
ments. He was asked by the SBU why he was interested 
in the Ukrainian Insurgent Army (UPA) and was advised 
to get a job as a teacher and to cease contacts with for-
eign scholars. He was asked about his position on histori-
cal memory, lustration and the Holodomor.

Illya M. Labunka
Picketers gathered in front of the Kyiv headquarters of the Security Service of Ukraine on September 15 pro-
test the SBU’s actions against historian Ruslan Zabilyi and the National Memorial Museum Prison on 

Lontsky in Lviv. The banner reads “Freedom for historians.”
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“SBU personnel are not only trying to conceal the 

crimes of Stalinism, they are also using its methods 
today, as if it was not 2010 but 1937,” said Volodymyr 
Viatrovych, a fellow Lviv historian who had extensive 
access to SBU documents. Staff members of the Prison 
on Lontsky Museum, the property of which is owned by 
the SBU, weren’t allowed to access their offices begin-
ning September 9. On September 10 several hundred 
people in Lviv gathered in front of the SBU’s Lviv 
Oblast headquarters to protest the treatment of Mr. 
Zabilyi, among them former Soviet prisoners Iryna 
Kalynets, Ivan Hel and Yurii Shukhevych, all of whom 
were at one time held at the Lontsky Prison. 

A Kyiv appellate court on August 30 upheld a contro-
versial lower court ruling that denied broadcast licenses 
to Ukraine’s last two remaining TV networks that are 
committed to reporting news independently. As a result, 
the TVi network lost its television frequencies and can 
only be viewed on cable or satellite television. Channel 5 
is still broadcasting on the frequencies it owned prior to 
the January tender, yet it will reportedly lose half its 
viewers as a result of losing its current frequency.

The courts fulfilled the government’s goals of elimi-
nating influential critical media, critics said. The ruling 
came on the day that President Yanukovych was in 
Germany claiming to be “the person most interested in 
democratization processes in Ukraine not only not stop-
ping, but developing.”

“I view this day as the introduction of official censor-
ship in Ukraine,” TVi General Director Mykola 
Kniazhytskyi told the UNIAN news service on August 
30. “I think they intentionally waited for the day when 
our president would be in Europe in order to show the 
West that Ukraine won’t be in Europe. I think this is a 
provocation against our country.”

Legal nihilism

Ukraine descended deeper into the depths of legal 
nihilism when the nation’s Constitutional Court ruled on 
October 1 to overturn the constitutional changes 
approved in December 2004 during the Orange 
Revolution – dividing authority among Ukraine’s presi-
dent, prime minister and Parliament – and to restore full 
executive authority to President Yanukovych. Observers 
said he ordered the ruling because he wasn’t able to 
make the changes the proper way, which would have 
required a constitutional majority of 300 votes in 
Parliament to amend the Constitution. Ukraine’s 
Constitutional Court is led by Chief Justice Anatolii 
Holovin, a Donbas native and longtime colleague to the 
president.

“All the government’s activity under President 
Yanukovych involves setting a goal and achieving it by 
any means necessary,” Ihor Zhdanov, president of the 
Open Politics Analytical Center in Kyiv, told an October 
6 press conference. “That’s the government’s credo. 
Relations between the government and citizens aren’t 
built on equality, but the government of the subjected. 
We make a decision and the people swallow it. This is 
done with pseudo-legal methods.” 

As a result of the politically motivated ruling President 
Yanukovych gained the ability to appoint and dismiss 
Cabinet ministers, including the prime minister. The 
president will again play the key role in forming the par-
liamentary coalition, avoiding the troubles faced by for-
mer President Yushchenko, who was opposed by his own 
prime minister and Parliament. In a national address on 
the day of the court ruling, President Yanukovych 
announced the country would rely on the 1996 version of 
the Constitution of Ukraine that functioned until January 
1, 2006, when the new constitutional amendments took 
effect requiring parliamentary factions to form the coali-
tion, rather than the president.

“We’ve returned to the Constitution which Europe and 
the world recognized as among the best,” Mr. 
Yanukovych declared. “This Constitution allowed 
Ukraine to affirm itself as an independent state, deter-
mine its unchanging course towards democracy, rule of 
law, defense of rights and freedom of citizens.”

However it quickly became apparent that Mr. 
Yanukovych would only abide by those provisions of the 
1996 Constitution that he preferred, while ignoring those 
that worked against him. Canceling the 2006 
Constitution would require parliamentary elections in 
March 2011 (the last Sunday in March four years after 
the last election, according to the 1996 Constitution), an 
idea that the Presidential Administration flatly rejected. 

“Addressing these issues, the Justice Ministry said 
everyone should execute their authority based on the 
1996 edition, but not the terms of authority,” said Ihor 
Koliushko, the chair of the Center for Political and Legal 

Reforms in Kyiv. “They’re playing games now. Either 
we stand on the position that the authorities and their 
terms are active according to the new edition of the 
Constitution, or the old one. But this can’t be split,” he 
added. 

The leaders of Ukraine’s opposition forces on 
September 28 sent a letter to leaders of European bodies, 
heads of state, leaders of foreign diplomatic missions to 
Ukraine and heads of international funds and institutions 
to warn that the upcoming elections in Ukraine wouldn’t 
be fair if the Yanukovych administration is allowed to 
continue abusing its powers. The leaders of opposition 
parties charged that the Ukrainian government is “imple-
menting a number of measures aimed at the creation of a 
wide-scale system for vote-rigging and the significant 
distortion of election results in their favor.”

Indeed the Party of Regions led Parliament on August 
30 in tweaking its scandalous local election rules legisla-
tion, but mostly for the worse. The changes enabled its 
members to determine most, if not all, the members of 
the territorial and district election commissions, even 
those representing opposition parties. Local party organi-
zations were denied the right to nominate commissioners, 
which opposition leaders said ensured falsification.

“The Stalinist norm is in effect – it’s not important 
who votes, but who count the votes,” said Viacheslav 
Kyrylenko, a national deputy and chair of the For 
Ukraine party. “Local citizens are denied the opportunity 
to influence this process. The law enables the Regions 
and Communists to select their representatives to elec-
tion commissions first, followed by all other political 
forces.”

The amendments give priority to the Party of Regions 
and the Communist Party of Ukraine in selecting their 
three representatives (per party) to the 18-member terri-
torial election commission, enabling them to chose and 
recruit the most influential commissions members ahead 
of the three other parliamentary factions. Then the CEC, 
loyal to the Party of Regions, will have authority in 
determining which three commissioners will represent 
each of the three remaining parliamentary factions. 
Opposition parties were given a single day, September 
11, to fill out forms nominating their candidates to elec-
tion commissions, said Serhii Podhornyi, a national dep-
uty of the Tymoshenko Bloc. Only the Party of Regions 
was able to submit its nominations in a timely manner, 
having the ability to receive such forms days ahead of the 
deadline. 

Besides expanding territorial election commissions to 
18 members (three commissioners per parliamentary fac-
tion, plus three from parties not in Parliament), the 
amendments removed the July 10 prohibition on parties 
whose local organizations were formed within a year of 
election day. The leadership of the Party of Regions 
boasted that the amendments enhanced democracy in 
Ukraine by allowing more parties to run. Yet, observers 
said the measure was truly intended to increase competi-
tion and dilute the results of the leading opposition force, 
the Batkvischyna party led by Ms. Tymoshenko. 

“It’s a half-step towards democracy,” said Mr. 
Chernenko, board chairman of the Kyiv-based CVU. “It 
came about not with the desire to improve elections, but 
the desire to complicate them for the competitors to the 
ruling party.”

The main benefactors were the Strong Ukraine party 
led by mega-millionaire banker Mr. Tigipko and the 
Front For Change party led by 36-year-old banker and 
National Deputy Yatsenyuk.

In the week prior to the October 31 elections, Ms. 
Tymoshenko said she would not recognize the results of 
the Kyiv Oblast, Lviv Oblast and Ternopil City Council 
elections, where the Batkivschyna local organizations 
were hijacked by clones, or fake parties created by mem-
bers loyal to the Party of Regions. Election commissions 
controlled by the Party of Regions recognized the clones 
and not the real Batkivschyna organizations, resulting in 
conflicts and hunger strikes that left several 
Batkivschyna party activists hospitalized. 

“Political and criminal responsibility lies personally 
with President Yanukovych for the falsification of elec-
tions, which are in full gear,” she told an October 25 
press conference.

Another election day

By the time October 31 rolled around, the parliamen-
tary coalition controlled an estimated 66 percent of terri-
torial election commission seats and 68 percent of its 
executives, according to estimates offered by Opora, 
Ukraine’s leading independent election monitor. So it 
came as no surprise that the October 31 local elections in 
Ukraine were held amidst evidence of systemic viola-

tions and vote falsifications. Most of the major political 
forces involved, including the Communist Party of 
Ukraine, a coalition partner, refused to recognize them as 
legitimate. Only the Party of Regions said the elections 
were conducted transparently and honestly, and con-
formed to international standards.

“The elections were conducted in complete chaos and 
confusion,” Tymoshenko Bloc National Deputy Andrii 
Kozhemiakin said from the parliamentary tribune. “Now 
the government is doing everything to bide its time and 
falsify the results for certain election districts.”

Svoboda nationalists alleged total falsification in the 
Kyiv Oblast vote and demanded arrests and prosecution 
of those involved. Meanwhile the Communists called for 
nationwide protests.

The Western-financed Opora citizen’s network, issued 
one of the most disapproving statements on the elections 
on November 4, based on reports made by its 1,550 elec-
tion observers: “The local elections in Ukraine occurred 
with violations of international standards and failure to 
uphold the appropriate practices of organization and con-
ducting elections.”

On election day itself, Opora received scores of 
reports of election commissioners rewriting election pro-
tocols after they had been completed and submitted. In 
the Cherkasy, Kyiv and Vinnytsia oblasts, hundreds of 
candidates arrived at polling stations to find stamps next 
to their names – placed the night before – that indicated 
their expulsion from the contest, Mr. Hnap said. Scores, 
if not hundreds of journalists, party-affiliated observers 
and international election observers were either forbid-
den to enter polling stations, or expelled either in the day 
or during the overnight vote count.

The Weekly’s correspondent was expelled from 
Precinct Election Commission No. 11005 in the village 
of Bondari, Poltava Oblast, at about 5:30 a.m. on 
November 1, accused of interference after its reporter 
made a second attempt to draw closer to the counting of 
ballots that was occurring on the far end of the table. 

Thousands of voters were denied their right to cast 
votes because of poor organization and a remarkable lack 
of voting booths to accommodate the number of voters, 
said Opora’s Dmytro Hnap said, referring to this tech-
nique as “managed chaos,” which was created by the 
poor election law. 

The chaotic, often brutal way in which the elections 
were conducted should put to rest any remaining miscon-
ceptions – largely held by Western governments and offi-
cials not closely monitoring Ukraine – that the adminis-
tration of President Yanukovych is committed to building 
democratic institutions and Western values in Ukraine, 
particularly the rule of law, said Ivan Lozowy, a Kyiv 
lawyer and veteran political observer.

“We haven’t seen this type of violence since 2004,” 
said Mr. Lozowy, president of the Institute of Statehood 
and Democracy. In the weeks leading up to the vote, 
intense fighting erupted throughout the cities and towns 
of the battleground central regions of Kyiv, Cherkasy, 
Poltava and Vinnytsia. The fighting extended into elec-
tion day itself.

Meanwhile several observers of the Ukrainian 
Congress Committee of America (UCCA) said thousands 
of ballots went missing at Cherkasy Oblast polling sta-
tions. They also noticed missing ballot box seals in the 
Poltava and Cherkasy Oblasts.

“The number and frequency of reported violations 
presents a spike as compared to previous elections. That 
in itself is sufficiently worrisome. These elections were 
significantly worse and reversed a general trend towards 
a slow improvement,” Mr. Lozowy added.

The U.S. State Department issued a carefully worded 
statement on November 3 that declared the October 31 
elections “did not meet standards for openness and fair-
ness set by the presidential elections earlier this year.” 
The biggest violations it cited were abuse of government 
resources, unbalanced election commissions and compli-
cated registration and voting procedures. All that 
European leaders could offer was deafening silence in 
the four days after. The European Parliament decided to 
delay its resolution on the election. 

The elections gained little notice beyond Ukraine 
because the Yanukovych administration decided to hold 
them, for the first time, separate from the major elections 
for president and Parliament. Only about 500 internation-
al observers arrived, with Poland dispatching the most at 
36, Opora reported. The Russian Federation sent the sec-
ond most, 29, and 28 observers arrived from the U.S., 
most of whom represented the UCCA.

A lengthy joint statement was issued on November 2 
by 10 opposition parties – led by Batkivschyna and the 
People’s Rukh of Ukraine – containing extensive exam-
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ples and evidence of systemic violations and vote fraud. 
“The local elections that took place on October 31 were 
neither democratic nor free,” the statement began. “They 
do not conform to generally accepted European stan-
dards, and their results are deliberately disfigured. Today 
it’s already obvious that the official election results will 
have nothing to do with the real mood of the people, nor 
reflect their real choice. The vote-rigging in Ukraine has 
been a long process that has embraced every stage of the 
election campaign.”

Among the election’s low points was a statement by 
CVU Chair Chenenko, who declared the elections were 
conducted in a “free atmosphere” as early as three hours 
before the 10 p.m. closing time for polling stations. The 
elections had no more violations than the presidential 
campaign and not of a “systemic character.” He also 
said, again before the polls closed, that the election 
results couldn’t be rejected at any level except that of 
election commissions.

Protests and conflict continued for weeks after the 
elections. More than 5,000 Kharkiv residents gathered 
on the city’s Freedom Square on November 9 for its 
“For Honest Elections” rally demanding victory for 
Arsen Avakov, the Batkivschyna candidate for Kharkiv 
City Council chair who competed against the Party of 
Regions candidate, Gennady Kernes. At least 200 
Svoboda nationalists stormed the Ivano-Frankivsk State 
Oblast Administration building on November 9 to pro-
test mass falsifications that occurred in the oblast. They 
were repelled by Berkut special forces, who inflicted 
injuries against several party activists, including the 
chairman Oleh Tiahnybok. “Several Berkut officers 
threw themselves at me, nearly tearing my clothes,” Mr. 
Tiahnybok said afterwards, according to the party web-
site. “When several supporters attempted to defend me 
against this lawlessness, they were thrown to the ground 
in an instant and brutally kicked by law enforcement 
officers.”

President Yanukovych worked to resolve some of the 
conflicts, among the biggest being in the city of 
Luhansk, where Communists alleged mass falsifications 
deprived their candidate, Spiridon Kilinkarov, of victory 
in the race for City Council chair (mayor). The president 
on November 10 dismissed Luhansk State Oblast 
Administration Chair Valerii Holenko for failing to 
resolve the conflict and appointed a replacement, 
Volodymyr Prytsiuk, who found a compromise. In back-
room dealings, the Party of Regions offered the 
Communists the Luhansk City Council secretary’s post, 
as well as six council committee chair positions, includ-
ing the chairmanship of the lucrative Budget and 
Finances Committee, reported Opora. Meanwhile Party 
of Regions candidate Serhii Kravchenko was allowed to 
open the November 11 session of the Luhansk City 
Council as its newly elected chairman.

In Kharkiv, the 46-year-old Avakov was widely 
believed to have defeated Mr. Kernes, who has close ties 
to Mikhail Dobkin, the notorious mayor who was tapped 
by Mr. Yanukovych to chair the Kharkiv State Oblast 
Administration. Mr. Avakov won 35 percent of the 
votes, compared to 31 percent for Mr. Kernes, according 
to an exit poll conducted by GfK. The official results 
announced on November 5 by the Kharkiv City Election 
Commission gave Mr. Kernes 30.1 percent of the vote, 
compared to 29.5 percent for Mr. Avakov. Much evi-
dence of falsifications surfaced, particularly forged elec-
tion protocols that misrepresented the true tally of votes. 

Tax code protests

The largest protest against the government of Prime 
Minister Mykola Azarov erupted on November 16 as 
more than 30,000 small-business people descended upon 
Kyiv from all corners of Ukraine to voice their opposi-
tion to a new tax code they claimed would ruin business 
in Ukraine and devastate the economy. The proposed tax 
code would impose new layers of unaffordable regula-
tions and new mounds of unaffordable accounting 
paperwork, and would reduce transparency – all of 
which will enable authorities to demand exorbitant 
bribes, entrepreneurs said. Protests were held throughout 
Ukraine, including Kharkiv, Khmelnytskyi and Poltava.

“Our oligarchs and their servants, the national depu-
ties, divided up all the country’s property and Ukraine 
into personal estates,” Oleksander Dudko, president of 
the Union of Entrepreneurs and Employers of Crimea, 
said at a November 16 press conference in Kyiv. “We 
won’t let them ruin small business and turn the people 
into obedient slaves, dividing them up like serfs between 
each other,” he underscored.

The tax protests gained momentum in western 
Ukraine as well. More than 30,000 entrepreneurs gath-

ered at shopping destinations in the Podillia region. The 
city’s 30 markets were closed as a result. More than 
4,000 entrepreneurs protested at the Khmelnytskyi State 
Oblast Administration building. Just two days earlier, 
more than 10,000 protesters gathered at the same venue.

Nationwide tax protests by Ukraine’s small business-
men extended into their third consecutive week, even 
after President Viktor Yanukovych vetoed the controver-
sial tax code approved by Parliament on November 18. 
Unsatisfied with the president’s amendment proposals, 
protest leaders demanded a complete rewrite of the tax 
code with the participation of small businessmen, a pro-
cess they said should take at least six months if done 
properly. It was all for naught, however, as the 
Verkhovna Rada on December 2 approved a new version 
of the tax code that included the president’s recommend-
ed amendments, and the president signed the bill into 
law the next day. Meanwhile police in Kyiv launched an 
investigation into alleged destruction of city property by 
the tax protesters.

Holodomor commemoration

A citizens’ committee was officially launched at the 
National University of Kyiv Mohyla Academy on 
November 17 to organize and make sure that the Victims 
of the Holodomor and Poli t ical  Repressions 
Remembrance Day would be commemorated in Kyiv on 
the last Saturday of November as per annual tradition. 
The committee recruited many of Ukraine’s leading 
intellectuals, performers, philanthropists and spiritual 
leaders in planning the day’s events, which had been 
previously organized by the Presidential Secretariat 
under President Yushchenko.

On November 27 commemoration by the Ukrainian 
government was marked by far less ceremony than prior 
years. President Yanukovych and Prime Minister Azarov 
led a delegation in attending a simple morning prayer at 
Kyiv’s Holodomor Victims memorial  led by 
Metropolitan Volodymyr, the head of the Ukrainian 
Orthodox Church– Moscow Patriarchate. In his official 
statement released on the commemoration’s eve, Mr. 
Yanukovych refer red  to  the  Holodomor  as 
“Armageddon” instead of genocide, toeing the line set 
by the Russian Federation government, which has 
fought to prevent that designation on an international 
level. 

The government organized its separate commemora-
tion only after a citizens committee of 30 civic and cul-
tural leaders organized a ceremony that afternoon at the 
same location, attended by former Presidents Leonid 
Kravchuk and Yushchenko, Ms. Tymoshenko and sever-
al thousand ethnically conscious Ukrainians. The com-
mittee invited the Yanukovych administration to its 
event, which bore the slogan, “Holodomor Genocide – 
32-33.” Naturally the government declined, having 
adopted the Kremlin policy that the Holodomor wasn’t 
genocide.

The Yanukovych administration abandoned the 
national “Light a Candle” tradition initiated by the 
Yushchenko government, which instead was performed 
at the unofficial ceremony at which glass candles were 
distributed and placed at the memorial and St. Michael’s 
Square, the site of the first Holodomor monument. 

Ukrainian Orthodox Church Kyiv Patriarch Filaret and 
Major Archbishop and Cardinal Lubomyr Husar, head of 
the Ukrainian Greek-Catholic Church, led the panakhy-
da, which was also attended by Roman Catholic and 
Protestant leaders. Pro-Western politicians and diaspora 
leaders also attended.

Institute of National Memory

Among the last projects of the Ukrainian Institute of 
National Memory – before its overhaul by Soviet apolo-
gist Valerii Soldatenko – was the printing of a historical 
map, “Holodomor 1932-1933,” which shows graphically 
the genocide’s devastation wrought upon the Ukrainian 
people. The double-sided cartographical issue was pub-
lished jointly by the Ukraine Institute of National 
Memory (UINM) and the state-subsidized publisher, 
“Kartohrafiya.” The UINM, led by its former chair Dr. 
Ihor Yukhnovskyi, provided the map’s photos and imag-
es, as well as statistical information. 

The map marks what’s likely to be the last govern-
ment-sponsored project, for as long as Viktor 
Yanukovych remains president, to raise public con-
sciousness about the Holodomor, a famine engineered 
by the Soviet government. Its main feature is a 38-inch 
by-26-inch map of Ukraine signifying those blacklisted 
villages targeted for annihilation (the so-called “chorni 
doshky”), as well as markers for the nation’s monuments 
and memorials, which number several hundred. The 
most were established in the Cherkasy and Kyiv oblasts. 
“Getting blacklisted meant armed detachments sur-
rounding a population center, which was practically iso-
lated from the outside world and condemned to death,” 
Dr. Yukhnovskyi said at the June 30 presentation of the 
map.

The publication also includes two smaller, subject-
related maps, the first of which pinpoints the peasant 
uprisings of 1930. Before the Holodomor, scores of 
Ukrainian villages rebelled against the forced collectiv-
ization imposed by Soviet dictator Joseph Stalin in vil-
lages such as Pavlohrad in the Dnipropetrovsk Oblast, 
Chudniv in the Zhytomyr Oblast and Mala Rusava in the 
Vinnytsia Oblast. The second smaller map provides out-
lines the demographic losses caused by the Holodomor, 
comparing the 1933 mortality rate to the death rate in 
1927 based on geography. It also indicates routes and 
final destinations of the massive resettlement of ethnic 
Russians and Belarusians in 1933 to territories cleansed 
of ethnic Ukrainians – an act that was carried out in five 
waves, numbering 329 dispatched groups (echelons) and 
totaling 117,100 resettled people. “Southern Ukraine 
suffered most from Holodomor, where entire villages 
died and replaced with new families,” Dr. Yukhnovskyi 
explained.

On the map’s flip side, Ukrainian text explains the rea-
sons behind the Holodomor, the mechanisms employed 
by the genocidal Soviet government, its anti-Ukrainian 
nature and demographic losses, and offers a legal analy-
sis. These texts are supplemented by 76 miniature color 
photos of contemporary monuments erected throughout 
Ukraine; 23 black-and-white archival photos document-
ing the confiscation of grain and starving victims, includ-
ing information on where the photos were taken; and 
seven images of Soviet-era propaganda posters promot-

More than 30,000 people march in central Kyiv on November 16 against the tax code drafted by the govern-
ment of Prime Minister Mykola Azarov which they argued would devastate small businesses in Ukraine.

Olena Bilozerska
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ing agricultural prosperity during collectivization. 

It had been reported back in April that Ukraine’s Vice 
Prime Minister for Humanitarian Affairs Volodymyr 
Semynozhenko said on April 14 he had not yet made a 
decision on the future of the Ukrainian Institute of 
National Memory or if it should continue to exist at all. 
Established in 2006 by President Viktor Yushchenko, the 
institute was at the forefront of shaping information 
about Ukraine’s history – particularly chapters in that 
history which were denied or suppressed for decades by 
the Soviet authorities.

Discussions over the institute’s future began in late 
March, when Mr. Semynozhenko ordered Ukraine’s 
Justice and Education ministries to review “the future 
functioning” of the institute. Critics had said they feared 
the move was the first step in its liquidation and a roll-
back of democracy in Ukraine under the new adminis-
tration of President Yanukovych and the Cabinet led by 
Prime Minister Azarov. “The new authorities are rolling 
back all the important national gains that have been 
achieved over the last years,” Viacheslav Kyrylenko, 
leader of the For Ukraine parliamentary faction, told a 
television audience on March 30. “For four years the 
Institute of National Memory has existed, and now they 
will liquidate it.” The next day in Parliament he 
demanded that the government stop its “persecution” of 
the institute.

The Institute of National Memory focused on 
Ukraine’s Holodomor, studied World War II events 
skewed or ignored in Soviet history books, and high-
lighted the country’s 20th century struggle for indepen-
dence. The institute also promoted Ukraine’s Kozak era, 
remembered victims of political repressions and devel-
oped concepts of historical education. 

At the end of July, it was reported that the new direc-
tor of the Institute of National Memory, Valery 
Soldatenko told RFE/RL that the 1932-1933 Famine in 
Ukraine was “the result of difficult circumstances” and 
was not artificially created. Mr. Soldatenko also said at 
the time that he had not revised his view about the 
Famine since January 1990 when he drafted a resolution 
on the Famine that was adopted by the Communist Party 
of Ukraine. That resolution formally criticized the poli-
cies of the Soviet leadership, but it stressed that the 
Communist Party did all it could to help the Famine’s 
victims.

At year’s end, the Institute of National Memory was 
downgraded by President Viktor Yanukovych, as part of 
a government reorganization, to a scientific research 
institute within the Cabinets of Ministers.

Government reorganization

President Yanukovych signed decrees on the night of 
December 9 reorganizing his government by eliminating 
half of state organs and reducing ministries by a fifth. 

The result was a concentration of more authority into a 
tight inner circle consisting of Prime Minister Mykola 
Azarov and three colleagues.

Donbas oligarch Borys Kolesnikov gained the leader-
ship of the newly created Infrastructure Ministry, which 
includes transportation and tourism. Another Donbas 
oligarch, Andrii Kliuyev, was tapped to lead a newly 
created Ministry of Economic Development and Trade. 
The reorganization showed that President Yanukovych 
will continue to rely on two business clans to govern – 
the Donetsk industrial clan led by Messrs. Kolesnikov 
and Kliuyev, and the RosUkrEnergo group led by Yurii 
Boiko, whose Fuel and Energy Ministry was expanded 
to the Energy and Coal Industry Ministry.

“A real powerful cluster is being formed, a brilliant 
group of five, the general secretary of which is the prime 
minister, who will ensure communication between the 
president, Cabinet of Ministers and its three leading 
super ministers,” political scientist Viktor Nebozhenko 
told UNIAN in an interview published on December 11. 
Mr. Yanukovych also showed his commitment to pursu-
ing a Russocentric, anti-Western humanitarian policy in 
rewarding the controversial Education and Science 
Minister Tabachnyk by enhancing his authority as leader 
of the newly created Ministry of Education, Science, 
Youth and Sports.

Among the only essential reforms was re-organizing 
the executive government along three functions: minis-
tries are responsible for forming state policy, or its stra-
tegic function; state services fulfill the regulatory func-
tion; and control organs or agencies manage state prop-
erty, said Volodymyr Fesenko, director of the Gorshenin 
Institute in Kyiv.

President Yanukovych also ordered a reduction in the 
number of government employees by no less than 30 
percent and Cabinet staff by no less then 50 percent. The 
Presidential Administration also intends to reduce its 
own staff by as much as 50 percent.

The Yanukovych administration executed the govern-
ment restructuring in time for a December 22 meeting of 
the International Monetary Fund (IMF) in Washington, 
Oleh Ustenko, an economist and executive director of 
the Bleyzer Foundation, told a December 16 press con-
ference in Kyiv. 

Yanukovych vs. the opposition

As 2010 came to a close, the Yanukovych administra-
tion was clearly targeting members of the opposition. 
Former Prime Minister Tymoshenko was called in for 
questioning on several occasions in December and a 
criminal case was opened against her for alleged abuse 
of office.  To protest the action against their leader, 
national deputies from the Yulia Tymoshenko Bloc- 
Batkivschyna faction blocked the work of the Verkhovna 
Rada. On the evening of December 16, about 40 Party of 
Regions deputies tried to forcibly remove them, storm-
ing the presidium, throwing punches and swinging 
chairs in what became a bloody brawl then sent several 
deputies to the hospital. On December 22, Deputy 
Procurator General Yevhen Blazhkivskyi announced that 
criminal charges were filed against the opposition depu-
ties for their daylong blockage of the Rada. The violence 
inflicted by the Regions deputies was ignored.

Former Internal Affairs Minister Yuriy Lutsenko was 
arrested on December 26, former Transportation and 
Communications Minister Viktor Bondar was arrested 
on December 24, and former Environmental Protection 
Minister Heorhii Filipchuk was arrested on December 
14. Still other Tymoshenko allies were arrested earlier in 
the year. In fact, at least 13 high-ranking officials who 
served in the Tymoshenko government were arrested or 
face criminal charges, in what observers called a perse-
cution campaign intended on decimating the leading 
opposition force, the Batkivschyna party. Seven of them 
are imprisoned.

“The main goal is to gain control over political oppo-
nents,” said Ivan Lozowy, president of the Institute of 
Statehood and Democracy in Kyiv. “They’re doing it 
using illegitimate force – demoralizing them, breaking 
them up and physically hampering what they’re doing.”

The U.S. government issued the following statement 
on December 30 via its Embassy in Kyiv: “Although as 
a rule the U.S. government does not comment on the 
specifics of individual cases, we have raised with the 
Ukrainian government our concern that while corruption 
should be pursued, prosecution should not be selective 
or politically motivated. In that context, we also raised 
our concern that when, with few exceptions, the only 
senior officials being targeted are connected with the 
previous government, it gives the appearance of selec-
tive prosecution of political opponents.”

U.S.-Ukraine:
the focus shifts

The development of U.S.-Ukraine relations in 2010, as 
in the previous year, began with a change in one of 
the top leaderships, this time in Ukraine. In 2009 

Barack Obama replaced President George W. Bush in the 
White House. Early last year, Viktor Yanukovych, consid-
ered a pro-Russian candidate, won the presidential election 
in Ukraine, replacing his Western-leaning predecessor 
Viktor Yushchenko. And this change was reflected in the 
further development of that relationship.

President Obama did not hesitate in greeting and congrat-
ulating Mr. Yanukovych on his victory. Indeed, he tele-
phoned him on February 11, four days after the preliminary 
results of the February 7 run-off election in Ukraine became 
known – but six days before the Central Election 
Committee’s scheduled official announcement of the victor. 
The White House press release noted that President Obama 
commended the Ukrainian people on the conduct of the 
election, noting that “this peaceful expression of the political 
will of Ukrainian voters is another positive step in strength-
ening democracy in Ukraine.”

The White House said the two leaders agreed on the 
importance of continuing cooperation on nuclear non-prolif-
eration. The statement also noted that the strategic partner-
ship between the two countries was based on shared inter-
ests and values, including “expanding democracy and pros-
perity, protecting security and territorial integrity, strength-
ening the rule of law, promoting non-proliferation, and sup-
porting reform in Ukraine’s economic and energy sectors.”

A similar reaction to the election was echoed March 4 by 
the U.S. Senate in a resolution introduced by the chairman 
(John Kerry, D-Mass.) and ranking member (Richard Lugar, 
R-Ind.) of the Foreign Relations Committee. It noted 
Ukraine’s adherence “to democratic, transparent and fair 
election standards,” its “reform of election laws and regula-
tions, the development of a pluralistic and independent 
press, and the establishment of public institutions that 
respect human rights and the rule of law.” The Senate also 
called on all parties “to respect the independence and territo-
rial sovereignty of Ukraine, as well as the full integration of 
Ukraine into the international democratic community.”

The U.S. presidential delegation sent to attend President 
Yanukovych’s inauguration in Kyiv February 25 was head-
ed by President Obama’s national security advisor James L. 
Jones, and included Ukrainian American Melanne Verveer, 
the Obama administration’s ambassador at large for global 
women’s issues.

Yanukovych in Washington

Six weeks after his inauguration, President Yanukovych 
was in Washington, participating in a two-day Nuclear 
Security Summit with leaders of 46 other countries and, in 
an April 12 meeting with President Obama, reaffirming their 
nations’ strategic partnership.

A joint statement following the Obama-Yanukovych 
meeting described the many positive aspects of the U.S.-
Ukrainian relationship and announced Ukraine’s decision to 
get rid of all of its stocks of highly enriched uranium before 
the next Nuclear Security Summit, scheduled for 2012 in 
South Korea.

There was no formal announcement about where 
Ukraine’s estimated 70 kilograms of highly-enriched urani-
um would be shipped – to Russia or the United States. But 
in a press interview during the visit, President Yanukovych 
reportedly said it would be returned to Russia. Indeed, in 
December Ukraine delivered a shipment for secure disposal 
to Russia. And in a statement issued by the White House on 
December 31, President Obama congratulated the Ukrainian 
president, noting that this move represents “continued 
Ukrainian leadership in making sure that nuclear weapons 
never fall into the hands of a terrorist, and working toward a 
world without nuclear weapons,” which, he added, is also a 
top priority of his administration.

A joint U.S.-Ukrainian statement following the April 
Obama-Yanukovych talks noted that the two countries have 
“common interests and shared values,” among them 
“democracy, economic freedom and prosperity, security and 
territorial integrity, energy security,” as well as cooperation 
in the area of defense.

While in Washington, President Yanukovych also dis-
cussed in more detail Ukraine’s economic issues and 
expanding U.S.-Ukraine economic ties during a luncheon 
hosted by the U.S.-Ukraine Business Council, whose mem-
bership includes 115 companies and other enterprises 
already economically involved in Ukraine or interested in 
establishing a presence there. He presented his assessment 

Former Internal Affairs Minister Yurii Lutsenko sits 
in a holding cell opposite his wife, Iryna, during a 

December 27 court hearing.

Vitalii Kokhan
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of the current economic situation in Ukraine and expressed 
his hope that order and political stability will prevail in his 
country. “We chose for ourselves the road to reform,” he 
said.

The Ukrainian president also made the traditional pil-
grimage to Washington’s Taras Shevchenko monument, 
where he placed a large bouquet in the presence of a gather-
ing of Washington-area Ukrainian Americans, which includ-
ed priests from the local Ukrainian Orthodox and Catholic 
churches and a small community choir.

President Yanukovych’s visit received almost exclusively 
positive press coverage in the media, except for a half-page 
advertisement in The Washington Post consisting of an open 
letter signed by 17 journalists of the Ukrainian television 
station TBi calling on him to guarantee freedom of speech 
in Ukraine. It was being trampled, they said, by the head of 
the Security Services of Ukraine (SBU), Valeriy 
Khoroshkovskiy.

Clinton visit, other talks

Nuclear, security, economic, human rights and other 
issues were discussed during subsequent senior-level bilat-
eral meetings during 2010, among them Secretary of State 
Hillary Clinton’s one-day stopover in Kyiv during a trip to 
the region in early July. There, she met with President 
Yanukovych and his foreign policy team, as well as with 
opposition leader Yulia Tymoshenko, who raised the issue 
of rising authoritarianism in Ukraine.

After her meeting with Foreign Affairs Minister 
Kostyantyn Gryshchenko, Secretary Clinton said she 
expressed her concerns about threats to freedom of speech 
and assembly with him, but noted that the United States was 
“encouraged” by his government’s commitment to support 
freedom of the press and “to take concrete steps to ensure 
the independence of Ukraine’s vibrant media.”

U.S. Undersecretary of State for Political Affairs William 
Burns paid a visit to Kyiv, where he met with President 

Dr. Oleh Shamshur, Ukraine’s ambassador to the 
U.S. at the time, addresses The Washington Group’s 
February 13 conference assessing Ukraine’s presi-

dential election.

Yaro Bihun

Presidents Viktor Yanukovych of Ukraine and Barack Obama of the U.S. during their April 12 meeting on the 
sidelines of the Nuclear Security Summit in Washington.

Official Website of Ukraine’s President

Yanukovych, as well as Prime Minister Mykola Azarov and 
senior government officials. The third-ranking official in the 
U.S. State Department also spoke at a media roundtable on 
September 9, underscoring “the very high priority that 
President Obama attaches to the strategic partnership 
between our two countries.” His visit was a follow-up on 
the April meeting in Washington of the two countries’ presi-
dents and Secretary Clinton’s July trip to Ukraine.

This topic was also raised by Vice-President Joe Biden in 
a telephone conversation with President Yanukovych in 
October, two weeks before Ukraine’s local elections. As 
indicated in a press release from his White House office, the 
vice-president “underscored the importance of free and fair 
elections on October 31 and media freedom as signs of 
Ukraine’s commitment to democracy and European integra-
tion, and emphasized the Obama administration’s support 
for these goals.”

The U.S. ambassador to Ukraine, John Tefft, touched on 
this subject as part of a wide range of bilateral issues he 
raised during a June 24 press conference in Kyiv, his first 
meeting with the press since coming to Kyiv in December 
2009. His previous assignment was ambassador to Georgia. 
While not criticizing the Yanukovych administration direct-
ly, he noted that “We have concerns about democracy and 
freedoms.” 

Ambassador Tefft indicated that U.S. foreign policy 
towards the Yanukovych administration had five priorities: 
economic reform, trade and energy, defense and security, 
fighting corruption and strengthening democracy and free-
dom of the press.

Ambassadorial change

Last year also saw a change in the leadership of 
Ukraine’s Embassy in Washington. Dr. Oleh Shamshur, a 
career diplomat appointed to this position in 2006 by 
President Yushchenko, was relieved of his assignment in 
May. On June 11, President Yanukovych appointed 
Olexander Motsyk as the new ambassador. Also a career 
diplomat, Mr. Motsyk previously served for five years as 
Ukraine’s ambassador to Poland and held several high-level 
positions in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

Before departing on May 30, Ambassador Shamshur 
spent his last week in Washington as the guest of honor in a 
weeklong series of farewell receptions and meetings with 
representatives of private organizations and institutions and 
government officials with whom he had worked in building 
the Ukraine-U.S. bilateral relationship.

Ukrainian American organizations honored the ambassa-
dor and bid him farewell at a special reception organized by 
the Ukrainian Congress Committee of America, The 
Washington Group, the Ukrainian American Coordinating 
Council and the U.S.-Ukraine Foundation, and attended by 
a large group of representatives of these and other local 
Ukrainian organizations. Among those expressing their grat-
itude for what he did to improve the U.S.-Ukraine relation-
ship was William Green Miller, who served as the U.S. 
ambassador to Ukraine in the mid-1990s and is still actively 
involved in advancing that bilateral relationship. 

“Ukraine will be a great democratic nation because of 
people like Oleh Shamshur and his wife” (Ukraine’s ambas-
sador to the Vatican), he said. “It’s people like him that will 
make the difference.”

In subsequent days, Ambassador Shamshur was also 

honored at receptions hosted by the State Department and 
the U.S.-Ukraine Business Council (USUBC), and attended 
by representatives of corporations, think-tanks, government 
agencies, Congress, Ukrainian American organizations and 
other groups.

U.S. Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton and 
Ukrainian Foreign Affairs Minister Kostyantyn 
Gryshchenko visit the Holodomor memorial in Kyiv on 

July 2.

U.S. State Department

Dr. Anders Aslund speaks at the Helsinki Commission’s 
March 16 hearing on Ukraine.

U.S. Helsinki Commission
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Conferences, hearings

As is evident from the list of organizers and participants 
of the these farewell events, there are a number of groups 
with an interest in how U.S.-Ukraine relations develop and 
operate in the nation’s capital. The Washington Group, an 
association of Ukrainian American professionals, has been 
active in this area since 1985. This year, in its annual 
Leadership Conference in Washington a week after the pres-
idential election in Ukraine, it brought together an illustrious 
group to discuss the results: current and former U.S. govern-
ment officials, former U.S. ambassadors, experts from 
Washington’s research institutions and representatives of 
leading Ukrainian American organizations. Some of them 
had just returned from Ukraine, where they served as offi-
cial election monitors.

While some divergent views were expressed in their 
analyses of the Yanukovych victory, for the most part all 
agreed that the presidential election was yet another indica-
tion that democracy is developing in Ukraine. Most thought 
that it was not necessarily a victory for Moscow, which 
backed the victor, and a turn away from Europe and the 
United States, which were seen as backing Yulia 
Tymoshenko, his opponent in the run-off. And it did not 
spell an end to the ideals of the Orange Revolution, whose 
political leadership went down in defeat.

Similar analysis followed on Capitol Hill March 16, dur-
ing a hearing held by the U.S. Commission on Security and 
Cooperation in Europe, also known as the Helsinki 
Commission. The session, titled “Ukraine: Moving Beyond 
Stalemate?” examined the scope of new challenges Ukraine 
faces and their implications for U.S. policy. Testifying 
before the panel were Daniel A. Russell, deputy assistant 
secretary of state for European and Eurasian Affairs; Damon 
Wilson, vice-president and director of the International 
Security Program at the Atlantic Council; and Anders 
Aslund, senior fellow at the Peterson Institute for 
International Economics.

Among the recommendations they put forth were: the 
Yanukovych administration should concentrate on conduct-
ing some basic domestic reforms if it wants to succeed as an 
independent state and continue expanding its relationship 
with the West, and the U.S. government should continue to 
help Ukraine in this effort.

Ambassador Shamshur, was scheduled to appear at the 
hearing but could not attend because of illness. In a written 
statement forwarded to the commission, he noted that 
Ukraine’s new leadership will focus “substantial attention” 
on developing “friendly, mutually beneficial and pragmatic 
relations between Ukraine and the Russian Federation in all 
spheres, including the sphere of energy.”

He added, however, that “there is no doubt that relations 
with the United States will remain in the center of the for-
eign policy of Ukraine” and that Ukraine “is ready to 
enhance the positive dynamic acquired by bilateral coopera-
tion” between the two countries in the past.

Rights, freedoms

The Helsinki Commission, which over the years has 
paid particular attention to the development of human 
rights, on September 17 marked the 10th anniversary of the 
kidnapping and murder of Ukrainian journalist Heorhii 

Gongadze and expressed its concern about recent reversals 
of media and other freedoms in Ukraine. Expressing his 
concern, Sen. Benjamin L. Cardin (D-Md.), the committee 
chairman, said: “I am disturbed that 10 years after Mr. 
Gongadze’s murder, and five years after the Orange 
Revolution sparked democratic progress in Ukraine, we 
now see backsliding with respect to media freedoms there.”

Another Congressional grouping concerned with 
developments in Ukraine is the Congressional Ukrainian 
Caucus, whose co-chairmen in mid-June wrote letters to 
the U.S. and Ukrainian presidents expressing their con-
cern about “what appears to be a serious deterioration of 
basic freedoms in Ukraine.”

The letters — signed by Reps. Jim Gerlach (R-Pa.) 
Marcy Kaptur (D-Ohio), Roscoe Bartlett (R-Md.) and 
Sander Levin (D-Mich.) — pointed to the provocative 
May 18 confrontation of Ukrainian Catholic University 
Rector Father Borys Gudziak by an agent of the Security 
Service of Ukraine (SBU), who threatened him with pos-
sible action to punish “illegal activities” by university stu-
dents during protests against the government. The mem-
bers of Congress urged both presidents to look into this 
and other questionable SBU actions.

A former chief of the SBU and now leader of the Our 
Ukraine opposition party, Valentyn Nalyvaichenko, visited 
Washington in mid-October, seeking to convey the opposi-
tion’s perspective on the current political dynamic in 
Ukraine on the eve of the local elections to be held there on 
October 31. He had meetings with staff members of the 
Senate and House foreign affairs committees, officials at 
the State Department and National Security Council, mem-
bers of some of Washington’s prominent think-tanks and 
leading Ukrainian American organizations.

Judicial reforms

Also on the eve of the local elections in Ukraine, the 
need for judicial reforms in that country was at the subject 
of a roundtable discussion on October 26-27 organized in 
Kyiv by the U.S. Agency for International Development 
(USAID) Ukraine Rule of Law Project, where 
Ambassador Tefft pledged continued U.S. government 
support for such reform in Ukraine and emphasized that it 
is in the United States’ and Ukraine’s interests to bring 
Ukrainian judicial reform legislation into line with 
European and international standards.

Addressing the more than 100 top Ukrainian judges, 
government officials, civil society representatives and 
international experts, he stressed that “the United States is 
deeply committed to Ukraine’s democratic and economic 
development. We recognize the importance of strengthen-
ing the rule of law in this process.” Among the speakers 
was Judge Bohdan Futey of the U.S. Court of Federal 
Claims. 

New programs

During the course of 2010 a few prominent Ukrainian 
American institutions launched new programs aimed at 
improving relations between the two countries.

The U.S.-Ukraine Foundation on September 27 
announced the start-up of Ukraine 2020, a program sup-
porting Ukraine’s European integration. Announcing the 
new program, USUF President Nadia Komarnyckyj 
McConnell said this was a “new strategy of engagement 
with Ukraine” and called on friends and supporters of 
Ukraine to join in the effort.

American Library

The year 2010 also witnessed the re-opening of the 
newly renovated American Library at the National 
University of Kyiv Mohyla Academy (NUKMA) in Kyiv 
on February 18. 

Established more than a decade ago, the library strives 
to provide current and reliable information on U.S. gov-
ernment, history, culture, society and values, its educa-
tional system and the economy. It offers readers up-to-
date English-language resources, free Internet access and 
film showings. Its holdings include more than 10,000 
items, a multi-media collection and various Internet ser-
vices, including access to more than 50,000 electronic 
publications.

The library is named in memory of Victor Kytasty, a 
Ukrainian American who dedicated himself to the devel-
opment and growth of NUKMA and was instrumental in 
developing the American Library.

There are seven other libraries operating at the 
NUKMA: the Omelan and Tetiana Antonovych Library, 
the Research Library, the Philology Library, the Library 
of the School of Public Health, the Library of Pre-
University Studies, the Omeljan Pritsak Library and 
Archives of Oriental Studies, and the forthcoming Library 
of Fine Arts. 

The library collections contain more than 650,000 
printed books, 50,000 electronic titles, 85 donated archi-
val collections and more than 50 private printed books 
collections. These libraries hosts close to 2,000 visitors 
daily.

John F. Tefft (left), U.S. ambassador to Ukraine, with Dr. Serhiy Kvit, president of the National University of 
Kyiv Mohyla Academy, during the February 18 opening of the renovated American Library at the university.

Olesia Trachuk/U.S. Embassy in Ukraine

During a September 29 meeting of Ukraine 2020 task force chairs with Ukraine’s ambassador to the United 
States (from left) are: David Rigsby, Nadia K. McConnell, Nadia Diuk, Ambassador Olexander Motsyk, 

William B. Taylor, Steven Pifer and Keith Smith.

USUF
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Many milestones 
for U.S. Ukrainians

Ukrainians in the United States marked many mile-
stones during 2010, as many organizations and par-
ishes celebrated significant anniversaries, and 

Ukrainian American communities around the country con-
tinued to make their influence felt within their localities.

The Ukrainian National Women’s League of America 
celebrated its 85th anniversary during 2010. At the begin-
ning of the year, the largest and oldest Ukrainian women’s 
organization in the United States announced a new initiative 
to help needy elderly in Ukraine, thus continuing one of its 
long-standing missions as a charitable and cultural organiza-
tion. Dubbed “Assistance and Caring for the Elderly,” the 
project aims to help selected nursing homes in various 
regions of Ukraine, with each of the UNWLA’s nine region-
al councils and a 10th group comprising branches at large 
being assigned a geriatric home. 

Later in the year, the UNWLA celebrated its milestone at 
a special board meeting in New York City over the weekend 
of October 8-10. Coincidentally, The Ukrainian Museum in 
New York City – established by the UNWLA in 1976 – was 
also celebrating a milestone “Five Years of Excellence” in 
its new impressive building. The museum venue was a natu-
ral for the UNWLA anniversary. In attendance, in addition 
to board members were regional council presidents, repre-
sentatives of UNWLA branches, local community leaders 
and Bishop Paul Chomnycky of the Ukrainian Catholic 
Eparchy of Stamford, who offered the invocation. 
Representatives of Self Reliance New York Federal Credit 
Union, Board Chairman Lubomyr Zielyk and President/
CEO Bohdan Kurczak, presented a check for $50,000 to 
support the UNWLA’s worthwhile work.

The evening offered highlights of the organization’s 85 
years of service and an entertainment program prepared by 
members of UNWLA Branch 125. The event also provided 
an occasion for the presentation of “Svichka Pamiati,” or 
“Candle in Remembrance,” a book authored by Prof. 
Valentyna Borysenko and published in 2007 in Ukraine, 
which gives the nameless and faceless farmers and victims 
of the Holodomor of 1932-1933 a voice. The author joined 
the evening’s celebrants.

The Ukrainian Congress Committee of America celebrat-
ed a major anniversary during the year: its 70th. The inaugu-
ral jubilee event was a congressional reception in 
Washington on May 19 that was attended by nearly 100 
community activists and leaders, as well as members of the 
U.S. Congress – among them members of the 
Congressional Ukrainian Caucus. Archbishop-Metropolitan 
Stefan Soroka of the Ukrainian Catholic Chuch began the 
proceedings with a prayer of thanksgiving. Ukraine’s 
ambassador to the United States, Dr. Oleh Shamshur, was 
among the speakers, as were the first U.S. ambassador to 
Ukraine, Roman Popadiuk, and his successor, William 
Green Miller. UCCA President Tamara Gallo Olexy paid 
homage to the UCCA forefathers who, “upon losing them-
selves in their cause – freedom and justice for Ukraine – 
found the strength and determination to call the first 
Congress of Ukrainians in America. Because of their pas-
sion and perseverance, they were able to gather all 
Ukrainian American organizations in our nation’s capital 
and establish the Ukrainian Congress Committee of 

The proposed design for the Holodomor Memorial in Washington by Ukrainian American architect Larysa Kurylas. Titled “Field of Wheat,” it was one of five proj-
ects chosen as finalists in a design competition announced by Ukraine. Though the finalists were chosen in December 2009, there was no official announcement and 

the Ukrainian American community learned of the finalists only in late 2010. A centerfold in The Ukrainian Weekly on December 5 showed all five finalists’ designs.

The Ukrainian Congress Committee of America organized Ukrainian Days in Washington on May 
17-18. Participants are seen in front of the U.S. House of Representatives and the U.S. Capitol.

UNIS

America.” 
Greetings were received from a host of organizations, as 

well as from Dr. Zbigniew Brzezinski, who saluted the 
UCCA for its steadfast support of Ukraine’s independence 
and democratic development. A special citation was issued 
for the 70th anniversary by New York Gov. David A. 
Patterson.

Special acknowledgement was given to long-time UCCA 
President Dr. Lev Dobriansky, who passed away in January 
2008. Paula Dobriansky, former U.S. undersecretary of state 
for global affairs, spoke of her father’s strong dedication and 
resolve to bring Ukraine and others enslaved by commu-
nism in Central and East Europe into the world community 
of free and democratic nations.

The anniversary celebrations are to culminate this year in 
May, with a gala banquet in New York.

The oldest continuously active Ukrainian American char-
itable organization, the Philadelphia-based United Ukrainian 
American Relief Committee, marked its 65th anniversary in 
2010. The UUARC has assisted Ukrainians around the 
globe, from Ukraine to Yugoslavia, from Brazil to Romania, 
and other countries. The organization was founded as a 
result of the second congress of the UCCA, which was held 
in 1944. The UUARC’s first task was a huge one: it helped 
resettle more than 70,000 post-World War II Ukrainian refu-
gees who found themselves in displaced persons camps.

Branches of Plast Ukrainian Scouting Organization in the 
United States, which were founded soon after the post-
World War II emigration, in recent years began marking 
their 60th anniversaries. Among those celebrating this year 
was Cleveland, whose May 8 celebration was in the form of 

an indoor “campfire.” The Plast camp Novyi Sokil, located 
in North Collins, N.Y., not far from Buffalo, also observed 
an anniversary – the 60th of Plast camps held on its premis-
es. That celebration took place during the summer camping 
season on July 17 and was attended by current campers and 
their families, as well as many former campers.

2010 was a golden anniversary – 50 years – for the 
House of Ukraine, which is central to the Ukrainian com-
munity of the San Diego area. The House of Ukraine is one 
of 32 international cottages that comprise the House of 
Pacific Relations in Balboa Park. And that, incidentally, is 
where San Diego’s Ukrainian community holds its annual 
Ukrainian Festival every Labor Day weekend. The 2010 
festival not only marked the 50th anniversary of the House 
of Ukraine, but the 35th anniversary of the festival itself, a 
major Ukrainian event on the West Coast.

Back in the Eastern U.S., the Philadelphia area’s 
Ukrainian Education and Cultural Center, which is located 
in Jenkintown, Pa., held a grand celebration of its 30th anni-
versary on September 25. The fete took place in the newly 
renovated center and featured the renaming of the grand hall 
to honor Borys Zacharczuk for his accomplishments as 
UECC president for 13 years, as well as a slide show of 
photos from the UECC’s 30 years of activity. Orysia 
Hewka, the UECC’s executive director for 30 years, who 
announced her retirement in 2010, was presented an award 
by the center’s current president, Borys Pawluk.

Continuing our countdown of anniversaries, we must 
remember the anniversary of the Children of Chornobyl 
Relief and Development Fund, which was founded 20 
years ago as the Children of Chornobyl Relief Fund. The 
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fund, which is based in Whippany, N.J., held its celebra-
tion on April 24 in Kyiv, where its Ukraine office is 
located. The event at the InterContinental Hotel was 
attended by diplomats, the business elite and other mem-
bers of Kyiv’s international community, as well as phy-
sicians from the CCRDF’s partner hospitals in Ukraine. 
Among the guests was U.S. Ambassador to Ukraine 
John Tefft. 

CCRDF paid tribute to individuals who had played a 
major role in its works through the years, among them 
Ukrainian National Deputy Volodymyr Yavorivsky, who 
received the CCRDF Humanitarian Award. The recipi-
ents of Distinguished Achievement Awards were 
Ukrainian American actress Vera Farmiga (who was 
unable to attend, but who addressed guests via video) 
and Elena Khomenko, managing director of Philip 
Morris Ukraine, Caucasus and Moldova. A special sur-
prise was the presentation of a Lifetime Achievement 
Award to the founders of the charitable organization, Dr. 
Zenon and Nadia Matkiwsky.

At the end of 2010, as a major anniversary was approach-
ing for Plast Ukrainian Scouting Organization worldwide, 
Self Reliance New York Federal Credit Union presented a 
check for $100,000 – in recognition of a century of activity 
– to the U.S. leaders of Plast. Credit union leaders, including 
President and CEO Kurczak, Board of Directors Chairman 
Zielyk, Treasurer and CFO Bohdan S. Sawycky and Board 
Member Stefan Kaczaraj, emphasized that the munificent 
donation was an “investment” in Plast and its members – 
potential new leaders for the Ukrainian community. 

Accepting the check were Peter R. Stawnychy, chair-
man, and Marta Liscynesky-Kelleher, vice-president and 
corporate secretary, of the National Executive Board of 
Plast U.S.A. Mr. Stawnychy said the funds would be used 
to help finance capital improvements at Plast’s camp-
grounds in the United States and to create a fund to help 
cover expenses connected to the centennial jamboree to be 
held in the U.S. during the summer of 2011. Plast, it should 
be noted, was founded in 1911 in Lviv, Ukraine. Centennial 
celebrations of the organization will be held around the 
globe in 2011-2012. 

Communities far and wide

Ukrainian communities from west to east and north to 
south exhibited myriad forms of activity during 2010. Some 
notable examples follow.

In Seattle, Ukrainians were in the spotlight during 
Memorial Day weekend at the 2010 Northwest Folklife 
Festival, the city’s pre-eminent art and cultural event, which 
attracts some 250,000 visitors. The Ukrainian community 
was one of the festival’s “Cultural Focus” groups and was 
selected to present a Ukrainian Showcase at the main venue, 
the Charlotte Martin Theater. The Ukrainian Showcase was 
rich with performances by: Olya Herasymenko and Bandura 
Ensemble from California, complemented with local bandu-
ra talent from Seattle; the Barvinok Ukrainian Dancers; the 
Ukrainian folk-singing duo of Brandon Vance and Nadia 
Tarnawsky; the vocal ensemble Dva Kolyory; bandurist 
Dmytro Hubiak from Ukraine, and the Coin of the Realm 
Orchestra. Many of the performers, along with the bandura/
folk ensemble North of the Black Sea from Portland and the 
Ukrainian Prairie Band, performed and led workshops at 
various venues of the festival throughout the four-day event.

Also on the West Coast, the California Association to Aid 
Ukraine continued its exemplary activity, reporting that in 
collaboration with the Los Angeles-based Wheels for 
Humanity, in September it had completed the distribution of 
a shipment of wheelchairs and other rehabilitation equip-
ment, valued at over $500,000, in Lviv, Ukraine. CAAU has 
worked with Wheels for Humanity for more than 10 years; 
their joint project is known as Wheels for Ukraine.

In Houston, the Ukrainian community served as the host 
group for the 2010 Ss. Cyril and Methodius Slavic Heritage 
Festival on September 26. The festival, which brings togeth-
er representatives of the Czech, Polish, Croatian and 
Ukrainian communities, was founded 47 years ago under 
the leadership of the Rev. Dr. Dmytro Blazejowsky, then 
pastor of the Ukrainian Catholic Church in Houston. Among 
the performers at the festival were the Zhuravli Ukrainian 
Dancers of Houston and children of the local School of 
Ukrainian Studies, who sang folk songs. 

In North Dakota, local Ukrainians on July 23 presented a 
symposium on the Chornobyl nuclear disaster, with a key-

note speech by Ukraine’s Ambassador to the U.S. 
Olexander Motsyk, at Dickinson State University (DSU). 
The symposium coincided with the North Dakota Ukrainian 
Festival. Both the festival and the symposium were co-spon-
sored by the DSU and the Ukrainian Cultural Institute.

In Parma, Ohio, a groundbreaking ceremony was held on 
August 22 during which a piece of land across from St. 
Josaphat Ukrainian Catholic Church was blessed. The near-
ly 10,000-square-foot lot, allocated by the city of Parma, is 
to be the future home of the Ukrainian Village’s new 
Heritage Park. The event was organized by the United 
Ukrainian Organizations of Ohio, which represents over 50 
organizations throughout the state. Ukrainian community 
leaders noted that the city of Parma continues to recognize 
the economic impact that Ukrainian residents, including the 
new wave of immigrants, have made on the city. Ukrainians 
are Parma’s largest new immigrant demographic.

At the beginning of 2010, The Weekly reported that the 
outgoing governor of New Jersey, Jon S. Corzine, on 
January 11 had signed an executive order creating an 
Eastern European Heritage Commission in the Department 
of State. “New Jersey is home to over 1 million Americans 
of Eastern European ancestry, including Americans of 
Polish, Hungarian, Ukrainian, Slovak, Czech and 
Lithuanian ancestry,” said Mr. Corzine, who lost his bid for 
re-election. “This commission will ensure that there are 
opportunities for all of New Jersey to share and celebrate 
their rich history.” The commission was created eight days 
before Mr. Corzine’s successor, Chris Christie, was inaugu-
rated. 

The two Ukrainian Americans appointed to the commis-
sion, Michael Koziupa and Roma Lisovich, are, respective-
ly, first vice-president and treasurer of the Ukrainian 
National Association. Also on the commission ex officio is 
Cami Huk-Masier, of the Governor’s Ethnic Advisory 
Council. According to its members, the commission met 
several times during 2010.

Also in the Garden State, the Ukrainian American 
Cultural Center of New Jersey (UACCNJ) held its inaugural 
Ukrainian Festival on October 2, with over 1,000 people – 
Ukrainians and non-Ukrainians alike – in attendance. The 
festival put the UACCNJ on the map in Morris County, as 
many local residents visited the UACCNJ for the first time, 
accepting the festival organizers’ invitation to “Be Ukrainian 
for a Day!” The festival included entertainment by dancers, 
musicians and singers, Ukrainian and American food, a ven-
dor’s market, an international beer garden, volleyball and 
soccer competitions, a varenyky-eating contest, games for 
children and a dance. The UACCNJ is affiliated with St. 
John the Baptist Ukrainian Catholic Church, which is plan-
ning to build a new church next door to the center. 
Groundbreaking is expected in 2011.

Other activities

At the beginning of 2010, the Ukrainian Congress 
Committee of America announced it would be sending a 
delegation of international election observers to monitor the 
February 7 run-off in Ukraine’s president election. The 
UCCA registered 115 observers with Ukraine’s Central 
Election Commission and sent observers to various regions 
throughout the country. In addition, UCCA monitors 
observed the balloting at polling sites in the United States, 
where Ukrainian citizens could vote. The UCCA coordinat-
ed its activity with other observer groups, including the 
Canada Ukraine Foundation, the Ukrainian Canadian 

The executive board of the United Ukrainian American Relief Committee and part of its board of directors 
for the 2007-2010 term.  Sitting in the middle (fourth from left) is UUARC President Dr. Larissa Kyj.

Motrya Bojko-Watters

At the 20th anniversary celebration of the Children of Chornobyl Relief and 
Development Fund held in Kyiv on April 24 (from left) are: Ukrainian National 
Deputy Volodymyr Yavorivsky; CCRDF President Dr. Zenon Matkiwsky; Philip 
Morris Ukraine, Caucasus and Moldova Director Elena Khomenko; Nadia 
Matkiwsky; and Dr. Oleg Korniychuk, chief of the Neonatal Intensive Care 

Department of Kyiv City Children’s Hospital No. 2.

Seen at the Capitol Hill reception marking the 70th anniversary of the Ukrainian 
Congress Committee of America are members of the Pennsylvania Ukrainian 
American community with members of Congress: second from left is former Rep. 
Don Ritter; fourth from right is Rep. Jim Gerlach, co-chair of the Congressional 

Ukrainian Caucus; third from right is Rep. Allyson Schwartz. 
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Congress and the Ukrainian World Congress.
A group of 28 UCCA observers traveled to Ukraine for 

the October 31 local elections and observed the highly 
flawed elections in the Cherkasy, Odesa, Poltava, Kyiv and 
Lviv oblasts, as well as Crimea. The UCCA issued a state-
ment on the eve of the elections to express its concern that 
democracy in Ukraine was in danger. The statement cited 
the stacking of local election commissions with members of 
the ruling party; the removal and refusal to register opposi-
tion candidates; the use of administrative resources; and the 
printing of excess ballots, which could be conducive to 
fraudulent vote counts. After the election, the UCCA report-
ed a lack of voting booths and ballot boxes, ballot boxes 
with missing seals, unstamped ballots, pre-signed election 
protocols and the illegal exclusion of many candidates from 
election lists. Several of the UCCA’s monitors were threat-
ened, intimidated or not allowed into polling sites to moni-
tor the election process.

The UCCA also continued its contacts with U.S. govern-
ment officials. 

In order to help promote closer relations between the 
Ukrainian American community and their members of 
Congress, the Ukrainian Congress Committee of America 
and its Washington bureau, the Ukrainian National 
Information Service, organized Ukrainian Days in 
Washington on March 17-18. Representatives of the 
Ukrainian communities in California, Massachusetts, 
Illinois, Virginia, Maryland, Connecticut, New Jersey and 
New York came to interact with their fellow community 
leaders and discuss their role as community advocates of 
U.S.-Ukraine relations. 

On July 21, Ms. Olexy, president of the UCCA; Andrew 
Futey, executive vice-president; Roksolana Lozynskyj, chair 
of the External Affairs Committee; and Michael Sawkiw Jr., 

director of the UCCA’s Washington Bureau, the Ukrainian 
National Information Service (UNIS); attended a briefing 
session with Deputy Assistant Secretary of State Dan 
Russell. The session included a brief overview of Secretary 
of State Hillary Clinton’s visit to Ukraine earlier that month, 
and a discussion about the dynamics of the U.S.-Ukraine 
strategic partnership and the Ukrainian American communi-
ty’s concerns about U.S. policy in Ukraine.

Ukraine’s new ambassador to the U.S., Olexander 
Motsyk, who presented his credentials to President Barack 
Obama on June 28, held two meetings with representatives 
of the Ukrainian community. The first, on July 16, was a 
“getting to know you” session to discuss recent develop-
ments in Ukraine and the diaspora’s concerns about them, as 
well as how to improve the relationship between Ukraine’s 
leaders and Ukrainians abroad. Ukrainian community lead-
ers pointed to a number of disturbing developments under 
the administration of President Viktor Yanukovych that sug-
gested a reversal of Ukraine’s democratization. Ambassador 
Motsyk, on the other hand, described President 
Yanukovych’s domestic policies as continuing the democra-
tization process, as well as reforming the economy and 
restoring political stability. 

At the second meeting, held on December 9, Ambassador 
Motsyk underscored that a top priority for Ukraine is 
improving the U.S.-Ukraine strategic partnership and noted 
that Ukrainian Americans can help Ukraine build a better 
relationship with the U.S. He focused on plans for 2011, 
including commemorations of the 20th anniversary of 
Ukraine’s independence and the 25th anniversary of the 
Chornobyl nuclear disaster, as well as building closer ties 
between Ukraine and Ukrainian communities in the U.S. 
Ukrainian community representatives presented some of 
their plans for the future and outlined their continuing con-

cerns about Ukraine’s course.
It was a banner year for Ukrainian American Veterans as 

a plot of land at St. Andrew Ukrainian Orthodox Cemetery 
in South Bound Brook, N.J., where the UAV National 
Monument will be erected, was blessed on April 11 by 
Archbishop Antony and Bishop Daniel of the Ukrainian 
Orthodox Church of the U.S.A. The monument will honor 
all Ukrainian American men and women who served in the 
U.S. military. The UAV also continued its Veterans 
Registration Project, whose goal is to compile a definitive 
list of all veterans of Ukrainian descent who served in U.S 
armed forces through the years. The UAV held its 63rd 
annual national convention on October 1-3 at Soyuzivka, re-
electing Leonid Kondratiuk as national commander.

The Ukrainian National Credit Union Association 
(UNCUA) – which unites 16 credits union with asset of 
over $2.5 billion – held its 29th annual meeting on June 
11-12 in Yonkers, N.Y. In addition to reviewing the status of 
the credit union movement in the United States, the dele-
gates of credit union heard a keynote address by Eugene 
Czolij, president of the Ukrainian World Congress. The 
UNCUA reported that 105,211 individuals belong to 
Ukrainian American credit unions and that these credit 
unions had contributed some $4 million in support of com-
munity organizations during 2009.

The annual commemoration of the Holodomor, 
Ukraine’s Famine-Genocide of 1932-1933, took place at the 
landmark St. Patrick’s Cathedral in New York City on 
November 20. To no one’s surprise, this year the “g” word – 
genocide – was not uttered by Ukraine’s diplomats inside 
the cathedral. Furthermore, there was no statement from 
President Viktor Yanukovych, only a message from Foreign 
Affairs Minister Kostyantyn Gryshchenko (read by 
Ambassador Olexander Motsyk) which described the 

Marusia Kolodij, chair of the Ukrainian Self Reliance Federal Credit Union 
board of directors, presents Borys Pawluk, president of the Ukrainian 
Educational and Cultural Center, with a donation of $50,000 during the UECC’s 

30th anniversary celebration on September 25.

The Iskra Ukrainian Dance Ensemble at the inaugural Ukrainian Festival of the 
Ukrainian American Cultural Center of New Jersey on October 2. Over 1,000 

people – Ukrainians and non-Ukrainians alike – attended. 

Christine Syzonenko
Stehpen Fartuszok

Ukrainian American Veterans at the site of the future UAV National Monument at St. Andrew’s Ukrainian Orthodox Cemetery in South Bound Brook, N.J.
M. Orysia Jacus
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Delegates representing 15 Ukrainian American credit unions at the conference and annual meeting of the 
Ukrainian National Credit Union Association in Yonkers, N.Y., on June 11-12.

UNCUA

Olexander Motsyk (right), Ukraine’s new ambassador to Washington, discusses the Yanukovych administra-
tion’s foreign and domestic policies during a meeting with representatives of Ukrainian American organiza-

tions at the Embassy of Ukraine on July 16.

Yaro Bihun

Holodomor as “one of the largest humanitarian catastrophes 
of humanity” and said it was the Stalin regime’s “cynical 
response to the nation’s resistance against forced collectiv-
ization.” 

Sadly, the United States too seemed to have downgraded 
the significance of the Holodomor. In 1998, when the first 
Holodomor memorial service was held at St. Patrick’s, 
President Bill Clinton sent a message; he sent a belated one 
in 2000. First Lady Hillary Clinton sent one in 1999. 
President George W. Bush sent a message in time for the 
commemorations at St. Patrick’s every year from 2001 
through 2008. In 2009, a statement by President Barack 
Obama was released by the White House Office of the Press 
Secretary and read at St. Patrick’s. The statement was a nice 
follow-up to the comments made by Mr. Obama, while still 
a candidate for president, who noted in an October 14, 2008, 
letter to the 20th Congress of Ukrainians in America (the 
UCCA’s biennial conclave): “…I would like to assure you 
that Michelle and I are personally aware of the historic 
importance and meaning of the Holodomor. The tragic fam-
ine that took so many lives must never be forgotten. An 
entire era was shaped by this horrendous crime. For the sake 
of our common humanity, we must never forget the famine 
and must always ensure that future generations know this 
painful history so that it will never be repeated.” In 2010, 
the White House statement came from the spokesman for 
the National Security Council, Mike Hammer – not from 
the president. The Ukrainian Weekly’s editorial on this topic 
asked: “So, what are we Ukrainian Americans to think? Has 
President Obama forgotten the Holodomor that he said we 
must never forget?”

Questions swirled around the planned Holodomor 
Memorial in Washington, as in late 2010 it was revealed 
that, following a competition announced in October 2009 by 
the government of Ukraine, five finalists had been chosen 
from among the 52 proposed designs submitted. Curiously, 
the December 2009 decision on the finalists was never offi-
cially announced and the first we heard of it was 11 months 
later. (A story about the design competition, featuring the 
five finalists’ proposals, appeared in The Weekly on 
December 5.) Readers will recall that the U.S. Congress 
passed a bill that was signed into law by President George 
W. Bush in 2006, which authorized the government of 
Ukraine “to establish a memorial on federal land in the 
District of Columbia to honor the victims of the Ukrainian 
famine-genocide of 1932-1933.” As of the end of 2010, the 
question remained: When and how will the final design for 
the memorial be chosen? Time is of the essence as the 
memorial is to be erected in time for the 80th anniversary of 
the Holodomor in 2013.

A Ukrainian American was among those elected to the 
U.S. Congress during the 2010 mid-term elections. Dr. 
Andy Harris, of Maryland’s 1st Congressional District, trac-
es his roots to Ukraine as his mother was born and raised in 
Ivano-Frankivsk. Other members of Congress who have 
cited Ukrainian ancestry are: Rep. Maurice Hinchey of New 
York and former Reps. David Bonior of Michigan and Bob 
Schaffer of Colorado. 

Community protests

Also notable in 2010, were a number of protests orga-
nized by the Ukrainian American community, which feared 
that Ukraine was losing its sovereignty under the adminis-
tration of President Viktor Yanukovych. The deal signed by 
Mr. Yanukovych and Russia’s President Dmitri Medvedev 
that extended the basing of the Russian Black Sea Fleet in 
Crimea for an additional 25 years sparked a number of 
major protests in several cities, including New York (May 
3), Chicago (May 9), Washington (June 24, coinciding with 
a visit by the Russian president). Their message: “Russia, 
hands off Ukraine!”

Later in the year, when President Yanukovych visited the 
United Nations headquarters, Ukrainian community mem-
bers gathered on September 22 in New York and Chicago to 
protest his policies, which had resulted in violations of 
human rights, the abuse and disappearance of journalists, 
the persecution of historians and the rewriting of Ukrainian 
history, and the reversal of gains in democracy and indepen-
dent statehood made since Ukraine declared independence 
in 1991.

The Ukrainian president, through Ukraine’s diplomatic 
corps in the U.S., had extended an invitation to community 
representatives to meet with him earlier that day in New 
York. He wrote: “I have always advocated broad consolida-
tion of all the constructive forces in Ukraine and abroad. I 
am for constructive dialogue with the Ukrainian diaspora. I 
am ready to explain, reason and clarify our every step. I 
would like that Ukrainians of the world helped [sic] their 
Motherland to come out of the difficult situation, rather than 
hindering it. I wish that we all stood up together to protect 
the interests of our country. And that you, here in America, 

At the August 22 groundbreaking ceremony for Heritage Park in Parma, Ohio (from left) are: Ihor Diaczun, 
president of the United Ukrainian Organizations of Ohio (UUOO); Marusia Kvit-Flynn; Eric Tollerup, director 
of economic development for Parma; Roman Fedkiw; Vasyl Liscynesky, vice-president of UUOO; Mykola 

Grissiths and Evhen Palka.
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came out with slogans of support for your native land, with 
slogans of support for Ukraine. Not the contrary.”

The invitation was declined, however, and the UCCA 
wrote in a letter to Mr. Yanukovych: “Our united Ukrainian 
community in the U.S.A. – the Ukrainian American 
Coordinating Council, the Ukrainian National Association, 
the Ukrainian National Women’s League of America, the 
Providence Association of Ukrainian Catholics in America 
and the New Ukrainian Wave – will gladly meet with you 
for a constructive dialogue when we detect from you a gen-
uine concern about the Ukrainian nation and its problems.” 

That response was a reaction to the fact the Mr. 
Yanukovych had opted to disregard earlier letters of concern 
sent to him by both the Ukrainian World Congress and the 
Ukrainian Congress Committee of America, and to the pres-
ident’s letter to the UCCA, which sidestepped many painful 
issues and presented a, to put it politely, distorted picture of 
the situation in Ukraine and his administration’s policies.

In related news, several opposition leaders from Ukraine 
– Dr. Yuri Shcherbak, a former ambassador of Ukraine to 
the United States, former Foreign Affairs Minister Borys 
Tarasyuk and former Vice Minister of Foreign Affairs 
Valeriy Chaly – visited the United States and spoke before 
the Ukrainian community to give their assessments of recent 
political changes in Ukraine. Speaking in Whippany, N.J., 
New York, Philadelphia and Washington, the three men all 
held unfavorable views of developments in their homeland.

Ukrainian Americans also were among those protesting 
the dedication on June 6 of a bust of Soviet dictator Joseph 
Stalin at the National D-Day Memorial in Bedford, Va. The 

statue was unveiled despite the fact that many, including 
Ukrainian Americans, had protested when they first learned 
about the plan in late 2009. This year, the UCCA joined 
groups like the Joint Baltic American National Committee 
and the Victims of Communism Memorial Foundation in 
encouraging Americans to express their outrage about the 
placement of the Stalin’s likeness at the D-Day memorial, 
next to busts of Franklin D. Roosevelt and Winston 
Churchill . The UCCA initiated a letter-writing campaign to 
members of Congress, urging them to act to have the Stalin 
statue removed. A group on Facebook set up by Lara Chelak 
and administered by Andrij Dobriansky was named “Josef 
Stalin Must Not Be Honored at the National D-Day 
Memorial”; it allowed users to post their opinions and links 
to related websites and newspaper articles.

In September the Stalin bust was removed from its ped-
estal, but only temporarily. The News & Advance, a news-
paper in Lynchburg, Va., reported: “The ouster is not perma-
nent and the Stalin statue – along with other sculptures of 
World War II Allied world leaders – will return at an 
unspecified time when they can be placed in a ‘more appro-
priate venue’ for interpretation at the memorial, the founda-
tion that operates the Bedford site announced.”

The National D-Day Memorial Foundation said it intends 
to move Stalin and three other Allied leaders from a circle 
on the main grounds to another location on the 88-acre site, 
and that an advisory committee would be created to plan on 
how best to present the message of the National D-Day 
Memorial. Opponents argued that Stalin had to be removed 
permanently.

Mayor Dean DePiero of Parma, Ohio, lights a torch with the flame from the Holodomor Candle of Memory 
from Kyiv during commemorations on November 14.

Canada-Ukraine:
PM’s significant visit

Hallmarks of the year 2010 for the Ukrainian com-
munity in Canada were the activist agenda of the 
Ukrainian Canadian Congress (UCC), culminat-

ing in its triennial congress, and the visit of Prime 
Minister Stephen Harper to Ukraine in which the prime 
minister was able to both give attention to Canada-
Ukraine bilateral relations and convey concern about the 
current situation in Ukraine.

The official announcement of the visit of Prime 
Minister Stephen Harper to Ukraine on October 25-26, 
to include both Kyiv and Lviv, was preceded by meet-
ings and discussions with the Ukrainian Canadian 
Congress. The UCC expressed concerns to the prime 
minister over the erosion of democracy and human 
rights in Ukraine and called attention to the fact that 
Canada had an opportunity to take a leadership position 
in response to the current situation. The fact that the 
concerns had registered with the prime minister became 
immediately obvious on Mr. Harper’s arrival in Kyiv. 
During a joint press conference with President Viktor 
Yanukovych, Mr. Harper stated: “Canada will continue 
to support Ukraine whenever it moves forward for free-
dom, democracy and justice.” 

In addition to President Yanukovych, the Canadian 
prime minister met with other political leaders. Prime 
Minister Mykola Azarov spoke of the potential of a 
higher level of trade between the two countries, while 
Verkhovna Rada Chairman Volodymyr Lytvyn called for 

Ukrainian American protesters on May 3 near Ukraine’s Mission to the United Nations demonstrate against 
the policies of President Viktor Yanukovych.

Vasyl Lopukh 

Prime Minister Stephen Harper of Canada and 
President Viktor Yanukovych of Ukraine during 

their joint press conference in Kyiv on October 25.

Official Website of Ukraine’s President

(Continued on page 26)

strengthening interparliamentary bilateral relations and 
praised the Canada-Ukraine Parliamentary Program 
(CUPP) for providing an opportunity for the young gen-
eration to work in the offices of Canadian parliamentari-
ans. Mr. Harper also met with opposition leader Yulia 
Tymoshenko, who thanked Canada for supporting 
democracy in Ukraine and commended the Ukrainian 
diaspora “which does a lot for our country’s democratic 
development.”

In Kyiv, Mr. Harper visited the memorial to the 
Holodomor, where he mentioned that the Famine had 10 
million victims. This figure was immediately challenged 
in some Canadian newspapers and resulted in a media 
conflict about the Holodomor. Mr. Harper also visited 
the World War II memorial and Babyn Yar. Mr. Harper’s 
retinue included UCC President Paul Grod, parliamen-
tarians and representatives of Ukrainian community 
organizations. 

During the visit, delegations from Ukraine and 
Canada met to discuss trade and economic relations, 
humanitarian issues and cooperation in international 
organizations. Both countries are interested in a free 
trade agreement from which both expect to improve 
commercial relations and gain access to additional new 
markets. A memorandum of understanding on youth 
exchange programs was signed; the agreement will cre-
ate opportunities for youth between ages 18 and 35 to 
travel, live and work in Ukraine and Canada. A sum of 
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March 17: University students in Lviv – with a banner reading “Out with Tabachnyk!” – march through the 
city center to demand the dismissal of newly appointed Education Minister Dmytro Tabachnyk. 

Zenon Zawada

February 27: Rep. Rodney Frelinghuysen drops the puck to begin the fund-raising 
hockey match between the New Jersey Devils alumni and the New York Ukrainian 
Kozaks held in West Orange, N.J., by the Children of Chornobyl Relief and 
Development Fund in conjunction with the Ukrainian American Cultural Center of 
New Jersey.

Ihor Lukiw

April 27: Opposition deputies in the Verkhovna Rada carried in a huge Ukrainian flag 
bearing the words “No to state betrayal.” The action was in protest to the Parliament’s 
approval of the Medvedev-Yanukovych pact that extended the Russian Black Sea 
Fleet’s lease in Sevastopol for another 25 years.

UNIAN

July 2: U.S. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton and Ukraine’s President Viktor 
Yanukovych hold a joint press conference in Kyiv.

U.S. State Department September 22: Young demonstrators in New York, (from left) Yurij Symczyk, Olexa 
Casanova, Lesyk Myskiw and Danylo Szpyhulsky, reveal their opinion of Ukraine’s 
new president.

Roma Lisovich

November 27: Ukraine’s Ambassador to the U.S. Olexander 
Motsyk and his wife, Natalia, join in a moment of silence at 
the Embassy of Ukraine in memory of the millions of victims 
of the Holodomor.

Yaro Bihun
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July 19: The Haydamaky perform for the Ukrainian American Youth Association in Ellenville, N.Y., the day after they headlined 
the Ukrainian Cultural Festival at Soyuzivka. Their surprise visit with the campers was made possible by the Ukrainian National 
Association.

Christina Jancew Iwanik

September 25: Canadian Prime Minister Stephen Harper pays his respects at 
the Holodomor Memorial in Kyiv before the statue “Sad Memory of 
Childhood.”

Office of the Prime Minister of Canada

May 9: Chicago-area Ukrainians gather in front of Ukraine’s Consulate General to protest the 
policies of the Yanukovych administration.

Ivanka Bryan

August 24: Olga Shevchenko holds a 
Ukrainian flag during the Ukrainian 
Independence Day celebration at Boston 
City Hall Plaza.

Vsevolod Petriv

May 8: Members of Plast Ukrainian Scouting Organization in Cleveland gathered to celebrate the 60th anniversary of their branch.
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Parliament Rob Merrifield. The delegates were also able 
to engage current and former ambassadors to Ukraine, 
Daniel Caron and Derek Fraser, and Ukrainian ambassa-
dors to Canada, Dr. Ihor Ostash and Dr. Yuri Shcherbak. 

Sixteen Shevchenko Medal recipients and four recipi-
ents of the Ukrainian Canadian Youth Leadership Award 
of Excellence were honored at the Saturday evening gala 
that celebrated the 70th anniversary of the UCC. 
Shevchenko Medals, UCC’s highest award, are given in 
the categories of community development, culture and 
the arts, education, sports, and public service. The 
Ukrainian Canadian Youth Leadership Awards give rec-
ognition to young adult Ukrainian Canadians for out-
standing leadership that significantly contribute to the 
broader Ukrainian community and the betterment of 
Canada. 

It was announced by the UCC that the year 2011 
would be celebrated as the 120th Anniversary of 
Ukrainian settlement in Canada.

The UCC welcomed the announcement by Minister 
Rob Merrifield that the government of Canada will pro-
vide support for the Ukrainian Canadian Archives and 
Museum of Alberta to the tune of $6.25 million. The 
joint federal-provincial funding will allow for a better 
display of artifacts, create a permanent exhibit space, 
develop public programming and expand the Ukrainian 
collection. 

The resolutions of the congress included, among oth-
ers, the need for an information and resource center in 
Ottawa and a declaration that the UCC must shift its 
focus toward community development through capacity 
building, leadership training and the promotion of 
Ukrainian culture, the arts and language education.

The UCC executive elected at the congress included: 

Mr. Grod, national president; Alexandra Chyczij, first 
vice-president; Daria Luciw, second vice-president; Ann 
Szyptur, secretary; and Volodymyr Dlugosh, treasurer. 
Mr. Grod announced the UCC Board of Directors for the 
2010-2013 term: the five members of the executive 
committee, six representatives of UCC branches and 27 
representatives of the organizations belonging to UCC.

Other UCC activities

Some of the other issues that were addressed by the 
UCC during 2010 included the following.

In January the UCC, in cooperation with the National 
Olympic Committee of Ukraine, the Ukrainian World 
Congress, and the Embassy of Ukraine in Canada, host-
ed Ukraine House at the Vancouver 2010 Winter 
Olympic Games.  Ukraine House was the official home 
of Ukraine’s Olympic team and was host to a number of 
events and initiatives aimed to support and promote 
Ukraine’s presence at the 2010 Winter Olympic 
Games. It was made possible by the work of volunteers 
and donations from the Ukrainian Canadian community. 

In January-February an Election Observation Mission 
(EOM) of the Canada Ukraine Foundation (CUF), in 
association with the UCC, deployed 65 Canadian elec-
tion observers to Ukraine in six oblasts for the first 
round of the presidential election. A further 50 observers 
for the second round of the elections were deployed in 
cooperation with the CANADEM Observer Group, so 
that 24 of the 25 oblasts were covered by Canadian 
international observers. The UCC was instrumental in 
ensuring that the government of Canada funded 200 
election observers in addition to the 115 observers CUF 
sent to Ukraine’s presidential election.

On May 4 UCC President Grod announced the 

Alumni of the Canada-Ukraine Parliamentary Program who are now studying 
or working in North America participate in the “Model Ukraine” conference 

held on February 12-13 in Washington.

Louise Beaudoin (front row, center), member of the National Assembly of Quebec, 
with representatives of the province’s Ukrainian community on June 2 after the 

legislature passed a bill recognizing the Holodomor as genocide.

$36 million in aid for projects to improve Ukraine’s cus-
toms service, job training, municipal economic develop-
ment, regional governance and juvenile justice reform 
was announced. The prime minister’s office noted that 
“Ukraine has been identified as a priority country for 
Canada in the provision of development assistance.” 

In Lviv, the prime minister visited the Ukrainian 
Catholic University where he addressed the students. 
This visit was seen as a gesture of solidarity with the 
university’s rector, the Rev. Dr. Gudziak, faculty and 
students of the university, who have faced intimidation 
by the Security Service of Ukraine (SBU). On a tour of 
the National Memorial Museum Prison on Lonsky, Mr. 
Harper was guided by the director, historian Ruslan 
Zabiliy, who had recently been detained by the authori-
ties and put under criminal investigation. 

Commenting on the visit’s agenda, program Prof. 
Frank Sysyn told The Globe and Mail that the visit was 
crucial because President Yanukovych is attempting to 
see how far he can go in controlling the media, the judi-
ciary, the political opposition and the academic world. 
Prof Sysyn stated, “I think Harper hit exactly the right 
note.”

After the visit, the UCC congratulated the prime min-
ister on a successful trip to Ukraine and for his commit-
ment to human rights, democratic development, and free 
and fair elections in Ukraine. As the UCC has advocated 
for a strategy by the government of Canada to engage 
Ukraine, the UCC saw the visit of the prime minister as 
an important step in that process. 

Congress of Ukrainian Canadians

Two weeks after the Harper visit, on November 5, the 
XXIII Congress of Ukrainian Canadians opened for the 
first time in Edmonton with the theme “Honoring the 
Past, Inspiring the Future.” It attracted nearly 300 dele-
gates from across Canada representing every aspect of 
community life and demographic. 

President Grod highlighted the key accomplishments 
of the UCC over the past three years, including:

• recognition and restitution of Canada’s first national 
internment operations, including the funding of a $10 
million endowment by the government of Canada to the 
Shevchenko Foundation;

• recognition of the Holodomor as a genocide against 
the Ukrainian people by the legislatures of Canada, 
Saskatchewan, Manitoba, Alberta, Ontario and Quebec;

• suspension of Canada’s harmful war crimes policy 
and the introduction of changes to the Citizenship Act;

• establishment of a government relations office in 
Ottawa.

The congress included several keynote speakers: Dr. 
Olenka Bilash, Member of the Legislative Assembly 
Gene Zwozdesky, James Temerty, Volodymyr 
Viatrovych, Dr. Lubomyr Luciuk and Member of The XXIII Congress of Ukrainian Canadians was held on November 5-7. Seen above is the new board of 

directors of the Ukrainian Canadian Congress; National President Paul Grod is seated in the middle.

Yaroslav Petriv

(Continued from page 23)
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appointment of businessman and philanthropist James 
Temerty as chairman of the newly established UCC 
Advisory Council, which will provide strategic advice to 
the president and board of the UCC. Mr. Temerty has 
been an active community leader beginning with his 
chairmanship of the Ukrainian Centennial Fund-Raising 
Campaign. He chaired the Ukrainian Election Observers 
campaign, which sent 500 election observers to the 
Orange Revolution elections, and he is the recipient of 
many honors, including the Shevchenko Medal and the 
Order of Canada. 

In May the UCC hired Taras Zalusky as executive 
director for the UCC Ottawa office. 

The UCC expressed its dismay regarding the 
Canadian government’s decision to eliminate the manda-
tory filing of the long form census. (The Canadian cen-
sus consists of two parts: the short form, which every 
household has to fill out, and the long form, which is 
filled out by 20 percent of households, but which, up to 
now, has also been mandatory.) The UCC added its 
voice to those of many professionals and communities in 
opposing the decision to make the mandatory long form 
survey optional in 2011. 

The census long form asks more than 50 questions on 
subjects such as ethnic origin, disability, educational sta-
tus, household work, income and housing and it is con-
sidered the key basis upon which governments and com-
munity groups can design and build programs. UCC 
cited some activities that could be affected by down-
grading the census: implementation of bilingual school 
programs, conducting fund-raising, integration of immi-
grants, and delivering programs and services that sup-
port the needs of the community. The UCC strongly 
urged the government to reinstate the mandatory long 
form for the 2011 census.

Eugene Roman, chief technology officer with Open 
Text Corp., will be spearheading the UCC’s new fund-
raising campaign dubbed “Just Ask.” The campaign 
includes three levels of sponsorship: those who make a 
commitment of an annual donation of $1,000 to the 
UCC, will join the President’s Club; those who will 

make an annual donation commitment of as little as 
$100 will be recognized as Friends of the UCC while 
those who will commit to annual donations of $5,000 or 
more will become members of the President’s Circle. 
The campaign got its name from a statement by Alberta 
Minister Gene Zwozdesky that, when support is needed 
from the community, he said, “just ask.”

The UCC prepared a report titled “The Canadian 
Museum of Human Rights (CMHR) – A Call for 
Inclusiveness, Equity and Fairness,” which was sent to 
Canadian Heritage Minister James Moore, Citizenship, 
Immigration and Multiculturalism Minister Jason 
Kenney and the Prime Minister’s Office as well as The 
Globe and Mail. The UCC report highlighted three 
human rights issues in which Ukrainians have a particu-
lar interest: internment of Ukrainians in Canada in 1914-
1920, the Holodomor of 1932-1933 and the Nazi occu-
pation of Ukraine during World War II.

In 2007, the Harper government had announced that 
the CMHR, originally a private initiative of the late 
media mogul Israel Asper, would be a national museum, 
and committed $100 million for its construction, plus 
$22 million annually for operations. The Content 
Advisory Committee of the CMHR released its final 
report on September 22. In the report, there is no real 
mention of the experience of Ukrainians in Canada or in 
Ukraine. The current vision of the Advisory Committee 
is to include only two permanent galleries in the muse-
um: one devoted to aboriginal issues and another to the 
Holocaust. Any other experiences and issues will be 
addressed thematically in the remaining galleries. 

The UCC considers this unacceptable because this 
vision of the CMHR is not reflective of the experience 
of all Canadians. Furthermore Canada needs to ensure 
that the actions which it has recognized as genocide or 
as contraventions of human rights – the Internment of 
Persons of Ukrainian Origin Recognition Act and 
Canada’s recognition of the Holodomor as genocide 
through the adoption of An Act to Establish a Ukrainian 
Famine and Genocide (Holodomor) Memorial Day – be 
appropriately addressed in the CMHR.

Representatives of the UCC met on November 30 
with the Minister of International Trade Peter Van Loan 
to discuss the negotiations of a Canada-Ukraine Free 
Trade Agreement, increasing bilateral trade and person-
to-person contact between Canada and Ukraine, and the 
implementation of the Canada-Ukraine Youth Mobility 
Agreement in 2011. The Ukrainian delegation also 
raised the issue that the Canadian Museum of Human 
Rights had not confirmed a permanent and prominent 
exhibit on the Holodomor. 

Most of the issues of Canada-Ukraine relations were 
addressed during the planning of the prime minister’s 
visit to Ukraine and discussed in Ukraine were ones 
where there was commitment to work together. There 
were other issues, where the unhappiness and frustration 
of the Ukrainian Canadian community with the situation 
in Ukraine became the focus. 

Concerns about Ukraine

On August 10, in Symferopol, Crimea, Canadian 
Member of Parliament Borys Wrzesnewskyj met with 
Crimean Tatar leader Mustafa Dzhemilev, chairman of 
the Mejlis (Parliament) of the Crimean Tatar people, a 
member of the Verkhovna Rada and a former political 
prisoner who served 18 years in the Soviet gulag. 
Increased activities by Russian security forces in 
Crimea, who, it is alleged, are arming and training mili-
tias, and the high-profile visits by Russian Prime 
Minister Vladimir Putin and Moscow Patriarch Kirill 
threaten the policy of peaceful co-existence of the 
Crimean Tatars within Ukraine for which Mr. Dzhemilev 
has worked consistently. 

Mr. Wrzesnewskyj, who is the founder of the Canada-
Ukraine Parliamentary Friendship Group, said that by 
meeting with Mr. Dzhemilev he wanted to demonstrate 
solidarity with the Tatars of Crimea, the rights of indige-
nous peoples, non-violence and democracy. Mr. 
Wrzesnewskyj also arranged a visit for Mr. Dzhemilev 
to Canada in December when Mr. Dzemilev met with 
the speakers of both houses of Parliament and other par-
liamentarians. Later, in Toronto, Mr. Dzhemilev spoke at 

The new Plast building in Toronto, purchased on June 23 for $5 million as a donation from entrepreneur and philanthropist Erast Huculak.

The chair of the Mejlis of Crimean Tatars, Mustafa Dzhemilev (left), and 
Canadian Member of Parliament Borys Wrzesnewskyj meet in Symferopol 

on August 10Mad Heads XL on stage at the Toronto Ukrainian Festival, held on September 17-19.
Marco Levytsky
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the Canadian Ukrainian Art Foundation gallery about the 
geopolitical situation in Crimea, particularly as the 
potential location of the next post-Soviet conflict. 

The Toronto chapter of the Ukrainian Journalists of 
North America, perturbed by the deteriorating state of 
freedom of speech in Ukraine, organized, on September 
12, a roundtable discussion focusing on the dangers to 
journalists in Ukraine. It was moderated by Jurij Klufas, 
producer of the Kontakt Ukrainian TV network. Some of 
the points raised in the discussion were: physical and 
psychological aggression by government officials has 
created an atmosphere of self-censorship in the journal-
ist community; government in Ukraine is an occupation-
al force that is following the orders of an external force; 
Ukraine is a direct victim of the current political games-
manship between the U.S. and Russia; there is massive 
public opposition to the events in Ukraine; both the U.S. 
and Russia now have laws in place that can shut down 
the Internet at the discretion of either country’s presi-
dent. Mr. Klufas ended the discussion with a call to “get 
back to work” – to develop support for the resistance 
and leverage potential world interest in Ukraine. 

A vigil before the Embassy of Ukraine in Ottawa was 
organized on September 22 by a newly created grouping 
of organizations calling itself the Canadian Conference 
in Support of Ukraine (CCSU) and composed of organi-
zations ideologically close to the League of Ukrainian 
Canadians (LUC). The purpose of the vigil was to 
defend historian Ruslan Zabilyi and show concern about 
the policies of Ukrainian President Yanukovych. The 
participants displayed placards calling for the removal of 
Minister of Education Dmytro Tabachnyk; the head of 
the Institute of National Memory, Valeriy Soldatenko; 
and the head of the Security Service of Ukraine, Valeriy 
Khoroshkovsky.

The chargé d’affaires of the Embassy was presented 
with a statement from the CCSU, and a few participants 
were invited into the embassy. The statement included 
many criticisms of the current Ukrainian government, 
such as the treatment of Mr. Zabilyi and the facilitation 
of re-Russification, and called upon the Canadian gov-
ernment “to serve notice upon the Ukrainian government 
that abuse of democracy and human rights will not be 
tolerated.” The Ottawa vigil was held in solidarity with 
similar protests on the same day in New York City at 
Ukraine’s Mission to the United Nations, in Chicago and 
elsewhere. 

Holodomor remembrance

On June 11, joined by local survivors of the 
Holodomor, Manitoba Premier Greg Selinger unveiled a 
permanent installation in the Manitoba legislative build-
ing of a work of art representing the Holodomor. The 
acrylic painting was created by artist Orysia Sinitowich-
Gorski, a third-generation Ukrainian Canadian. It was 
originally purchased by Manitoba for the provincial art 
collection in 2008 to commemorate the 75th anniversary 
of the Holodomor. Ms. Gorski chose a young child as 
the central figure of the painting, symbolizing the vul-
nerability of the human condition and the promise of a 
better future. 

Members of the National Assembly of Quebec on 
June 2 unanimously passed Bill 390 – An Act to 
Proclaim Ukrainian Famine and Genocide (Holodomor) 
Memorial Day. The bill was introduced in November 
2009 by Member of the National Assembly (MNA) 
Louise Beaudoin and received unanimous approval at its 
first reading. The legislation recognizes the Holodomor 

as “the famine and genocide that occurred in Ukraine in 
1932 and 1933 where millions of Ukrainians perished...” 
and designates the fourth Saturday in November as Day 
of Remembrance for Holodomor victims. By this legis-
lation, Quebec became the sixth jurisdiction in Canada 
to recognize the Holodomor as genocide. 

On the 77th anniversary of the Holodomor, the UCC 
launched a Holodomor awareness campaign with several 
initiatives: an information and advocacy campaign tar-
geting deputies of Ukraine’s Verkhovna Rada; participa-
tion in the Ukrainian World Congress “Svichka 
Molinnia” (Remembrance Candle), which will travel 
from Ukraine around the world; the launch of the third 
annual National Awareness Week on November 22-28; 
completion of the documentation of Holodomor survivor 
testimonies; and support for the documentary film 
“Genocide Revealed” by Yurij Luhovy.

The 77th anniversary of the Holodomor was commem-
orated on November 30 on Parliament Hill in Ottawa with 
the participation of the UCC, the Canada-Ukraine 
Parliamentary Friendship Group, the Embassy of Ukraine, 
parliamentarians, clergy, foreign diplomats and over 200 
guests. The event was organized by MP Mark Warwara 
and Ambassador Ostash of Ukraine. Speakers included 
Minister Jason Kenney, Leader of the Opposition Michael 
Ignatieff and President of the NDP Peggy Nash. UCC 
President Grod congratulated Prime Minister Harper for 
bringing the issue of Holodomor recognition to the fore-
front during his October visit to Ukraine. 

The UCC marked Holodomor Commemoration Week 
by calling on President Yanukovych to respect the law 
and declare the Holodomor a genocide against the 
Ukrainian people. It was emphasized that Canada and 
five of its provinces have all recognized the genocidal 
nature of the Holodomor. The UCC also wrote a letter to 
inform all members of the Verkhovna Rada of the inter-
national support for Ukraine in acknowledging the 
Holodomor as an act of genocide against the Ukrainian 
people. 

Internment of 1914-1920 

The issue of reparations for World War I internment 
finally reached a resolution in 2009 with the creation of the 
Canadian First World War Internment Recognition Fund – 
an endowment valued at $10 million – to be held in trust 
and managed by the Ukrainian Canadian Foundation of 
Taras Shevchenko in Winnipeg. The discussions around 
internment have now gone to the next level: how to embed 
the issue in the Canadian consciousness.

The First World War Internment Recognition Fund’s 
Endowment Council sponsored a weekend-long sympo-
sium at Queen’s University on June 17-20, bringing 
together some 50 community activists, scholars, archi-
vists, museum curators, internee descendants and artists 
to develop initiatives that will commemorate and edu-
cate all Canadians about what happened during Canada’s 
first national internment operations in 1914-1920. 

The symposium schedule revolved around four major 
themes: the affected communities, repositories of memo-
ry, educating the educators and creators. The keynote 
address was delivered by Prof. Roger Daniels of the 
University of Cincinnati, who spoke on “Bringing 
Governments to Justice.” The local organizer of the 
symposium, Prof. Lubomyr Luciuk, president of the 
Ukrainian Canadian Civil Liberties Association, said 
that he saw the symposium as one which would lay the 
groundwork for helping the endowment council to 
ensure that Canada’s first internment operation becomes 

part of all educational curricula and is recalled through 
film, artwork and historical markers across Canada. 

James Slobodian, president of the Camp Spirit Lake 
Corporation, on July 8 presided over a ceremony to 
launch the construction of the Spirit Lake Quebec 
Internment Interpretive Center in La Ferme, in northern 
Quebec. Spirit Lake was the second largest of 24 intern-
ment camps established 1914-1920 during Canada’s first 
internment operations. The opening ceremony in La 
Ferme was attended by municipal representatives, as 
well as Andrij Hladyshevsky, president of the 
Shevchenko Foundation and board member of the First 
World War Internment Recognition Fund. UCC Quebec 
Provincial Council and Montreal Branch President 
Zorianna Hrycenko-Luhova emphasized the importance 
of educating future generations about the internment 
operations. The interpretive center has been 12 years in 
the making and has bought the La Ferme church for the 
historic center. Denis Lebel, minister of state for 
Canada’s economic development, announced a grant of 
$152,120 towards the internment camp center. 

The Ukrainian Canadian Civil Liberties Association 
held its annual conclave on October 1-3 in Montreal, 
where it drew up a plan of its activities for the next year. 
These included: advising Parks Canada on developing 
an internment museum at Banff National Park; collect-
ing archival materials dealing with the Ukrainian 
Canadian redress campaign; approving funding for an 
informational commercial to combat Ukrainophobia in 
the Greater Toronto Area and initiating a postcard cam-
paign to the government to remove all veterans of the 
Soviet secret police, the NKVD/KGB, from Canada. As 
the date of the conclave coincided with the 40th anniver-
sary of the War Measures Act being deployed during the 
“Quebec Crisis,” the UCCLA held a memorial service at 
City Hall near the site where, almost 100 years previous-
ly, the War Measures Act was first used for the national 
internment operations of 1914-1920. In September 1914 
Montreal’s Immigration Building served as a receiving 
station, processing Ukrainians and other Europeans 
branded as “enemy aliens.” The UCCLA plans to work 
with the city and other stakeholders to ensure that a tri-
lingual plaque is erected on city property where the 
Immigration Building once stood. 

Ukrainian-Jewish relations

Because of the publication of new books and the 
emergence of new research on the Holocaust in Ukraine, 
mostly due to new documentation which has emerged as 
a result of the demise of the USSR, Ukrainian-Jewish 
relations are now undergoing revision and several initia-
tives dealing with this issue have emerged in the 
Ukrainian community.

The Ukrainian Jewish Encounter Initiative (UJEI) is 
an independent initiative whose goal is to deepen under-
standing of Ukrainian-Jewish relations. It was conceived 
in 2008 and consists of three main components: the 
development of a shared history narrative; traveling 
exhibits, multi-media products, lectures and seminars, 
films and theatrical performances; advocacy for the pro-
tection and consecration of mass graves; and honoring 
righteous Ukrainians who hid or saved Jews during 
World War II. The co-directors of UJEI are historian Alti 
Rodal and U.S. Atlantic Council Senior Fellow Adrian 
Karatnycky. It is supported by businessman and philan-
thropist Mr. Temerty.

The UJEI held its first public session – a symposium 
on “Imagining ‘the Other’ in Jewish and Ukrainian 

At an April 8 discussion in Toronto about Ukrainian-Jewish relations (from left) 
are: Meylakh Sheykhet, Paul Grod, Mark Freiman, Ukrainian Orthodox Bishop 
(now Metropolitan) Yuriy Kalishchuk, Ukrainian Catholic Bishop Stephen 

Chmiliar and Member of Parliament Borys Wrzesnewskyj.

Oksana Zakydalsky

Participants at the symposium held on June 17-20 in Kingston, Ontario, on the 
topic of Canada’s national internment operations of 1914-1920.
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Literatures” – on January 10 at the University of 
Toronto’s Munk Center for International Studies. Prof. 
Paul Robert Magocsi of the University of Toronto 
chaired the symposium, and presentations were given by 
well-known scholars and teachers of both Ukrainian and 
Jewish literatures from several universities. Myroslav 
Shkandrij (University of Manitoba) characterized the 
Ukrainian-Jewish encounter in literature as one of two 
solitudes; Leonid Livak (University of Toronto) spoke 
on Nikolai Gogol’s Jews as portrayed in “Taras Bulba”; 
Taras Koznarsky (University of Toronto) described the 
representations of Jews as depicted in accounts of 
Russian travellers in early 19th century Ukraine; Maxim 
Tarnawsky (University of Toronto) focused on images of 
Jewish conspiracy and the evils of capitalism in the 
works of Ivan Nechui-Levytsky and Ivan Franko; 
Sharon Green (University of Toronto) pointed out that 
there were not too many Ukrainian characters in Hebrew 
literature; and Yohann Petrovsky-Shtern (Northwestern 
University) spoke on the image of “the other” in post-
1991 Ukrainian literature. 

The erasing of the Jewish past in Ukraine has recently 
been the subject of several books and various Jewish 
organizations, and initiatives around the world have 
been set up to recover and restore Ukraine’s Jewish lega-
cy. One such organization is the Union of Councils for 
Jews of the former Soviet Union, whose office in 
Ukraine is headed by Meylakh Sheykhet. Mr. Sheykhet 
was in Toronto as a special guest of Member of 
Parliament Wrzesnewskyj and on April 8 spoke at the 
Canadian Ukrainian Art Foundation. Originally from 
Odesa, Mr. Sheykhet’s family were observant Jews, 
albeit behind closed doors. In 1970 Mr. Sheykhet went 
to Moscow to join the Jewish refusenik movement but, 
unlike most, did not leave for the West. For the past 20 
years he has worked through his office in Lviv to locate 
and restore Jewish cemeteries that were destroyed or 
forgotten under Soviet rule, have fallen victim to neglect 
or have been vandalized. He also works in locating and 
marking mass graves – burial sites of Jews which are 
found throughout Ukraine in the areas that bore the 
brunt of the Nazi occupation.  

Mr. Sheykhet told of one particular instance where his 
office has run into local obstinacy – the town of Sambir, 
whose population until the war had been one-half Jewish. 
By 1943, almost all of the town’s Jews had been mur-
dered. A 100-year-old Jewish cemetery is now atop a 
mass grave. After a Canadian-born Jew put up a Star of 
David memorial stone at the site, it was dug up and two 
30-foot crosses erected. Mr. Sheykhet’s efforts to desig-
nate the site a Jewish cemetery were rejected by the 
courts. Mr. Wrzesnewskyj supports Mr. Sheykhet’s efforts 
for the designation of the cemetery and in 2009 accompa-
nied him to Sambir to speak to the municipal authorities. 
UCC President Grod, of the UCC, agreed that the case 
presents an opportunity for the Jewish and Ukrainian 
communities to partner and build bridges between them.   

T h e  U k r a i n i a n  C a n a d i a n  R e s e a r c h  a n d 
Documentation Center (UCRDC) launched a new proj-
ect whose goal is to identify and recognize Ukrainians 
who took great personal risks in hiding or otherwise 
helping Jews to survive during the years of World War 
II. This project was initiated by Leonid Finberg of the 
Center for Studies of the History and Culture of East 
European Jews, National University of Kyiv Mohyla 
Academy, under the title “I Am My Brother’s Keeper.” 
It has the support of the UJEI, which has provided some 
funding. The project will build on existing research and 
cases that have already been documented in Ukraine, at 
Yad Vashem and the Shoa Foundation, but will also con-
duct research to identify cases not known or publicized 
to date, focusing on those that have a Canadian connec-
tion. Researcher Orest Zakydalsky will work on the 
project, while archivist Iroida Wynnycka will oversee it. 

The Rev. Patrick Desbois, a Roman Catholic priest 
from France involved in locating Jewish burial sites in 
Ukraine, visited Canada in October and spoke at the 
University of Toronto, Beth Tzedec Synagogue in Toronto 
and Centre Mount Royal in Montreal. He is the author of 
“Holocaust by Bullets,” which documents his efforts 
since 2002 to find extermination sites of some 1.5 million 
Jews who were shot in occupied Soviet territory, mostly 
Ukraine, by German killing squads. He has identified 
more than 800 such sites and interviewed 1,550 witnesses 
to the killings on the territory of Ukraine. Particularly 
informative about the killings were what the Rev. Desbois 
calls “requisitioned” witnesses – women, children and 
adolescents who were at the site of the crime and were 
forced to participate. “Most of them were forced to act at 
gunpoint. They had no choice,” he said. Although protect-
ing a Jew led to capital punishment, he writes that during 

his research he met individuals or families who saved 
Jews and who suffered torture or were killed for this. Rev. 
Desbois said that he was very interested in meeting and 
discussing possibilities for cooperation with the Ukrainian 
diaspora in North America. 

Miscellany

• Ukrainian Voice is 100: The Winnipeg-based news-
paper Ukrainian Voice celebrated its 100th anniversary 
on March 14 at a banquet attended by 175 people, over 
100 of whom are current subscribers. The newspaper 
came to life on March 16, 1910, during the period of the 
first wave of Ukrainian settlement in Canada thanks to a 
group of progressive teachers and community leaders. 
Today its content is in two languages – Ukrainian and 
English – and it is published under the auspices of the 
Self-Reliance League (SUS). The keynote address at the 
celebrations was delivered by Winnipeg educator 
Valentina Noseworthy who provided a historical review 
of the newspaper and its role in the history of the 
Ukrainian Canadian community. 

• CUPP conference: Alumni of the Canada-Ukraine 
Parliamentary Program (CUPP) gathered on February  
12-13 for a conference at George Washington 
University. CUPP offers students from Ukraine an 
opportunity to serve as interns in the Canadian House of 
Commons. The conference gave CUPP alumni from var-
ious years, who are now working or studying in North 
America, a forum to share their ideas on the individual, 
identity, rights and responsibilities in a “Model 
Ukraine.” Participants spoke on the following themes: 
Ukrainian identity, how language can be made a com-
mon value rather than something that divides 
Ukrainians, how to tackle official recognition of individ-
uals in Ukrainian history, and is Ukraine a post-colonial 
state or should it share responsibility for its history. 
Regarding the idea that a democratic society must have 
three constituents: a strong opposition, a free mass 
media and a developed civil society – there was agree-
ment on the fact that, although Ukraine had the first two, 
it still lacked the last. CUPP Director Ihor Bardyn 
expressed the hope that the conference would be a small 
step in the building such a civil society in Ukraine. 

• Toronto Plast: Ukrainian Canadian pharmacist and 
entrepreneur Erast Huculak donated a $5 million build-
ing to Plast in Toronto. Mr. Huculak, who has been an 
active community leader and a Plast president, recog-
nized the specific needs of the organization. The new 
building was purchased on June 23 from the United 
Church of Canada and houses a church that accommo-
dates 500 people, a private elementary school, a day care 
center, a regular sized gymnasium and a full commercial 
kitchen. It will have to be reconfigured to accommodate 
the new occupants. Mr. Huculak stressed that the new 
Plast building could evolve to become a dynamic center 
for the whole Ukrainian community. He has a long and 
noted history of philanthropy and was awarded the 
Order of Canada in 2007 for “the spirit of sharing his 
good fortune as he develops the best qualities in others 
through encouragement and example.”

• Leo Mol sculpture: A statue by Ukrainian sculptor 
Leo Mol – the 44-inch tall 150-pound bronze “Bather” – 
was recovered on July 1 with only minor scratches after 
being stolen a few days earlier from the Leo Mol 
Sculpture Garden in Assiniboine Park in Winnipeg. 
“Bather” was last appraised at $18,000, although the 
price is expected to have increased since the artist’s 
death in 2009. The Assiniboine Park Conservatory hous-
es 300 bronzes, ceramics, paintings and drawings by 
Mol which he donated to the city of Winnipeg in 1992. 

• Paul Yuzyk Award: On June 27 Minister of 
Citizenship, Immigration and Multiculturalism Jason 
Kenney presented the 2010 Paul Yuzyk Award for 
Multiculturalism to Paul Nguyen from the Canadian 
Vietnamese community, who uses social media and film 
to promote understanding, especially in troubled commu-
nities. The award commemorates the late Sen. Paul 
Yuzyk’s legacy in establishing multiculturalism as one of 
the characteristics of the Canadian identity. Mr. Kenney 
stated that it was no accident that the father of the idea of 
multiculturalism came from the Ukrainian community 
which, he said, “set an example for other immigrant and 
ethnocultural communities about being faithful to their 
roots, their faith but fully taking advantage of Canada’s 
freedom and embracing the Canadian identity.”

• Hip-Hop Hopak fund-raiser: On June 19 McGill 
University student Marta Cybulska presented a check in 
the amount of $3,000 on behalf of members of 
Concordia Ukrainian University Students’ Union, 
McGill Ukrainian Students’ Association and the 
Ukrainian National Youth Federation to Ruslana 

Wrzesnewska, chairperson of Help Us Help the Children 
(HUHTC) in aid of orphan children in Ukraine. The 
funds were raised by Montreal’s Ukrainian university 
students who organized the very successful “Hip-Hop 
Hopak”– the first ever dance competition between 
Ukrainian dancers and break dancers. 

• Credit union merger: The boards of directors of 
So-Use Credit Union Ltd. and Ukrainian Credit Union 
Ltd. announced in mid-July that they had signed a letter 
of intent to merge. The completion of formal negotia-
tions will bring together the two financial cooperatives 
into a single full-service financial institution to serve the 
Ukrainian community across Ontario. The merged credit 
union will have more than 25,000 members and assets in 
excess of $470 million.

• Ukrainian Festival: In its 14th year, the Toronto 
Ukrainian Festival held during the weekend of September 
17-19, attracted a record-breaking audience of 516,441 
from Canada, the U.S. and other countries. The headline 
band from Ukraine, Mad Heads XL, as well as a very 
strong performer line-up, helped to bring in the crowds. 
The festival has enjoyed long-term financial support from 
Eugene Melnyk, Mr. Temerty and Ihor Ihnatowycz, which 
helps to present non-stop programming of Ukrainian 
music, song and dance. The support of the Ukrainian 
Credit Union, the Four Points Sheraton by the Lakeshore 
Hotel and Aerosvit Airlines helped bring in one of 
Ukraine’s top bands. The festival’s mission is to present 
Ukrainian heritage and culture to the mainstream 
Canadian public. The importance of the largest Ukrainian 
festival in North America ensures that politicians show 
up. MP Warwara from British Columbia, and chair of the 
Canada-Ukraine Parliamentary Friendship Group, 
brought greetings on behalf of the prime minister; Gerard 
Kennedy, Liberal MP, and Jack Layton, leader of the 
NDP, praised the Ukrainian Canadian community’s con-
tribution to the building of Canada.

• Kingston centennial: The Ukrainian community of 
Kingston celebrated the 100th anniversary of Ukrainian 
settlement in one of Canada’s oldest cities by restoring a 
century-old iron lion, originally donated by the family of 
former mayor Capt. John Gaskin in 1909. Dr. Luciuk, pres-
ident of the Ukrainian Canadian Club of Kingston, said the 
community had decided to give back to the city and part-
nered with the city of Kingston and MST Bronze Art 
Foundry of Toronto to restore the lion to its original splen-
dor. The community also added a trilingual plaque recalling 
the contributions Kingston’s Ukrainians have made to the 
city in the past 100 years. The plaque has text in English, 
French and Ukrainian, as well as English and French 
Braille. The sculpture is located in a park of the Kingston 
Fortifications, part of a UNESCO World Heritage site. 

Myroslaw Trutiak (left) of MST Bronze Art Foundry 
and Lubomyr Luciuk of the Ukrainian Canadian Club 
of Kingston, Ontario, in March with the Gaskin Lion. 
The local Ukrainian community restored the century-

old statue as part of its own centennial celebration.
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Major headlines
about our Churches

News about our Churches during 2010 included 
memorable visits, exhibits and anniversaries, as 
well as protests.

Cardinal Theordore McCarrick, archbishop emeritus 
of Washington and former head of the U.S. Conference 
of Catholic Bishops Office to Aid the Church in Central 
and Eastern Europe, visited the Ukrainian Catholic 
University in Lviv on March 6. During his visit, the car-
dinal stopped at Holy Spirit Seminary of the Lviv 
Archeparchy.

The Andrey Sheptytsky National Museum in Lviv 
opened the 120-icon exhibit “From the Last Supper to 
the Resurrection” on March 30. The museum’s collec-
tion houses some 4,000 pieces, and some on display are 
signed by iconographers Ivan Rudkovych and Ilya 
Kulchynskyi. The museum has been in existence since 
1905, and nearly 10,000 icons were spared from destruc-
tion by Metropolitan Sheptytsky (1901-1944), and he 
gifted the collection to the Ukrainian people. The exhibit 
closed on May 18.

The Transfiguration of Our Lord Ukrainian Catholic 
Church in Shamokin, Pa., celebrated its 125th anniversa-
ry on April 24 with a divine liturgy celebrated by 
Archbishop-Metropolitan Stefan Soroka of the 
Philadelphia Archeparchy. The metropolitan was joined 
by area clergy, the church’s former pastor, the Rev. 
Daniel Troyan, and the parish’s current pastor, the Rev. 
Stephen Bilyk. Ukrainian National Association President 
Stefan Kaczaraj attended the festivities, as parishioners 
from this church formed the UNA in 1894. An icon of 
St. Mary the Protectress (Pokrova), known as the 
Protection of the Theotokos (birth-giver of God) icon, 
by iconographer Vincent Chesney was created for the 
occasion.

Disturbing news from Ukraine came on May 18 when 
the Ukrainian Catholic University’s rector, the Rev. Dr. 
Borys Gudziak, was asked to sign a letter presented by 
the Security Service of Ukraine (SBU) that would bind 
the rector to inform Ukraine’s Ministry of Internal 
Affairs of any planned student actions or unrest. The 
rector declined and instead went public about the pres-
sure being brought to bear by Ukraine’s authorities. 
Public attention was brought by magazines such as The 
Economist, which began comparing Ukraine’s SBU to 
Russia’s FSB, both successors of the KGB. Similar 
attempts were made by the SBU in 2001 during the 
Kuchma regime.

A roundtable  d iscuss ion  t i t led  “Between 
Ethnocentrism and Assimilation: the Eastern Churches 
in North America” was held on May 1 at The Ukrainian 
Museum in New York and attracted 50 participants. The 
discussion, which focused on approaches to Ukrainian 
Church identity and its preservation and decay, was led 
by the Revs. Peter Galadza and Ivan Kaszczak and Dr. 
Lubomyr Hajda and was moderated by Dr. Andrew 
Sorokowski.

The Ukrainian Orthodox Church of the U.S.A., in 
conjunction with the Children of Chornobyl Relief and 
Development Fund (CCRDF), organized a late spring-

time trip to Ukraine for eight college-age students to the 
Puhachiv (Zhytomyr region) and Znamianka 
(Kirovohrad region) orphanages in Ukraine. The stu-
dents were joined by Bishop Daniel, western eparch of 
the UOC-U.S.A., Carol Skocypec and Angelina 
Samsonova (CCRDF). The trip concluded on June 20.

The Ukrainian Catholic University honored its major 
local and international donors on March 29-30 in Lviv 
with a charity ball and unveiled a plaque recognizing its 
donors from 1994 through 2009. More than 150 people 
attended the ball, and the event raised more than 
$32,000. Lubomyr Zielyk, chairman of the board of 

The Rev. Dr. Borys Gudziak, rector of the Ukrainian Catholic University in Lviv, blesses the choir singing 
during the May 30 unveiling of a plaque honoring UCU benefactors, both local and international.

Hierarchs, clergy and faithful on October 6 in South Bound Brook, N.J., during a celebration of Archbishop Antony’s 25 years of service as a bishop.
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Patriarch Filaret of the Ukrainian Orthodox Church – Kyiv Patriarchate on November 6 blesses the 
Holodomor memorial erected on the grounds of Holy Ascension Church in Clifton, N.J.

Petro Chasto/Svoboda

directors for Self Reliance New York Federal Credit 
Union, presented a gift of $25,000 for UCU, and the 
Self Reliance Foundation of the Chicago-based Self 
Reliance Ukrainian American Federal Credit Union, pre-
sented a gift of $10,000.

Hundreds gathered at St. Josaphat Ukrainian Catholic 
Cathedral in Parma, Ohio, on May 23 for the dedication 
of Our Lady of Pochaiv Shrine. A divine liturgy was cel-

ebrated by Bishop John Bura, apostolic administrator of 
the Eparchy of St. Josaphat in Parma, who also led the 
procession around the cathedral and the blessing of the 
shrine. A vision of Our Lady of Pochaiv appeared to a 
monk and shepherds on Mount Pochaiv in western 
Ukraine on April 17, 1198, and the icon is credited with 
miracles in 1675 and the 1780s.

A visit to Ukraine by Russia’s Orthodox Patriarch 

Kirill I on July 28 was met with protests during his 
eight-day visit to Odesa, Dnipropetrovsk and Kyiv. The 
patriarch awarded President Viktor Yanukovych the 
Church’s highest award, the Prince St. Vladimir Order, 
and the patriarch received an honorary degree from 
Odesa National Legal Academy, owned by Serhii 
Kivalov, known for his role in falsifying the presidential 
election in 2004. More than 10,000 followers of the 
Ukrainian Orthodox Church – Kyiv Patriarchate, led by 
Patriarch Filaret I, participated in a moleben and march 
through central Kyiv to commemorate the Baptism of 
Kyivan-Rus’ Ukraine in 988. However, there were 
reports that Ukrainians from eastern and western parts of 
the country were prevented from traveling to Kyiv.

Metropolitan Yurij of the Ukrainian Orthodox 
Church of Canada during his enthronement on 
November 21 at Holy Trinity Ukrainian Orthodox 

Cathedral in Winnipeg, Manitoba.

UOCC.ca

Thirty-two bishops and the primate of the Ukrainian Catholic Church, Major Archbishop and Cardinal Lubomyr Husar,  on September 5 attend the placing of a time 
capsule into the cornerstone of a new dormitory on the campus of the Ukrainian Catholic University in Lviv.
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Our diaspora:
active worldwide

Ukrainian diaspora organizations got their start on an 
Olympic note, with the Ukrainian Youth Association 
(UYA) hosting the eighth World Zlet for 56 young 

adults (“druzhynnyky”) from Canada, Australia, the United 
States and Germany on February 12-21 in Vancouver, 
British Columbia, during the 21st Winter Olympic Games. 
Participants exchanged ideas for the future of the UYA, and 
attended Olympic events and presentations by guest speak-
ers, including Olga Kotelko, a 90-year-old Olympic torch 
bearer with 600 medals to her credit, and Stefan Pelycky, a 
Ukrainian survivor of the Nazi concentration camp at 
Auschwitz.

A Ukrainian delegation, invited by Ukraine’s representa-
tive to the United Nations, Ambassador Yuriy Sergeyev, that 
included five women from Ukraine and three representa-
tives from the World Federation of Ukrainian Women’s 
Organizations (WFUWO) and other diaspora organizations 
met at the Permanent Mission of Ukraine to the United 
Nations on March 5. Discussions during the meeting cov-
ered recent legislative and government efforts to achieve 
gender equality in Ukraine. Reforms in the areas of sexual 
harassment in the workplace and paternity leave for fathers, 
showed evidence of progress. Ambassador Sergeyev 
expressed hope that coordinating efforts between the dias-
pora and Ukraine’s mission to the U.N. could quicken the 
pace of reform.

A documentary on Ukrainians in Brazil, “Made in 
Ucrainia: Os Ucrainianos no Parana,” was screened in 
Edmonton, Alberta, on February 27 at the Ukrainian 
National Federation hall. The film is in Portuguese and 
Ukrainian, with English subtitles, and was produced in 2006 
by Guto Pasko, who is of Ukrainian descent. Parana is the 
region of Brazil with the largest concentration of 
Ukrainians, who emigrated in three waves from the 1890s to 
the 1940s. Scholars compared the Ukrainian experience in 
Brazil to that of western Canada.

The Ukrainian World Congress continued its crusade to 
seek recognition by the United Nations of the Holodomor of 
1932-1933 as genocide against the Ukrainian people, in a 
statement by UWC Secretary-General Stefan Romaniw on 
May 28. The lack of support from the Ukrainian govern-
ment in this effort has not daunted the leaders of this cam-
paign, but has strengthened their resolve to inform the world 
of the nature of this Soviet-orchestrated Famine. Current 
Ukrainian government leaders played down the nature of 
the Holodomor, depicting it as a tragedy shared by all Soviet 
peoples.

President Viktor Yanukovych asked the Ukrainian dias-
pora to help improve Ukraine’s international image at a 
meeting on June 21 in Kyiv with Eugene Czolij, president 

Archbishop Yurij of the Ukrainian Orthodox Church 
of Canada was elected as the Church’s primate at its 
22nd General Sobor, held on July 12-18. He is replacing 
Metropolitan John, who announced his retirement at the 
start of the Sobor. The election was approved by the 
Synod of Bishops appointed by Ecumenical Patriarch 
Bartholomew I. The new metropolitan will serve as 

“The Resurrection,” a  16th century icon, was the show-
piece of an exhibit of rare icons held at the Andrey 

Sheptytsky National Museum in Lviv on March 30.

Transfiguration of Our Lord Ukrainian Greek-Catholic Church in Shamokin, Pa., celebrated its 125th anni-
versary on April 24. Seen above (from left) with the Protection of the Theotokos icon written for the occasion 
by parishioner Vincent Chesney are: Alexa Yonkovig-Zmudzin, Michael M. Yonkovig, Dr. Michael J. 
Yonkovig, Vincent Chesney, Claudia Yonkovig-Chesney, President Stefan Kaczaraj of the Ukrainian National 

Association (which was founded in Shamokin in 1894) and Robert Chesney.

Archbishop of Winnipeg and the Central Eparchy of the 
UOCC. He was enthroned on November 21.

Cardinal Lubomyr Husar of the Ukrainian Catholic 
Church, along with 32 bishops from Ukraine, Western 
Europe, the Americas and Australia, attended a 
September 5 cornerstone-laying for a new dormitory at 
the Ukrainian Catholic University in Lviv. A moleben 
service was held at the Church of the Blessed Martyrs, 
followed by a procession to the construction site, which 
was blessed by Pope John Paul II in 2001. A time cap-
sule was placed in the foundation by the primate and the 
presiding bishops.

Archbishop Antony of the Ukrainian Orthodox 
Church was feted for 25 years of episcopal service on 
October 6 in South Bound Brook, N.J., with a divine lit-
urgy concelebrated by Bishop Daniel with 20 clergy 
members, followed by a luncheon held at St. Sophia 
Theological Seminary. An official celebration is to be 
held on January 22, 2011, in Silver Spring, Md., at St. 
Andrew Ukrainian Orthodox Cathedral, where the arch-
bishop serves as archpastor.

Patriarch Filaret of the Ukrainian Orthodox Church – 
Kyiv Patriarchate visited the United States on November 
6-10. The patriarch visited Holy Ascension Ukrainian 
Orthodox Church in Clifton, N.J., for a Holdomor mon-
ument dedication on the church grounds on November 6. 
While in Washington for three days, he prayed at the site 
of the future Holodomor monument, visited the Taras 
Shevchenko monument and held talks on a variety of 
topics affecting the Church. The patriarch met with lead-
ers of the Washington Ukrainian community to discuss 
the state of the Church in Ukraine and its relations with 
the UOC – Moscow Patriarchate. Patriarch Filaret also 
gave an interview on the Voice of America program 
“Chas-Time.” 

More than 200 people gathered in South Bound 
Brook, N.J., for the Church’s 19th Sobor, which brought 
clergy and laity together on October 27-31. The Sobor, 
which is the Church’s highest decision-making gather-
ing, featured panel discussions, committee meetings and 
a banquet for the delegates. Archbishop Demetrios of the 
Greek Orthodox Church of the U.S.A., who is exarch of 
the Patriarchate of Constantinople and chairman of the 
Episcopal Assembly of Bishops in the U.S.A., was a 
special guest of the Sobor.

The liturgy of St. John Chrysostom is celebrated on 
May 26 in Singapore by the Rt. Rev. Olexander 

Kenez of Melbourne, Australia.
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Participants of the conference of the World Council of Ukrainian Cooperatives held in Kyiv on May 27.

In the photo on the left, the opening of the VIII World Zlet of the Ukrainian Youth Association held in Vancouver, British Columbia, on February 12-21. In the photo on the 
right, Ukaine’s Minister of Youth and Sports Yurii Pavlenko (center) with Zlet participants (from left) Andrew Duma, Stephen Duma, Olyana Grod and Lidia Jendzjowsky.

of the Ukrainian World Congress, and Mr. Romaniw, secre-
tary-general. Mr. Yanukovych said that he welcomed sug-
gestions from the Ukrainian diaspora’s representatives on 
life of modern Ukraine and offered to answer any questions. 
Mr. Czolij delivered a memorandum to Mr. Yanukovych on 
important issues that concern the Ukrainian diaspora, 
including the threat of listing control of Ukraine’s strategi-
cally important industries, the Russian Black Sea Fleet leas-
ing extension, Ukraine joining the European Union and 
NATO, the introduction of Russian as Ukraine’s second 
state language, reports of violations of human rights and 
fundamental freedoms in Ukraine, the Holodomor of 1932-
1933 in Ukraine, the installation of Stalin monuments in 
Ukraine, violations of the rights of Ukrainians in Russia, 
and unfounded accusations against the Organization of 
Ukrainian Nationalists under the leadership of Stepan 
Bandera in a resolution to the European Parliament. Mr. 
Yanukovych said he would respond to the memorandum, 
but that remains to be done.

Ukrainian diaspora leaders of the UWC were at a cross-
roads in dealing with President Yanukovych and his pro-
Russian government. This was in contrast to President 

Viktor Yushchenko’s term, when the diaspora and the 
Ukrainian government collaborated on numerous interna-
tional projects with access for high-level cooperation and 
coordination of efforts. And although the current UWC 
leadership is still willing to work with the Ukrainian govern-
ment, it is getting no assurances that Ukraine’s interests are 
being considered. Many diaspora organizations that used to 
have offices in Ukraine have lost funding and have left 
Ukraine, including the Ukrainian Congress Committee of 
America.

The Croatian town of Lipik unveiled a monument to 
Ukrainian poet Ivan Franko on October 4, the Day of Lipik. 
There was discussion of linking Croatia’s Lipik with 
Ukraine’s Drohobych and the possibility of establishing 
cooperation in areas of the economy and tourism.

The World Council of Ukrainian Cooperatives (WCUC) 
held a conference in Kyiv on May 27 with the focus on 
expanding representation, membership and involvement of 
all Ukrainian credit unions in he WCUC. The conference 
was attended by 75 delegates and guests from the U.S.-
based Ukrainian National Credit Union Association, the 
Council of Ukrainian Cooperatives in Canada and the 

Council of Ukrainian Cooperatives in Australia.
Ukraine’s government allocated $500,000 to strengthen 

ties with Ukrainians abroad, for joint cultural, educational, 
scientific and practical activities, based on an August 11 
decree. The funds are administered by the State Committee 
for Nationalities and Religions of Ukraine.

On May 26 the Rt. Rev. Oleksander Kenez celebrated a 
rare divine liturgy for 35 of Singapore’s Greek-Catholics, 
which brought Ukrainians, Chinese and Indians to worship 
together. The liturgy was celebrated in English, Mandarin 
and Old Slavonic. During the visit, he blessed the home of 
Natalie Olynec, who has been living in Singapore with her 
husband, Henirk Mikkelsen, and their three daughters for 10 
years. The Singapore Greek-Catholic community hopes to 
build ties with the Ukrainian Catholic Eparchy in Australia.

President Viktor Yanukovch sent greetings to the annual 
meeting of the Ukrainian World Congress held in Poland. In 
the statement, released on August 21 on the president’s web-
site, the president assured the participants that he was ready 
to cooperate on “the continued development of the indepen-
dent, democratic and law-abiding Ukrainian state … 
defending the interests of Ukrainians worldwide … 
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The delegation of the Ukrainian World Congress at the military cemetery in Pikulychi, Poland, at a memorial 
to soldiers of the Ukrainian Galician Army and the Ukrainian Insurgent Army. The delegation visited the 

memorial during the annual general meeting of the UWC held in Przemysl (Peremyshl) on August 22-23.

Ukrainian World Congress President Eugene Czolij (left) and Secretary-General Stefan Romaniw during a 
visit to Kyiv in June, when they met with President Viktor Yanukovych of Ukraine.

Zenon Zawada

safeguard[ing] the Ukrainian distinctiveness, language, cul-
ture, national traditions and social achievements.”

A plaque to Ukrainian poetess Lesia Ukrainka was 
unveiled in Berlin on August 30 by Ukraine’s Minister of 
Foreign Affairs Kostyantyn Gryshchenko. The plaque was 
placed at a residence where the poetess lived and underwent 
medical treatment in 1889. The initiative came from the 
Ukrainian community in Berlin and the Ukrainian Embassy 
in Germany, and was unveiled as part of President 
Yanukovych’s official visit to Germany.

The Ukrainian World Congress held its annual meeting 
on August 22-23 in Przemysl, Poland (Peremyshyl in 
Ukrainian). This was the world umbrella body’s first meet-
ing held outside of Ukraine on European soil. More than 60 
participants from around the world attended the event, 
which aimed to strengthen the Ukrainian community in 
Poland and secure the return of the Narodnyi Dim (People’s 
Home) built by the Ukrainian community in 1904. Ideas for 
the future discussed during the meeting included a world 
registry of Ukrainian monuments and the opening of a 
UWC branch office in Kyiv. The mayor of Przemysl said 
that the municipal government intends to assist with repairs 
to the Narodnyi Dim building and work toward returning 
the building to the Ukrainian community, as well as rename 
of streets in the town in honor of prominent Ukrainians.

Commemorations of the 77th anniversary of the 
Holodomor were held on November 27 in Ukraine, 
Hungary, Russia and Germany. In Ukraine, the commemo-
rative event is named “Day of Remembrance of Victims of 
Famines and Political Oppresions,” in accordance with a 
1998 presidential decree. In Budapest, Hungary, events 
were organized by the local Ukrainian community under the 
auspices of the International Institute of Education, Culture 
and Relations with the Diaspora of the Lviv Polytechnic 
National University. In Moscow, the Embassy of Ukraine 
hosted a candlelight vigil with a requiem service at the 
Cathedral of the Savior on the Sands. Events in Berlin were 
coordinated by the Central Union of Ukrainians in Germany 
and included a memorial service at a local Ukrainian 
Catholic church in Munich.

The World Federation of Ukrainian Women’s 
Organizations, led by its president, Mary Szkambara, deliv-
ered a statement on December 3 at the Holodomor com-
memorations held at the United Nations, under the theme, 
“Food Security for All Generations, Lessons of the Past.” 
The statement described the use of food as a weapon 
throughout history, including in Zimbabwe, Nazi Germany, 
Ethiopia and Ukraine. The statement went into further detail 
about the Holodomor in Ukraine, the starving children, first-
person accounts and the lack of historical reverence in 
Ukraine and Russia for this horrific human loss.

But wait,
there’s more!

Yes, Dear Readers, you read that right. You 
have just completed reading only Part I of 
“2010: The Year in Review.”

Next week, look for a review of major develop-
ments under the rubrics of academia, culture and the 
arts, sports, the Ukrainian National Association, the 
noteworthy, deaths, and The Ukrainian Weekly.

 2010: THE YEAR IN REVIEW
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A cultural calendar
filled with events

The 2010 calendar was filled with events celebrat-
ing Ukrainian culture. 

On February 25-28 Kinofest NYC’s inaugural 
film event was held at The Ukrainian Museum in New 
York. Its goal was to promote independent and post-
Soviet film and creating a forum for emerging film tal-
ent. The event, which featured film directors on hand, 
was organized by Andrew Kotliar and Damian Kolodiy. 
Mr. Kolodiy said after a recent visit to Kyiv that there 
was keen interest in Ukraine for cooperation between 
Kyiv and New York City.

Music producer, mix engineer and songwriter Roman 
Klun was nominated for a Grammy Award for “The Best 
Engineered Album” for his collaborative work with a 
team of engineers on “Swan Feathers,” which features 
Leslie Mendelson, recorded on Rykodisc Records. Mr. 
Klun is the recipient of awards from Canada, including a 
Genie Award and a Juno award, and was recognized for 
his work in 5.1 surround sound by the Audio 
Engineering Society.

Chicago’s Ukrainian National Museum (UNM) and 
the Ukrainian Institute of Modern Art (UIMA) presented 
a workshop for educators about Ukraine and the 
Holodomor on January 13 in cooperation with the 
University of Chicago’s Center for International Studies, 
the Center for Eastern European Studies, the Chicago 
Cultural Alliance and the Ukrainian Genocide Famine 
Foundation. Dr. Myron B. Kuropas gave an introductory 
talk on the history of Ukraine. Participants received 
Holodomor curriculum guides for educators prepared by 
Dr. Kuropas, a teachers’ guide prepared by Motria 
Melnyk, an art lesson plan, a catalogue of a Holodomor 
exhibit of 2008 at the UNM, a copy of the film “Harvest 
of Despair” and information about student filed trips.

New York’s Yara Arts Group celebrated its 20th anni-
versary at the Ukrainian Institute of America on January 
22-24. The events chronicled the performances from 
various phases of Yara’s existence and included perfor-
mances in music, poetry, acting and dance. Virlana 
Tkacz, director of Yara, was awarded Ukrainian state 
award the Order of Princess Olha by Consul Bohdan 
Movchan of Ukraine for her work with Yara and with 
Ukrainian translation and culture.

Nina Arianda (born Nina Arianda Maticjio) won criti-
cal acclaim in her Off-Broadway performance as Vanda 
Jordan and Wanda von Dunayev in David Ive’s play 
“Venus in Fur.” The director noted of the 25-year-old 
actress: “she’s going to be a great big star.” The play, 
which was scheduled to run until February 21 was 
extended twice to March 28, making it the longest-run-
ning play in the history of the Classic Stage Company.

The Dumka Chorus of New York celebrated its 60th 
anniversary with a concert on March 28 at Merkin Hall 
on the periphery of Lincoln Center. The choir, under the 

direction of conductor Vasyl Hrechynsky, has over 50 
members – 18 of whom have been members for more 
than 20 years. Mr. Hrechynsky is among the 18, with 19 
years as conductor of the choir. The concert featured 
performances by violinist Iryna Kit, 19, and pianist 
Sviatoslav Demochko, 15, as part of its presentation of 
young artists. The choir was accompanied on piano by 
Larisa Gutnikevich and Natalia Vashchenko, and violin-
ist Oleg Kukil. The concert ended with an enthusiastic 
standing ovation and two encores.

The English-language version of Yurij Luhovy’s doc-
umentary “Bereza Kartuzka” was released on DVD, 
with narration by Paul Almond, and voiceovers by 
Lubomir Mykytiuk and Fran Ponomarenko. The film 
chronicles the story of the infamous Polish concentration 
camp where thousands of Ukrainian patriots were 
imprisoned between 1934 and 1939. A series of screen-
ings followed the release in various cities in the U.S. and 
Canada, followed by the film winning awards, including 
the WorldFest-Houston International Film Award on 
April 9-18 in Texas.

An unprecedented exhibit “Ukraine-Sweden: At the 
Crossroads of History” was unveiled at The Ukrainian 
Museum on April 25. The exhibit, originally on display 
in Kyiv at the National Museum of Ukrainian History in 
2008-2009, marks the 300th anniversary of the Battle of 
Poltava, which united Hetman Ivan Mazepa and 

Sweden’s King Charles XII against Tsar Peter the Great 
of Russia. The New York exhibit also included items not 
found in the Kyiv exhibit. The exhibit in New York was 
made possible by a $75,000 donation from Selfreliance 
New York Federal Credit Union. The exhibit was on dis-
play until October 31.

Author Randal Maggs won the Kobzar Literary 
Award for “Night Work: The Sawchuk Poems,” a biog-
raphy in poems about Ukrainian pro hockey goaltender 
Terry Sawchuk. The award of $25,000, which is present-
ed biennially by the Ukrainian Canadian Foundation of 
Taras Shevchenko, is shared between the author and the 
publisher, with $20,000 going to the author and $5,000 
to the publisher, in this case Brick Books from London, 
Ontario. Proceeds from the award dinner held on March 
4 went toward the Kobzar Writers’ Scholarships for a 
summer program at the Humber Writers’ Workshop in 
Toronto.

Ukrainian ballet dancer Dennis Matvienko was one of 
seven dancers who appeared in February with the criti-
cally acclaimed Kings of Dance at City Center. During 
the concert’s three-day run in New York, Mr. Matvienko 
interpreted Leonid Jakobson’s “Vestris,” danced duet 
with David Halleberg, and in trio with Nikolay 
Tsiskaridze and Marcelo Gomes. The Kings of Dance 
show was a world tour that included Ukraine, Russia, 
Estonia and Latvia. An earlier U.S. performance was 
held in Los Angeles.

La MaMa Experimental Theater Company in New 
York on April 16 presented “Scythian Stones,” created 
by Yara Arts Group. The work, which for the first time 
brought Ukrainians and Kyrgyz to collaborate on a the-
ater project, depicted the separation between a mother 
and daughter as part of a wedding tradition. The play 
stars Ukrainian folk singer Nina Matvienko and her 
daughter Tonia, along with Kyrgyz actresses Kenzhegal 
Satybaldieva and Ainura Kachkyubek kyzy. Music was 
provided by Debutane Hour, bandurist Julian Kytasty 
and Kyrgyz musician Nurbek Surkchaev.

Cleveland hosted the first screening of Bobby Leigh’s 
film “Holodomor, Ukraine’s Genocide of 1932-33” on 
March 25 and 27 at Cleveland State University. The 
screenings were sponsored by the United Ukrainian 
Organizations of Ohio and Cleveland State University’s 
Michael Schwartz Library. Executive producers Luba 
Keske and Nestor Popowych, along with co-producer 
Maya Lew were on hand to answer questions from the 
audience. Three months prior to the screening, the 
library hosted an exhibit on the Holodomor prepared by 
the League of Ukrainian Canadians and the Museum of 
the Soviet Occupation of the Kyiv Memorial Society in 
Ukraine, with research by the Ucrainica Research 
Institute. 

The Ukrainian Bandurist Chorus of Detroit elected 
Bohdan Heryavenko as its new conductor at its biennial 
meeting on May 1 in Warren, Mich. Mr. Heryavenko has 
more than 30 years conducting experience, including 
posts at the Lviv Opera and Ballet Theater, with exper-
tise in sacred music.

A mace, or bulava, inherited according to a legend by Pylyp Orlyk after Hetman Ivan Mazepa, was among 
the rare artifacts seen in the exhibit “Ukraine-Sweden: At the Crossroads of History,” which opened at The 

Ukrainian Museum on April 25.

Consul Bohdan Movchan of Ukraine presents the Order of Princess Olha to Virlana Tkacz (center) and Yara 
Arts Group on January 23, during a celebration of the group’s 20th anniversary.

Serge Matsko
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Pianist Thomas Hrynkiw and cellist Nestor 
Cybriwsky performed classical pieces at The Lyceum in 
Alexandria, Va., on May 2. The concert was sponsored 
by The Washington Group Cultural Fund Music Series 
and capped off the fund’s music season for 2010. 
Messrs. Hrynkiw and Cybriwsky, along with violinist 
Amelia Christian collaborated on a recording of 
Ukrainian composers sponsored by the Ukrainian 
Institute of America.

Actresses Vera Farmiga and Nina Arianda co-starred 
in the film “Higher Ground,” which was Ms. Farmiga’s 
directorial debut. Ms. Farmiga was nominated for an 
Academy Award for best supporting actress in “Up in 
the Air,” working opposite George Clooney. The new 
film also included Taissa Farmiga, who played Vera’s 
character, Carolyn, at a younger age. Matthew Dubas, 
editorial staffer for The Ukrainian Weekly, had a minor 
role in the new film as an accordion salesman.

The icon exhibit “The Glory of Ukraine: Sacred 
Images from the 11th to 19th Centuries” opened on June 
18 at the Museum of Biblical Art in New York. The 
77-piece collection featured items from Pecherska 
Lavra, the Andrey Sheptytsky National Lviv Museum 
and the Museum of National Cultural Heritage PlaTar in 
Kyiv. The exhibit ran until September 12, and then it 
was moved to the Meridian International Center in 
Washington, where it was on display from October to 
December, with the tour concluding its U.S. leg at the 
Joselyn Art Museum in Omaha, Neb., February through 
May 2011. In February 2011 the second portion of the 
exhibit “The Glory of Ukraine: Golden Treasures and 
Lost Civilizations” will begin its travels from the muse-
um in Nebraska to the Houston Museum of Natural 
Science; the traveling exhibit will conclude at The 
Russian Museum of Art in Minneapolis.

Chicago’s Ukrainian National Museum exhibited over 
110 album covers “Rediscovering Ukrainian Album 
Cover Art” on July 9-30. With the shift in everything 
digital, even music and album art, LP covers serve as an 
outlet for experimentation, art, fun, social comment and 
the power of the visual image to entice audiences to lis-
ten to the music contained therein.

Ukrainian Canadian actress Natalia Payne starred in 
Edward Albee’s play “Me, Myself and I, ” which opened 
on September 12 and ended on October 10 at the 
Playwrights Horizon Theater, just three blocks from 
New York’s Great White Way. Ms. Payne, a Toronto 
native, has appeared in numerous plays in New York and 
on television’s “Law and Order: Special Victims Unit.”

The Ukrainian Institute of America hosted violinist 
Halyna Strilec Schatiloff, pianist Oresta Cybriwsky and 
soprano Elena Hiemur on October 10, in a special con-
cert that featured classical and contemporary pieces.

A monumental work on “Modernism in Kyiv” exam-
ines Ukraine, and specifically Kyiv, from 1905 to 1926. 
The book was launched with assistance from the 
Shevchenko Scientific Society of Canada. A symposium 
was held on October 16 in Toronto that included the 
book’s authors, Prof. Irena Makaryk and Virlana Tkacz. 
The speakers at the symposium included Ms. Tkacz, who 
spoke about theater director Les Kurbas; Prof. Myroslav 

The Dumka Chorus of New York, which celebrated its 60th anniversary with a concert on March 28.

Acknowledging audience applause at their October 10 concert at the Ukrainian Institute of America are 
(from left) violinist Halyna Strilec Schatiloff, pianist Oresta Cybriwsky and soprano Elena Heimur.

Adrian Bryttan

Andriy Milavsky, Julian Kytasty and Roman Turovsky perform Ukrainian historical songs on October 15 at 
The Ukrainian Museum in New York City. 

Ihor Slabicky
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Shkandrij, who talked about sculptor and artist Vadym 
Meller; musicologist Dagmara Tchyn-Duvirak, who 
spoke about Ukrainian composers who were targeted by 
the Bolshevik regime, including Mykola Leontovych; and 
Prof. Taras Koznarsky, who explored the poetry scene.

The Ukrainian Institute of America exhibited 17 piec-
es by Ukrainian sculptor and artist Alexander 
Archipenko, on loan for 10 years from the collection of 
the late Dr. Borys Sumyk. A gala dinner was hosted at 
the institute on October 30 that attracted more than 100 
people prior to the exhibit being opened to the public on 
November 5-28. On loan from the Ukrainian Museum-
Archives in Cleveland were nine sculptures, eight works 
on paper and seven lithographs by Archipenko.

On November 7 pianist Mykola Suk gave a recital at 
The Lyceum in Alexandria, Va., in conjunction with The 
Washington Group Cultural Fund and Music Series. 
Days later, on November 10, Juliana Osinchuk was 
joined by soprano Kate Egan and mezzo-soprano 
Marlene Bateman at the National Gallery of Art in 
Washington. Ms. Osinchuk’s concert featured artistic 
photographs by Petra Lieiecki projected on a screen 
behind the performers. Other Ukrainian musicians who 
performed in the Washington area during a very busy 
fall season included pianist Serhii Morozov on 
November 21 at The Lyceum, organist Pavlo Stetsenko 
on November 28 at Alexandria’s Westminster 
Presbyterian Church and pianist Stanislav Khristenko on 
December 19 at the Phillips Collection in Washington.

The trio of Andriy Milavsky on baroque recorder, 
Julian Kytsty on bandura and Roman Turovsky on a 
baroque lute, known as a torban, performed “The 
Ravaged Nest: Ukrainian Historical Songs after 1708” at 
The Ukrainian Museum in New York on October 15. 
The concert was sponsored by the Ukrainian Wave proj-
ect at the Center for Traditional Music and Dance, the 
New York Bandura Ensemble, The Ukrainian Museum 
and the New York State Council on the Arts.

Ukraine’s ancient wedding traditions were on display 
at The Ukrainian Museum’s exhibit “Invitation to a 
Wedding: Ukrainian Wedding Textiles and Traditions.” 
The exhibit featured 24 complete wedding outfits, ritual 
cloths (rushnyky), traditional regional examples of 
embroideries and wedding breads (korovayi) from various 
regions of Ukraine. The exhibit, which received major 
funding from The Coby Foundation Ltd., The New York 
State Council on the Arts, the Peter and Doris Kule Center 
for Ukrainian and Canadian Folklore, Self Reliance New 
York Federal Credit Union and individual sponsors, will 
remain on display until September 18, 2011.

Vita Susak of the Lviv Art Gallery launched her new 
book “Ukrainian Artists in Paris, 1900-1939” at the 
Embassy of Ukraine in Washington on December 10. 
More than 50 people attended the event, sponsored by 
The Washington Group and the U.S.-Ukraine Business 
Council. The book’s appendix lists more than 250 
Ukrainian artists in Paris at the time. The book was pub-
lished by Rodovid Press in Ukraine.

Bass-baritone Pavlo Hunka, project director for the 
Ukrainian Art Song Project, released “Mykola Lysenko 
– The Art Songs,” the second installment in a series of 
26 releases dedicated to Ukrainian composers. The 
release included a concert and CD launch held on 
December 5 at the Royal Conservatory’s Koerner Hall in 
Toronto. The new release features 124 songs on six CDs 
as performed by a group of distinguished singers and 
musicians. It was produced by Roman Hurko. The 

Among the religious treasures on view June 
17-September 12 at the Museum of Biblical Art in 
New York was “Congregation of All the Saints of the 
Pechersk Lavra” from the Icon Painting Workshop 
of the Kyiv-Pechersk Lavra in Kyiv, late 18th-early 

19th centuries.

Actor Lubomir Mykytiuk (left) with film director Yurij Luhovy preparing for the 
English voice-over of “Bereza Kartuzka,” which was released on DVD in 2010.

The winner of the 2010 Kobzar Award was “Night 
Work: The Sawchuk Poems” by Randall Maggs.

Actress Nina Arianda won critical acclaim in the first 
quarter of 2010 for her performance in the Off-

Broadway production of “Venus in Fur.”

Nina and Tonia Matvienko perform in Yara Arts 
Group’s “Scythian Stones” on April 16. 

Cathy Rocher recordings were made possible with support from the 
Ukrainian Opera Association and the Ukrainian Music 
Society of Alberta. 

Dr. Myron B. Kuropas speaks during the workshop for educators presented on 
January 13 by Chicago’s Ukrainian National Museum and Ukrainian Institute of 
Modern Art. The workshop covered Ukraine, with special emphasis on the 

Holodomor.

Lesia W. Kuropas
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A vibrant year
on the academic front

Vibrant. That’s the best description for the year 
2010 on the academic front, as scholarship 
regarding Ukraine’s history, culture and society 

was pursued worldwide. Below is a short summary of 
the many significant events that took place throughout 
the year and have engaged the public in discussions on 
Ukrainian topics.

Early in the year, three organizations, the Canadian 
Institute of Ukrainian Studies at the University of 
Alberta, the Institute of Historical Research of Ivan 
Franko National University of Lviv and the Ukrainian 
Catholic University (UCU), teamed up to organize and 
analyze the oral history archives of the Ukrainian 
Canadian Research and Documentation Center 
(UCRDC). The archives consists of audio and video 
recordings of interviews with people who participated in 
some of the most significant events in contemporary 
Ukrainian history. This five-year endeavor is the first 
project of the newly established Petro Jacyk Program for 
the Study of Modern Ukrainian History and Society, and 
it is digitizing the UCRDC collection in hopes of pro-
viding wider access to the archives through the Internet.

The oral archives also proved to be useful for the 
study of the Ukrainian language. A START research 
project (awarded on behalf of the Austrian Federal 
Ministry for Science) titled “1,000 years of Ukrainian 
Language History in Galicia” used the oral archives to 
study the Galician variant of the Ukrainian language. 
Prof. Michael Moser of the University of Vienna, stated, 
“The specific role of Galicia for the history of the 
Ukrainian language in general is becoming more evident 
with every step we take. Comparisons of regions of 
Ukrainian speakers are gaining more and more value… 
The general importance of a regionalist approach to lan-
guage history will be proven.”

Also in Canada, on January 22, Prof. Orest Subtelny 
presented a lecture at the Shevchenko Scientific Society 
in Toronto on the Trawniki guards’ service during World 
War II. The U.S. Office of Special Investigations (OSI) 
believes that Trawniki (a town near Lublin close to the 
Polish-Ukrainian border) was a training place for volun-
teers to take part in the extermination of Jews. Prof. 
Subtelny disputes this claim, stating that Trawniki was a 
training place for guards to serve the German 
Generalplan Ost – the plan for the settlement of 
Germans in the conquered eastern territiories through 
Germanization, expulsion and extermination of the local 
population. He claims that while those trained at 
Trawniki served as guards at concentration camps, they 
were not directly involved in the extermination program.

In the spring of 2010, Columbia University in New 
York City offered six courses in Ukrainian studies that 
focused on contemporary Ukraine. Columbia’s 
Harriman Institute hosted historian and anthropologist 
Oksana Kis from the National Academy of Sciences of 
Ukraine in Lviv State Universty as a visiting scholar for 
the term. She taught a course titled “Women in Post-
Socialist Transformations: Ukraine, Russia and Poland.” 
The course examined the complex impact of radical 
political, social, economic and cultural changes on wom-
en’s lives. Other courses offered were: “Today’s 
Ukraine, Power, Politics, Diplomacy,” “Creating 
Identity in Contemporary Ukrainian Culture,” and sever-
al Ukrainian language classes. Many lectures and public 
events were also sponsored by the institute for the bene-
fit of the wider community.

The fall semester hosted visiting scholar Dr. Serhii 
Bilenky, who taught two courses: “Between Tradition 
and Modernity: Cities and Empires in Central and 
Eastern Europe” and “Empire and Nation: Nationality 
Issues in the Russian Empire.” The Harriman Institute 
also offered film viewings, book presentations and lec-
tures throughout the semester.

In March, the Ukrainian Studies Program Faculty 
Advisory Committee at Columbia – consisting of 
Columbia University faculty and scholars from other 
institutions – reviewed the program and found it full of 
vitality, but in need of funding. The future of the pro-
gram depends not only on effective decision-making by 
its faculty, but also on continued support from the 
Ukrainian community. The long-range goal of the pro-
gram is to produce young scholars who will be able to 
contribute to Ukrainian scholarship in the future. 

On March 18 the National University of Kyiv Mohyla 
Academy was presented with a copy of historic declassi-
fied documents of the Soviet era (1918-1991) from the 

Archives of the Security Service of Ukraine. This trans-
fer of previously secret NKVD-KGB files was regarded 
as a remarkable event, which further stresses the need 
for transparency and the search for a shared historical 
narrative. Tens of thousands of files became accessible 
in the information-research rooms in Ukraine’s oblast 
centers. According to Tetiana Yaroshenko, director of the 
Kyiv Mohyla Library, “The documents are of great 
importance not only for the research and study of the 
past, but for understanding Ukraine’s current post-totali-
tarian, post-genocidal society, which is in the process of 
building a democratic state.”

The Harvard Ukrainian Summer Institute (HUSI) 
hosted its 40th annual summer session. The Summer 
Institute offered several courses in Ukrainian language, 
a literature course titled “20th Century Ukrainian 
Literature: Rethinking the Canon,” and a history course 
titled “Jews in Ukraine: Ten Centuries of History and 
Culture.” Since its creation in 1970, HUSI has since 
educated over 2,000 students from North America and 
abroad with a mission to maintain and strengthen a solid 
foundation of Ukrainian studies in the West.

In July The Weekly published news that noted Italian 
scholar Andrea Graziosi, professor at the University of 
Naples Federico II, disputed President Viktor 
Yanukovych’s claims that the 1932-1933 Famine in 
Ukraine was not a tool of political repression targeting 
Ukrainians living within the borders of the Soviet 
Union. Prof. Graziosi stated, “Research into the surviv-
ing documents that have been released since the collapse 
of the Soviet Union clearly has shown that the Soviet 
government used the Famine, which certainly hit the 
Soviet Union as a whole, and was particularly severe in 
other areas of peasant resistance, like the Volga and the 
Don, as a tool to break the Ukrainian peasantry’s opposi-
tion to collectivization in particular, and also to elimi-
nate the leadership of the Ukrainian Communist Party, 
which it believed to be too nationalistic and too sympa-
thetic to the plight of the peasantry.”

2010 also saw the appearance of “Archival Ucrainica 
in Canada: A Guide.” Published in Kyiv, the work is a 
guide to the organization and contents of archival hold-
ings and collections pertaining to the history of Ukraine 
and Ukrainians held in Canadian archival and other 

During the solemn opening ceremony on September 10 of the James Mace Memorial Complex at the National 
University of Kyiv Mohyla Academy (from left) are: Dr. Viacheslav Briukhovetsky, president-emeritus of 
NUKMA; Dr. Serhiy Kvit, president of NUKMA; Dr. Stanislav Kulchytsky (at microphone), senior historian at the 
Institute of History of the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine; Tetiana Yaroshenko, library director at 

NUKMA; and Natalia Dziubenko-Mace, widow of Dr. Mace.

Illya M. Labunka

Representatives of the Ukrainian Catholic University, the Ukrainian Catholic Education Foundation and the 
New York Committee of the Friends of UCU with officials of Fordham University in New York. The two uni-

versities on November 9 announced a formal exchange program.

Dima Sokolic
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Guerrilla Warfare in Western Ukraine, 1940s-1950s.”
In the fall another benchmark in the scholarly field was 

the opening of the James Mace Memorial Archive Library 
at the National University of Kyiv Mohyla Academy. Dr. 
Mace was an American historian and prominent research-
er of the Holodomor of 1933. Dr. Mace once stated, 
“Your dead have chosen me,” referring to the victims of 
the Holodomor and his research into the Famine-
Genocide. Based on his years of research, he said the 
Holodomor was a premeditated act of genocide aimed at 
the spiritual, moral, linguistic and cultural extermination 
of the Ukrainian nation. He was arguably the first to stress 
the need to recognize the Famine as an act of ethnocide. 
The Mace Archive consists of 2,500 printed items; per-
sonal notes, articles, materials and books that have been 
catalogued and systematically digitized. The Memorial 
Room will make it possible to view archives, present 
exhibits of Dr. Mace’s work, hold roundtable discussions 
and work on research of these historically valuable mate-
rials. The first scholarship for research using the collec-
tion will also be assigned.

On September 24 the University of Cambridge in the 
United Kingdom announced the launch of a permanent 
program in Ukrainian Studies, thanks to a $6.7 million 
donation from Ukrainian oligarch Dmytro Firtash. The 
money will allow the school to develop curricula, spon-
sor public events and establish two permanent academic 
posts. Simon Franklin, professor of Slavonic Studies at 
the university, stated, “Ukrainian Studies are well repre-
sented in American and Canadian schools, while in 
Western European universities, such programs are 

The Columbia University Ukrainian Studies Program Faculty Advisory Committee during its meeting on 
March 30, during which members expressed satisfaction with the program’s progress, but noted that support 

from the community was crucial to its development.

Volodymyr Viatrovych, former director of the Security 
Service of Ukraine Archives, at Harvard University, 

where he took up a position as a research fellow.

HURIProf. Michael Moser of the University of Vienna at 
t h e  U k r a i n i a n  C a n a d i a n  R e s e a rc h  a n d 
Documentation Center, where he studied the 

Galician variant of the Ukrainian language.

Oksana Zakydalsky

Prof. Timothy Snyder speaks on November 15 in 
Washington about his new book, which covers the 
killing policies of both the Nazi and Soviet regimes.

Yaro Bihun

scare… Not many people in Europe really know what 
modern Ukraine is.”

Also in late September, the Institute for Ukrainian 
Diaspora Studies at the National University of Ostroh 
Academy hosted its fourth Conference on the Ukrainian 
Diaspora, at which researchers from Ukraine, Canada, 
Slovakia, Croatia and Romania participated. Their 
papers covered a wide variety of subjects including the 
social, demographic and historical aspects of the 
Ukrainian diaspora, the political activity of emigrants, 
the cultural achievements of Ukrainians abroad, archives 
and library in the diaspora, schooling and higher educa-
tion in the diaspora and the personalities of diaspora. 
During a roundtable meeting at the end of the confer-
ence, participants discussed many aspects of cooperation 
between the diaspora and Ukraine, complained about the 
lack of support for Ukrainians abroad by the Ukrainian 
government, and raised their voice against attempts at 
the Russification of Ukraine and particularly against the 
Rusyn movement, which they saw as a great danger not 
only for the diaspora, but also for the Ukrainian state.

In October, Washington was the venue for the 11th 
annual convocation of the “Ukraine’s Quest for Mature 
Nation Statehood” roundtable. This year’s forum 
focused on two bilateral relationships – between 
Germany and Ukraine, and between Russia and Ukraine, 
that have shaped Ukraine’s past and present and are 
bound to influence its future. To appropriately conduct a 
discussion about the subject, the forum was divided into 
several proceedings: opening remarks, six plenary ses-
sions, three keynote focus sessions and closing remarks. 

institutions. The publication was accompanied by book 
launches in five Canadian cities and at the Canadian 
Embassy in Kyiv, each featuring a presentation by Dr. 
Iryna Matiash, first deputy director-general of the State 
Committee on Archives of Ukraine. In her speeches, Dr. 
Matiash underlined the importance of making Ukrainian 
holdings in the Canadian archives accessible in order to 
promote a better understanding of Ukrainian history. She 
revealed that some of the collections contain documents 
not be found elsewhere – a tribute to those who ensured 
their safekeeping.

In late July a joint statement by the American 
Association for Ukrainian Studies and the Shevchenko 
Scientific Society of Canada on recent developments 
regarding academic freedom in Ukraine was published in 
The Ukraine List. The organizations expressed their con-
cern about several incidents in Ukraine that they view as 
attempts by the government to curtail the autonomy and 
freedom of academic institutions in Ukraine. They wrote: 
“These developments threaten to abrogate the hard-won 
right to free speech on campus; to pit administrators 
against students; to influence admission policies, person-
nel decisions and academic curricula; and to enforce the 
unanimity of thought and behavior on campus. They are 
disturbingly reminiscent of the former official practices of 
intimidation, coercion and co-optation of educational 
institutions in Soviet Ukraine – and of neo-Stalinist prac-
tices elsewhere in the former Soviet Union.” On behalf of 
the two organizations, Prof. Vitaly Chenetsky and Dr. 
Daria Darewych urged all officials and representatives of 
official bodies to desist from the coercion of university 
adminstrators, faculty, staff and students.

Also held in 2010 was the 21st International Congress 
of Historical Sciences, which featured lectures on 
Ukrainian topics. Organized by the Royal Netherlands 
Historical Society, the International Institute of Social 
History, the National Library of the Netherlands and the 
University of Amsterdam, the conference took place in 
Amsterdam in late August. Among the presentations on 
Ukraine and East-Central Europe was a paper by Ostap 
Sereda, National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, titled 
“Between Polish Slavophilisma nd Russan Panslavism: 
Reception and Development of Slavic Ideas by 
Ukrainian (Ruthenian) Public Activists of Austrian 
Galicia in the 1850s-1870s.” His participation in the 
congress was sponsored by the Peter Jacyk Center for 
Ukrainian Historical Research at the Canadian Institute 
of Ukrainian Studies and the U.S.-based Ukrainian 
Studies Fund. At another session, Andrea Franco from 
the University of Milan gave a lecture on “Ukraine as a 
Panslavic  Keystone:  The Views of  Nikola i 
Kostomarov,” and Natalia Shlikhta from the National 
University of Kyiv Mohyla Academy spoke on “Identity 
Construction within the Survival Strategy of the Church 
in the Soviet State.” Also presenting at the conference 
was Oksana Kis, National Academy of Science of 
Ukraine, who lectured on “Femininity Used and 
Contested: Women’s Experiences in National-Liberation 
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Dr. Serhii M. Plokhy and his new book, “Yalta: The Price of Peace.”

The sense of the conference was perhaps best expressed 
by Dr. Steven Larabee from the RAND Corp., who 
noted two important facts: that Ukraine had recently 
badly stumbled on its ”road to democracy” and that 
Ukraine remains a key geo-political pivot point in the 
world, capable of having potentially critical impact on 
regions extending from Eastern and Southern Europe to 
Near East and Central Asia. 

On November 4 the Kule Institute for Advanced Study 
was launched thanks to the generous $4 million endow-
ment by Ukrainian Canadians Peter and Doris Kule. The 
institute hopes to create a large-scale, intellectually ani-
mated research institute within the arts faculty. The insti-
tute’s founding director, Jerry Varsava said, “KIAS will 
be a champion of thematically based research, promoting 
innovation and impact with emphasis on understanding 
better the human condition and indeed ameliorating that 
condition where it finds itself challenged or beleaguered 
and in a need of freshening or renovation or change.” 
Faculty of Arts Dean Lesley Cormack added, “We’re at a 
moment in our history where the vast potential of the lib-
eral arts, especially in interdiciplinary ways, can really 
return to the great problems that are affecting our societies 
today.” The new institute’s motto is “Advancing humani-
ty, lifting the human spirit.”

On November 6 two Polish scholars, Bogumila 
Berdychowska and Aleksandra Hnatiuk, were honored by 
the Omelan and Tatiana Antonovych Foundation with an 
award of excellence at the Embassy of Ukraine for their 
work in fostering “mutual understanding in Polish-
Ukrainian relations in literature and culture.” Present at 
the ceremony were Ukrainian Ambassador Olexander 
Motsyk and Polish Ambassador Robert Kupiecki, who 
both commented on the event’s exceptional meaning in 
light of their countries’ developing relationship. Upon 
receiving the award, Dr. Berdychowska commented: “I 
am proud of the fact that my country was the first in the 
world to recognize the independence of Ukraine and that 
we – Poles and Ukrainians – were able to establish good-
neighborly relations, that tens/hundreds of thousands of 
young Ukrainians have come to Poland to study on schol-
arships, and that for many of them it is their first venture 
into the outsid        e world.” Since its founding in 1980,         the 
Antonovych Foundation has honored 60 laureates,         among 
them Vasyl Stus,         Lina Kostenko,         Ivan Dzyuba,         Dr. 
Zbigniew Brzezinski and Dr. Robert Conquest. 

Another exciting development on the academic front 
came when Fordham University announced a formal 
academic exchange with the Ukrainian Catholic 
University of Lviv. The Rev. Dr. Borys Gudziak, rector 
of the Ukrainian Catholic University, met with the presi-
dent of Fordham University, the Rev. Dr. Joseph 
McShane, in New York City on November 9 to present 
him with the official coat of arms of Major Archbishop 
and Cardinal Lubomyr Husar and to sign a historic 
memorandum of understanding between the two univer-
sities regarding international collaboration. Areas of 

future cooperations include an exchange of information 
and scholarly materials; exchange of students, faculty 
and staff; joint academic and research programs; and 
coordination of other joint projects. 

Late in the fall, Volodymyr Viatrovych, the former direc-
tor of the Security Service of Ukraine (SBU) Archives – a 
position from which he was dismissed earlier this year by 
the newly installed Yanukovych administration – took a 
position as a research fellow at the Harvard Ukrainian 
Research Institute (HURI). At Harvard, Mr. Viatrovych will 
study the Mykola Lebed Papers, a collection of correspon-
dence and papers that were gifted to Harvard Universty by 
this prominent leader of the Ukrainian nationalist move-
ment. Some of Lebed’s documents are also housed at the 
Center for Research of the Ukrainian Liberation Movement 
in Lviv. Mr. Viatrovych believes that scholarship on 20th 
century Ukrainian nationalist movements has benefitted 
from the opening of archives, especially in the former 
Soviet Union. He maintains that an open archival policy 
and the ongoing declassification of source material offers 
the best chance to advance knowledge on the subject. Since 
coming to Harvard, Mr. Viatrovych has lectured at HURI 
on “Materials of Ukrainian and Soviet History in the 

Notable books of 2010: Timothy Snyder’s “Bloodlands: Europe Between Hitler and Stalin” and Norman M. 
Naimark’s “Stalin’s Genocides.”

Archives of the Security Service of Ukraine” and has spo-
ken at community commemorations of the Holodomor in 
Chicago and Edmonton.

Several notable books were published on Ukrainian 
topics in 2010.

“Bloodlands” by Dr. Timothy Snyder, investigates the 
purposeful murder of 14 million people by the Nazi and 
Soviet regimes in the 1930s and 1940s on the territory 
from the Baltics to the Black Sea. Dr. Snyder, a profes-
sor of history at Yale University, writes, “This is a histo-
ry of political mass murder. The 14 million were all vic-
tims of a Soviet or Nazi killing policy, often of an inter-
action between the Soviet Union and Nazi Germany, but 
never casualties of the war between them.”

Anne Applebaum, a contributor to the New York 
Review of Books, commented on the book: “Snyder’s 
ambition is to persuade the West – and the rest of the 
world – to see the war in a broader perspective.” 

On November 15, Dr. Snyder spoke at the 
U.S.-Ukraine Foundation headquarters in Washington, 
where he answered in the affirmative to the genocide 
question, albeit with reservations, and supported lower 
estimates of Holodomor deaths (3.3 million), and not the 
10 million figure suggested by some as being the more 
accurate. Dr. Snyder revealed that he wrote his latest 
book because he saw that while there are many books 
that cover various aspects of the tragedies of this period 
in that part of Europe – the Holocaust, the Holodomor 
and other aspects of Stalin’s Terror – none encompass 
the killing policies and practices of both regimes.

Also published on this topic was “Stalin’s 
Genocides,” a book by Dr. Norman Naimark, which 
challenges the notion that Stalin’s crimes do not consti-
tute genocide. Dr. Naimark, a professor at Stanford 
University, examines the liquidation and repression of 
the so-called kulaks, the Ukrainian Famine, the purge of 
nationalities and the Great Terror, and compares these 
events in light of other genocides in history. The author 
argues that genocide should include a much broader def-
inition, one that includes the killing of social classes and 
political groups, as was the case under the Stalin regime. 

Finally, the Harvard Ukrainian Research Institute (HURI) 
co-hosted the launch of Dr. Serhii Ploky’s latest book, 
“Yalta: The Price of Peace.” The release of the book in New 
York City was specifically timed to coincide with the 65th 
anniversary of the Yalta Conference, which played a major 
role in dividing the post-World War II world and created a 
new chapter in Ukrainian history. The book gives a reassess-
ment of the Yalta Conference since the end of the Cold War. 
Released by Viking Press, it is characterized as “an authori-
tative, original and vividly written narrative history that 
offers telling lessons for the future. It makes the point that, 
however skillful the diplomat and however promising the 
outcome (and the Yalta Conference was at the time, per-
ceived by many as a great accomplishment), democratic 
leaders must be prepared to pay a price for their close 
involvement with those who do not share their values.” 
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Ukrainian perspective
on the sports world

Six weeks into 2010 it was all about the ultimate inter-
national competition in winter sports – the 2010 
Winter Olympics. Team Ukraine’s performance at the 

Vancouver Olympics resulted in zero medals and only a few 
noteworthy achievements, primarily in the biathlon, where 
Andriy Derezemlya’s fifth place in the men’s 10-kilometer 
sprint was the closest Ukraine got to a medal. Outstanding 
Ukrainian Olympian Oksana Khvostenko notched eighth 
place in the women’s 15-kilometer individual, an 11th in the 
7.5-kilometer sprint and excelled on her leg of the 4x6-kilo-
meter relay, where the Ukrainian women finished sixth out 
of 19 countries.

The disappointment most Ukrainians felt in their coun-
try’s showing should be tempered by the exposure Ukraine’s 
world-class athletes received in the Olympic environment. 
This will only grow the passion to compete against other 
nations in the future. Greater government commitment to 
fund training facilities and developmental programs needed 
to grow future Olympians.

Regarding individual and team performances in 2010, 
our sports department studied athletic contests, matches, 
opens, grand prix events, tournaments and championships in 
more than 28 sports all over the world. After all of this 
sports research we are proud to announce the 2010 second 
annual Ukrainian Weekly Sports Awards:

• Ukrainian Team of the Year: Shakhtar Donetsk (soc-
cer).

• Most Valuable Ukrainian Male Athlete: tie: 
Wladimir Klitschko (boxing) and Jim Furyk (golf)

• Most Valuable Ukrainian Female Athlete: Oksana 
Khvostenko (biathlon).

• Ukrainian Rookie of the Year: Sergiy Stakhovsky 
(tennis).

Below are highlights of the year’s top achievements by 
sports:

In archery, Tetiana Dorokhova, Viktoriya Koval and 
Kateryna Palekha won the team event at the first stage of the 
World Cup in Porec, Croatia, on May 4-8. Ukraine defeated 
Russia, Poland and China before tying Belarus in the finals 
and claiming eventual victory in overtime. Viktoriya Koval 
won gold in the women’s recurve individual event at the 
second stage of the World Archery Cup in Antalya, Turkey, 
on June 14.

In athletics, otherwise known as track and field, Andriy 
Makarchev won the gold medal in the long jump with 8.04 
meters at the Russian Winter International Association of 
Athletic Federations Permit Indoor Meetings in Moscow on 
February 7. Ukraine won five medals at the 55th Janusz 
Kusocinski Memorial meet in Warsaw on June 9. Olha 
Saladuha won gold in the women’s triple jump, Natalia 
Pohrebniak took the women’s 100-meter race, Yevhenia 
Snihur won the 100-meter hurdles and Hanna Mishchenko 
took the women’s 1,500-meter race. Andriy Protsenko won 
first place in the high jump, while Olha Saladuha took first 
in the triple jump at the International Association of 
Athletics Federation’s Askina 2010. The fourth European 
Athletics Outdoor Classic, held in Baunatal, Germany on 
June 2. Oleksiy Kasyanov won first place in the decathlon at 
the fourth TNT-Fortuna meet, part of the IAAF Combined 
Events Challenge in Kladno, Czech Republic, on June 
15-16. Natalia Lup won first place in the women’s 800-
meter race at DAK Leichtathletik-Gala in Backum, 
Germany, on June 26. Ukrainian athletes won six medals at 
the European Athletics Championship in Barcelona, Spain, 
on July 27-August 1. Olha Saladuha won gold in the wom-
en’s triple jump and Olesia Povkh, Natalia Pohrebniak, 
Maria Remen and Yelyzaveta Bryzhina won the women’s 
4x100-meter relay.

In badminton, Natalia Holovkina and Olha Nadtochiy 
won first place at the Andriy Haiduk Junior International 
tournament held in Dnipropetrovsk on September 8-11. 
Viktoriya Pohrebniak and Serhiy Horist won the gold medal 
in mixed doubles.

Ukraine’s national baseball team competed at the 
European Senior Championships in Germany on July 
23-27, losing five straight games. Ukraine’s junior baseball 
team from Kirovohrad and Rivne competed in the Junior 
League Baseball World Series, held in Taylor, Mich., on 
August 15-21. After defeating Canada, 5-4, the Ukrainian 
team lost to Chinese Taipei, Mexico and Latin America, fin-
ishing with a record of 1-3. In European qualifying, Ukraine 
had defeated Italy, Moldova, South Africa, Germany and 
Italy again in the finals, for a perfect record of 5-0. 
Ukraine’s under-21 national team took part in the European 
Championships in the Czech Republic on August 17-22, fin-
ishing fourth with a 2-3 record. Baseball in Ukraine is under 

the tutelage of Basil Tarasko.
Serhiy Sednev won the gold medal in the 20-kilometer 

individual race at the Ruhrgas International Biathlon Union 
World Cup in Antholz, Italy, on January 18-24.

The sport of boxing heard Serhiy Dzinziruk announce 
his move to the United States in hopes of signing with an 
American promoter to advance his career. Wladimir 
Klitschko retained his WBO, IBO and IBF heavyweight 
titles on March 30 in Dusseldorf, Germany, after his left 
hook knocked out challenger Eddie Chambers in the 12th 
round. More than 51,000 fans filled Dusseldorf’s soccer sta-
dium to watch the bout. Oleh Neklindov won the gold 
medal at the World Youth Boxing Championships in Baku, 
Azerbaijan, on May 3. Oleksandr Hvozdik defeated Pavel 
Bykov of Russia to win gold at the Turkish Prime Ministry 
Boxing Tournament in Ankara on April 6-12. Denis Lazarev 
(69 kg), Ivan Senay (81 kg) and Denys Poyatsika (91 kg) 
won the first International Gagik Tsarukyan Boxing 
Tournament in Yerevan, Armenia, on April 5-11. 

Vitali Klitschko retained his WBC heavyweight title 
against former European Boxing Union champion Albert 
Sosnowski of Poland on May 29 with a 10 round technical 
knockout. Vitali was awarded the Federal Cross of Merit by 
the Federal Republic of Germany on June 3 at the German 
Embassy in Kyiv. The country’s highest honor was 
bestowed upon the boxing champion in recognition of his 
long-term contribution to the development of German 
Ukrainian relations. WBA plus WBO light heavyweight 
champion Andriy Kotelnik signed a three-year contract 
between AK1 (Lviv) and Don King Productions on May 26. 
Ukrainian boxers won first place in team competition with 
24 medals at the 12th international boxing tournament in 
Berdychiv, Ukraine, on July 7. Vasyl Lomachenko (60 kg) 
and Oleksandr Usyk (91 kg) won gold medals at the second 
Kazakhstan President’s Boxing Cup in Astana on June 
28-July 4. Oleksandr Dmytrenko defeated Yaroslav 
Zavorotny by TKO in the fifth round to win the heavy-
weight European Boxing Union title on August 2 in 
Hamburg, Germany. Former WBA light welterweight 
champion Andriy Kotelnik lost his August 7 fight against 
WBC and IBF title holder Devon Alexander in St. Louis. 
Critics alleged Alexander won due to hometown bias com-
bined with promoter Don King’s influence. 

“Dr. Steelhammer,” a.k.a. Wladimir Klitschko, success-
fully defended his three world heavyweight titles on 
September 11 in Frankfurt, Germany, with a 10th round 
knockout of challenger Samuel Peter. Nicknamed the 
“Nigerian Nightmare,” it was Peter on the receiving end of 
some sleepless nights after Klitschko’s smashing blows. 
Vyacheslav Senchenko defeated Charlie Jose Navarro on 
August 30 by unanimous decision in Donetsk to retain his 
WBA welterweight title. Denys Berynchuk (60 kg) won the 
gold medal at the fourth World University Boxing 
Championships in Mongolia on October 11. 

Vitali Klitschko retained his WBC heavyweight title 
against Shannon Briggs on October 16 in Hamburg, 
Germany. Klitschko was declared the victor in a unanimous 
decision after 12 rounds. Serhiy Fedchenko defeated 
American DeMarcus Corley by unanimous decision to win 
the WBO European junior welterweight title in Kharkiv on 
November 13.

Sergey Fedorchuk won the 12th International Chess
Open Vila de Salon in Spain on May 4-12. Grandmaster 
Spartak Vysachin won the eighth Vladimir Nabokov 
Memorial chess tournament on June 5-15 at the Lavra Art 
Gallery in Kyiv. Martyn Kravtsiv won the second interna-
tional chess tournament in Bhubaneswr, India, on May 30, 
earning a tie-breaker against Alexey Alexandrov of Belarus. 
Grandmaster Pavel Eljanov won the World Chess 
Federation Grand Prix in Astrakhan, Russia on May 25. 
Vasyl Ivanchuk won the 45th Capablanca Memorial Chess 
Tournament in Havana, Cuba on June 9-22 for the third 
time in his career. 

Grandmaster Ruslan Ponomariov won the Sparkassen 
Chess Meeting in Dortmund, Germany, on July 15-25. 
Yuriy Kuzubov won the 12th International Chess Festival in 
Trieste, Italy, on September 11. Kateryna Lahno won the 
Women’s World Blitz Chess Championship in Moscow on 
September 18. Ukraine’s men’s team won the 39th World 
Chess Olympiad held in Russia on October 4. Vasyl 
Ivanchuk won the rapid chess tournament in Cap d’Agde, 
France on November 1.

Ukrainian junior cyclists Oleksandr Lobov and Andriy 
Sokolov each won gold in different events at the European 
Track Cycling Championships in Russia on September 22.

In dance, Yaroslav Brovarsky and Yelyzaveta Hizhko 
won the gold medal in the juvenile event, and Serhiy 
Bezprozvanny and Olha Dedushkevych won gold in the 
adults A-Latin event at the 24th German Open 

Team Ukraine marches in the opening ceremonies of the XXI Winter Olympics in Vancouver, British 
Columbia, on February 12. Luger Liliya Ludan is the flag-bearer.

UNIAN

Vitali Klitschko poses with the WBC belt, which he 
successfully defended on May 29 and October 16..

klitschko.com
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Ukraine’s Paralympic Team with President Viktor Yanukovych on March 30.
Official Website of Ukraine’s President

Championship in Struttgart, Germany, on August 17-21.
Yana Shemyakina won the gold medal at the 2010 Qatar 

Fencing Grand Prix-Epee, held on January 22-25, besting 
Hungary’s Emese Szasz (15-8) in the final. Olha Kharlan 
won the gold medal in the individual saber at the Tunis 
Grand Prix event on March 19. She previously won the 
individual event at the 2010 Women’s Saber Grand Prix 
held in Orleans, France, on February 9. Ihor Revutsky (foil) 
and Stanislav Konopatsky (saber) won gold at the World 
Fencing Cup in Yazd, Iran, on March 1. 

Olha Kharlan, Olena Vornina, Alina Komashchuk and 
Olena Kravatska won the gold medal in the saber event at 
the Junior and Cadet World Fencing Championships on 
April 2-10 in Baku, Azerbaijan. This was Ukraine’s fourth 
consecutive title at the junior fencing championships. 
Ukraine won the European Fencing Championship held in 
Leipzig, Germany, on July 17-22, besting Spain, Romania, 
Russia and Italy in the competition.

Ukraine submitted a bid to host the qualifying round of 
the 2012 UEFA Futsal Championship at the Lokomotiv 
Sports Palace in Kharkiv.

Ukraine’s women’s indoor hockey team won the Euro 
Hockey Indoor Nations Championship in Duisburg, 
Germany, on January 15-17. Team captain Maryna 
Vynohradova won MVP honors. Ukraine will host the 
International Ice Hockey Federation World Championship 
on April 17-23, 2011, in Kyiv. Ukraine will compete in 
Group B, first division, along with Kazakhstan, Poland, 
Britain, Lithuania and Estonia.

Tetiana Holovchenko won the women’s 32nd Warsaw 
Marathon in Poland on September 26, completing the 
42-kilometer race in two hours, 31 minutes.

Martial arts made the news when Ukraine’s minister for 
family, youth and sports, Yuriy Pavlenko, met with the lead-
ership of the World Pan-Amateur Kickboxing Association 
on January 21 in Kyiv to plan the May 2011 World 
Championship to be hosted by Ukraine. Serhiy Drebot (66 
kg) won the gold medal at the World Judo Cup in Lisbon, 
Portugal, on June 14. Natalia Ilkiv (52 kg) won the 
European Judo Cadet Championships in Teplice, Czech 
Republic, on June 25, winning all five of his matches.

The Ukrainian team won eight medals at the European 
Judo Union Cup in Celje, Slovenia, on June 19-20. Rinat 
Mirzaliev (73 kg) and Ivanna Makukha (78 kg) won gold 
medals. Ukraine’s 31 athletes collected 23 medals (seven 
gold) while finishing third overall (100 nations competed) at 
the Sportaccord Combat Games in Beijing on August 28. 
Natalia Smal (70 kg.) defeated compatriot Tetiana Savenko 
for the gold medal at the IJF women’s World Cup in 
Uzbekistan on September 25-26. Mykhailo Korobko won 
the World Kickboxing Championship in Scotland on 
October 23-30. Ukraine’s judo team won a gold medal in 
each of 14 weight divisions at the 17th Yuriy Zuser 
International Judo Tournament in Donetsk on October 26.

On the motorsports circuit, Ihor Chapovsky and Andriy 

Nikolaev won the Prime Yalta Rally 2010 as part of the FIA 
European Rally Cup and Ukrainian Rally Championship on 
September 10-12. The Ukrainian team, driving a Subaru 
Impreza, was one of only 21 entrants (out of 64) to complete 
the race.

In his first Olympics, Ukrainian Canadian speed skater 
Lucas Makowsky won a gold medal in Vancouver as a 
member of the Canadian men’s relay team. Olympic record-
holder Bubka, president of Ukraine’s National Olympic 
Committee and a member of the International Olympic 
Committee, was appointed to the IOC coordination com-
mission overseeing the 2016 Olympic Games in Rio de 
Janeiro. Bubka headed the commission in charge of prepara-
tion for the first Youth Olympic Games held in August in 
Singapore. Ukraine is preparing to submit applications to 
host the 2022 Winter Olympics in Lviv. Bids must be sub-
mitted by 2014 with the IOC determining the host country 
in 2015. Serhiy Bubka was re-elected president of Ukraine’s 
National Olympic Committee to a term lasting until 2014.

Ukraine won 19 medals (five gold) at the 2010 
Vancouver Paralympic Games, tying Canada for fifth 
place. The Ukrainian Paralympic team won 47 medals at the 
IPC World Swimming Championship in the Netherlands on 
August 15-21. In team competition, Ukraine boasted 18 
gold medals, 17 silver medals and 12 bronze in a competi-
tion of more than 50 countries.

Diana Holiadkina and Vladyslav Mishchenko won gold 
medals in the mixed relay at the Modern Pentathlon
European Championships for Youth in Bulgaria on 
September 9-13th.

Anatoliy Nesterov won the World Quadrathlon
Championships held in Sedlcany, Czech Republic, on 
August 11. Nesterov finished the four-event course (swim, 
kayak, cycle and run) three minutes ahead of his nearest 
rival.

Ukraine’s men’s team won three medals (two seconds 
and a third) at the International Sport Shooting Tournament 
in Dortmund, Germany, on March 22-28. Kateryna 
Demkina won a gold medal in the women’s 50-meter pistol 
with 779.6 points. At the European Championships in 
Meraker, Norway, on March 6-14, Ukraine’s junior men’s 
team scored 1,729 points to set a new European record. The 
trio of Denys Kushnirov, Kyrylo Soyko and Yuriy 
Popruzhny won the gold medal in the 10-meter air pistol 
event. Ihor Matskevych won gold in the junior men’s 
10-meter running target mixed event. 

Vladyslav Pryanyshnikov and Anastasia Savelyeva won 
the gold medal in mixed running target events at the 41st 
Grand Prix of Liberation in Pilsen, Czech Republic, on May 
6-9. Oleg Omelchuk won the gold medal in the men’s 
50-meter pistol event at the Rifle and Pistol World Cup in 
Belgrade, Serbia, on June 26-July 4. Ukraine’s shooting 
team won 23 medals (five gold) at the 50th ISSF World 
Championship in Munich, Germany, on July 29-August 11.

In skiing Ukraine’s team won 15 medals at the first 
World Winter Masters Games in Bled, Slovenia, on January 
26-31. Ukraine’s 33 athletes won six gold medals in a com-
petition which drew 499 skiers from 26 countries.

Soccer’s Andriy Shevchenko scored his 100th goal for 
Dynamo Kyiv in a match against Vorskla Poltava on March 
13. He scored his first ever Dynamo goal in 1994, at age 18. 

Myron Markevych was named head coach of Ukraine’s 
national soccer team on February 1, replacing Oleksiy 
Mykhailychenko, whose contract expired and was not 
renewed after Ukraine failed to qualify for the 2010 FIFA 
World Cup. Two Dynamo Kyiv head coaches, Valery 
Lobanovsky and Viktor Maslov, were named among the “50 
most influential managers” of the past 50 years in the 
January issue of World Soccer magazine. Shakhtar Donetsk 
again beat rival Dynamo Kyiv, 1-0, on May 5, to capture its 
fifth Ukrainian Premier League title.

In a poll conducted by the Sport of Ukraine news agency 
and Poland’s advertising agency Havas, Shevchenko was 
voted Ukraine’s best and most legendary soccer player. 
Shevchenko topped Anatoliy Tymoschuk for best player, 
while Oleg Blokhin came in second as most legendary play-
er. Ukraine’s host cities for the Euro 2012 tournament, Kyiv, 
Lviv and Donetsk, unveiled their logos in early June. Kyiv’s 
features a sculpture of the city’s founders – Kyi, Schek, 
Khorev and Lybid; Lviv’s highlights the city’s five-tower 
skyline and Donetsk’s committee selected coal refuse piles 
and city symbols. 

Ukrainian Oleksandr Aliyev was named best player in 
the CIS/Baltic states and received the Zvezda award from 
Sport Express Daily; the Ukrainian national team and FC 
Lokomotiv Moscow player is a proven goal scorer. Dmytro 
Chygrynsky returned to Shakhtar Donetsk after a difficult 
season with Barcelona. Shakhtar paid 15 million euros for 
the 23-year-old – 10 million less than what they got for him 
when he left for Spain in 2009. Shevchenko, 33, was named 
Dynamo Kyiv’s captain on July 5, replacing Artem 
Milevsky. Ukraine defeated Portugal 4-2 to win the 
European qualifier for the FIFA Beach Soccer World Cup 
on July 18 in Italy. Ukraine is eligible to play in next year’s 
event to be held in Rome. 

Shakhtar Donetsk unveiled the largest sports museum in 
Ukraine at the Donbas Arena. The museum houses in its 
collection “The Wall of Glory,” which features the UEFA 
Cup won by Shakhtar in 2009. The Football Federation of 
Ukraine (FFU) rejected Markevych’s resignation as head 
coach of Ukraine’s national soccer team on August 25. 
Officials cited the lack of grounds for dismissal while 
Markevych claimed he resigned due to interference from the 
FFU. 

The UEFA Executive Committee approved the match 
schedule for Euro 2012 at an October 4 meeting: Poland is 
to host 15 matches, Ukraine will host 16, including the final 
match in Kyiv on July 1, 2012. The twin mascots, each 
wearing colors of their national flag, were unveiled and 
named Slavek and Slavko. Shevchenko said he will retire 
after playing in the Euro 2012 championship.

Olha Beresnyeva won the gold medal in the women’s 
25-kilometer open-water race at the 30th European 
Swimming Championships on Lake Balaton in Hungary, on 
August 4-15. Illya Kvaska and Oleksiy Pryhorov won the 
men’s three-meter synchronized springboard event, while 
Kvaska also won a gold medal in the one-meter men’s 
springboard event.

Ukraine’s top ranked tennis player, Alona Bondarenko, 
won the Moorilla Hobart International women’s tournament 
in Australia, on January 16, defeating Shahar Pe’er of Israel 
(6-2, 6-4). Ukraine’s top-ranked men’s tennis player, Sergiy 

Ukraine’s top-finisher in the 2010 Olympic Games: 
Andriy Deryzemlya, who came in fifth in the biath-

lon’s 10-kilometer sprint on February 16.

UNIAN
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The twin mascots of the Euro-2012, Slavek and Slavko, were unveiled on November 16.
UEFA.com

Participants of the 2010 National Tennis Championships of the Ukrainian Sports Federation of the U.S.A. and Canada (USCAK) at Soyuzivka on September 5.
Petrusia Sawchak

Stakhovsky, was sued in Florida for breach of contract in a 
legal battle between his former management company 
(Renaissance Tennis Management) and his current one 
(Global Sports Management). 

The men’s doubles team of Stakhovsky (Ukraine) and 
Mikhail Youzhny (Russia) won the ATP Gerry Weber Open 
Tournament in Halle, Germany, on June 14. This was 
Stakhovsky’s second doubles title. Davis Cup draws for 
2011 were announced in Brussels, on September 20: 
Ukraine, in Group I, plays the Netherlands, on March 4-6. 
Kateryna Bondarenko won the International Tennis 
Federation tournament in Slovakia, on November 15-21.

Andriy Glushenko won the elite men’s division of the 
ITU Triathlon European Cup in Atyala, Turkey, on April 
18. The course comprised a 1.5-kilometer swim, a 40-kilo-
meter bike ride and a 10-kilometer run. Yuliya Sapunova 
won the sixth round of the 2010 ITU Triathlon World Cup 
in Hungary, on August 9. The course featured a 1.5-kilome-
ter swim, a 42.6-kilometer bike ride and a 10-kilometer run.

In weightlifting, Ukraine won the International Girya 
Sport Federation World Kettleball lifting championship in 
Bobruisk, Belarus, on April 2-4. Volodymyr Andriychuk (70 
kg) became the world champion for the 16th time. Other 
first-place winners were Viacheslav Zadorozhny (60 kg) and 
Vasyl Prontenko (65 kg).

Olympic silver medalist Vasyl Fedoryshyn (under 60 kg) 
won the gold medal at the Ivan Yargin Grand Prix wrestling
tournament held in Krasnoyarsk, Russia, on January 29-31. 
Ukraine’s freestyle wrestling team won three medals at the 
second Golden Grand Prix in Tbilisi, Georgia, on June 5-7. 
Taras Danko (84 kg) won a gold medal. Oleksandra Kohut 
(51 kg) won gold in the women’s freestyle event at the 
World Wrestling Championship in Moscow, on September 
6-12.

Diaspora sports news

Fifty-six members of the Ukrainian Youth Association 
from the United States, Canada, Australia and Germany 
travelled to Vancouver, British Columbia, on February 
12-21 for the VIII World Druzhynnyk Zlet at the 2010 
Winter Olympic Games. 

Lys Sports Academy, based at the Ukrainian American 
Cultural Center of New Jersey, assisted the Druzhba 78 
Peewee Hockey Team from Ukraine in purchasing new 
hockey equipment and defraying the cost of transporting 
players to the world championships in Quebec. 

Sixteen-year-old Gabriel Hrecznyj, a sophomore at 
DuBois Area High School in DuBois, Pa., played for the 
Region 1 Champions in the Olympic Development Program 
National Soccer Championships in Phoenix, Ariz., on 
March 11-14. 

The Children of Chornobyl Relief and Development 
Fund in partnership with the Ukrainian American Cultural 
Center of New Jersey held their second figure skating/hock-
ey game fund-raiser on February 27. The event featured a 
pair of Ukrainian figure skating champions, 16-year-old 
Natalia Popova and 14-year-old Alina Milevskaya, plus a 
rematch between the New Jersey Devils alumni and the 
New York Ukrainian Kozaks. Former Devils players Bruce 
Driver, Rob Skrlac and Grant Marshall led the Devils to an 
8-4 win over the Kozaks. 

Liza Ryabkina, a junior forward on Harvard’s women’s 
hockey team was featured in the February 22 issue of Sports 
Illustrated “Faces in the Crowd.” The Kharkiv, Ukraine, 

native was nominated for this year’s Patty Kazmaier 
Memorial Award, given to the nation’s top collegiate wom-
en’s hockey player. 

More than 50 skiers braved the elements to compete in 
the 56th annual ski races of the Carpathian Ski Club at 
Hunter Mountain on March 13. Competitors ranging in age 
from under-4 to under-70 hit the slopes. 

The Ukrainian American Sport Center Tryzub hosted its 
ninth annual Ukrainian Nationals Youth Soccer Tournament 
over Memorial Day weekend. Teams from six neighboring 
states sent 184 teams to compete in age brackets from 
under-8 through under-19 for boys and girls. 

The Yonkers branch of the Ukrainian American Youth 
Association held its sixth annual volleyball tournament on 
April 24, attracting a total of 135 players. 

Eighty golfers from six states got together to hit the links 
at Limekin Golf Club in Ambler, Pa., participating in the 
Ukrainian American Sport Center Tryzub’s annual golf out-
ing. 

Yonkers Krylati won the annual softball tournament held 
at the Ukrainian American Youth Association resort in 
Ellenville, N.Y. on August 14. 

Andrew Kos and Javed Baksh won the bronze medal in 
the under-14 division of the Canadian National Beach 
Volleyball Championships  on August 27-29 at Ashbridge’s 
Bay in Toronto. Along the way to the national champion-
ship, Kos and his regular teammate, Zack Albert, won the 
Ontario Provincial Beach Volleyball Championship in 
Toronto on July 31.

Marko Krasij won this year’s men’s title at the National 

Tennis Championship of the Ukrainian Sports Federation 
held at Soyuzivka on Labor Day weekend. This was 
USCAK’s 55th annual tennis tourney. 

Forty swimmers representing Chornomorska Sitch, the 
Ukrainian American Youth Association and Plast Ukrainian 
Scouting Organization gathered to participate in the annual 
Labor Day swim meet. 

The 12th annual Plast Open Chicago Golf Tournament 
attracted 48 men and women golfers at the Stonewall 
Orchard Golf Course.

Top stories from our sports desk

The Weekly’s very own sports department started and 
ended the year with features about Ukrainian Dema 
Kovalenko’s soccer exploits, including his defensive contri-
butions for the powerhouse Los Angeles Galaxy. 

The Klitschko brothers, a pair of heavyweight champi-
ons, were profiled as dominant boxers destined to earn men-
tion as two of the best ever. 

Devils goalie Martin Brodeur may have set a few new 
records, but Terry Sawchuk is still considered by most to be 
the best NHL goaltender in history. 

The two professional golfers of Ukrainian descent, Matt 
Kuchar and Jim Furyk, both finished 2010 as two of the 
sport’s top 10. Furyk won the FedEx Cup and a $10 million 
bonus. Both played on the American Ryder Cup team. 

Superstar striker Andriy Shevchenko has planned out the 
rest of his career with the goal of ending it in the same spot 
it began – as a member of Dynamo Kyiv. 

There arguably was no bigger self-proclaimed Ukrainian 
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The new logos of the Ukrainian National Association 
(above) and its charitable arm, the Ukrainian 
National Foundation (below) were unveiled, respec-

tively, in May and August.Boxer Sergiy Dzinziruk of Ukraine had his first pro-
fessional match on U.S. soil on May 14.

Andrew Kos (seen above) and his partner Javed 
Baksh won the bronze medal in the under-14 division 
of the Canadian National Beach Volleyball 

Championships on August 27-29.

pro hockey player than Orest Kindrachuk of the old Broad 
Street Bullies – the Philadelphia Flyers. 

Buffalo’s first-round draft pick at this year’s NHL Entry 
Draft was Ukrainian Mark Pysyk, while Johnny Boychuk 
finally laid claim to a regular NHL job with the Boston 
Bruins. Offseason changes saw Ruslan Fedotenko become a 
Ranger, Alexei Ponikarovsky a King and two Ukes return-
ing from Russian League exile to rejoin the NHL – Nikolai 
Zherdev (Phil.) and Anton Babchuk (Car.). 

It’s not all Klitschkos in Ukrainian pro boxing, as Sergiy 
Dzinziruk successfully debuted on American soil, defending 
his junior middleweight crown. 

Three Ukrainian cyclists rode in the 2010 Tour de 
France, and Yaroslav Popovych was a winner as part of 
Team Radio Shack. 

Hall of Famer Mike Ditka’s career was profiled – most 
folks probably didn’t know he was Dyzcko before the name 
switch to Ditka. 

In tennis news, Sergiy Stakhovsky won two ATP events 
in 2010 including a surprise comeback victory at the Pilot 
Pen tournament. 

Keeping it in the family, so to speak, Alona Bondarenko 
married her coach in a very informal ceremony in Kyiv. 

In the world of pro hoops, Kyrylo Fesenko remained in 
Utah, Oleksiy Pecherov signed in Europe, Sergiy and 
Gladyr is still a year or two away from the NBA.

A convention year
for the UNA

Highlights for the Ukrainian National Association 
in 2010 were its quadrennial convention, the 
organization’s highest decision-making body, 

and the organization’s new logo, an updated design that 
reflects the UNA’s history while looking ahead to the 
future.

Right at the beginning of 2010, the UNA announced 
the its 37th Regular Convention would be held on May 
20-23 at the Soyuzivka Heritage Center. The announce-
ment was carried on the front pages of both UNA news-
papers, Svoboda and The Ukrainian Weekly, and it 
spelled out the deadlines by which delegates and alter-
nates were to be elected and the procedures to be fol-
lowed in their election. 

Subsequent announcements dealing with the conven-
tion included the agenda; the list of delegates and alter-
nates; and the members tapped to serve on the conven-
tion’s Credentials, By-Laws and Finance committees; 
and the proposals for changes to the UNA’s By-Laws. 
Meanwhile, The Ukrainian Weekly ran a five-part series 
called “Convention Primer,” which explained the UNA’s 
goals, structure and operations, and what conventions 
are all about.

Leading up to the convention, the UNA Auditing 
Committee on March 20 conducted an examination of 
the UNA’s financial condition, management and opera-
tions for the year 2009. The committee’s comprehensive 
report was published in The Weekly on May 9. Also 
prior to the convention, the Credentials Committee met 
at the UNA Home Office on May 7 to verify the eligibil-
ity of all delegates and alternates.

A week before the convention, the UNA presented its 
new logo, which includes updated elements of its histor-
ic emblem. The logo is meant to reflect the UNA’s for-
ward-looking perspective on membership, marketing 
and the way it does business. “While staying true to the 
roots of the organization and not discarding any of the 
vital elements that have defined the UNA for over 100 
years, the new version of the logo is simplified, with 
cleaner lines and an updated feel,” noted the UNA 
Executive Committee’s announcement. The new logo 
now appears on all UNA stationery, business cards, bro-
chures, etc.

All these preparations for the convention were impor-
tant because the conventions themselves are important. 
Representatives of UNA branches throughout the United 
States and Canada convene once every four years to 
elect a new General Assembly (executive officers, audi-
tors and advisors) and chart the course of the organiza-
tion for the next term and beyond, while keeping in 
mind the goals and needs of the broader Ukrainian com-
munity.

At the convention – the second to be held at 
Soyuzivka – the vast majority of incumbents to positions 
on the fraternal organization’s General Assembly were 
re-elected. Re-elected by acclamation were four 
Executive Committee members, President Stefan 
Kaczaraj, National Secretary Christine E. Kozak, 
Treasurer Roma Lisovich and Director for Canada 
Myron Groch; and all three Auditing Committee mem-
bers, Slavko Tysiak (chairman), Gene Serba and Dr. 
Wasyl Szeremeta. (Mr. Serba, elected in 2006 as an 
advisor, had been appointed to the Auditing Committee 
to fill the vacancy created after the death of Dr. Vasyl 
Luchkiw.)

Also elected by acclamation were the two other mem-
bers of the six-member Executive Committee, First 
Vice-President Michael Koziupa (previously the second 
vice-president) and Second Vice-President Eugene 
Oscislawski (previously an advisor). Two members of 
the 2006-2010 General Assembly announced they were 
retiring: First Vice-President Zenon Holubec, who also 
served the UNA as an auditor, and Advisor Al 
Kachkowski, who also held the office of director for 
Canada.

Delegates also elected 11 advisors to serve on the 
General Assembly: Maya Lew (New York state), 
Andrew Futey (Ohio), Ewhen Osidacz (Quebec), 
Nicholas Fil (New York), Stephanie Hawryluk (New 
York), Gloria Horbaty (Connecticut), Lubov Streletsky 
(Pennsylvania), Andrij Szul (New York), Oleh 
Palaschenko (Ohio), Olya Czerkas (Florida) and Luba 
Poniatyszyn Keske (California). Messrs. Futey, Osidacz, 
Szul and Palaschenko, and Ms. Keske are newcomers to 
the General Assembly.

Delegates approved two of the four amendments to 

the UNA By-laws proposed by the By-Laws Committee: 
the positions of UNA president and treasurer will now 
be referred to, respectively, in Ukrainian as “prezydent” 
(formerly “predsidnyk”) and “skarbnyk” (formerly 
“kasyr”); and the threshold for the minimum number of 
members needed for a branch to qualify for its own con-
vention delegate was lowered from 75 to 65. For addi-
tional delegates branches must have: between 130 and 
194 members (previously 150-224) for two delegates; 
195-259 members (previously 225-299) for three dele-
gates; and 260 or more members (previously 300 and 
above) for the maximum four delegates.

What was notable at the 37th Convention was that 
UNA executives were able to report stunningly good 
financial news during a time of worldwide economic cri-
sis. President Kaczaraj noted: “The UNA has moved in 
the right direction. …We have survived the worst the 
economy could throw at us, and we have thrived.” 
National Secretary Kozak reported that the UNA’s net 
premium income rose from almost $2.4 million in 2006 
to more than $35.9 million in 2009. The major portion 
of that income was from sales of annuities, but there was 
also a marked increase in sales of life insurance – good 
news indeed for the UNA. Treasurer Lisovich under-
scored that UNA assets had reached a new milestone: 
$110 million. At the same time, thanks to careful man-
agement, the UNA had succeeded in curtaining expens-
es.

Perhaps the most significant development at the con-
vention was the discussion and adoption of wide-rang-
ing and well-thought-out resolutions that cover every-
thing from the UNA’s official publications and the 
Soyuzivka Heritage Center, to increasing membership 
and establishing a By-Laws Study Committee to review 
the UNA By-Laws and prepare proposals for amend-
ments. In addition, one of the convention resolutions 
expressed “serious trepidation regarding the current 
political changes” and the “threat to the recent progress 
toward democracy” in Ukraine, directing the UNA lead-
ership to voice concern about these developments. Also 
worth noting was the presence – and active involvement 
– at the convention of a new generation of UNA’ers. 
They can be expected to contribute to the UNA’s bright 
future as all expressed their intentions to remain 
involved and to promote the UNA’s potential. 

The UNA Executive Committee held its first post-
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Elected by acclamation at the UNA’s 37th Regular Convention held on May 20-23 were (from left): Director for Canada Myron Groch, First Vice-President Michael 
Koziupa, National Secretary Christine E. Kozak, President Stefan Kaczaraj, Treasurer Roma  Lisovich, Second Vice-President Eugene Oscislawski and Auditors 

Gene Serba, Dr. Wasyl Szeremeta and Slavko Tysiak.

Roma Hadzewcz

The newly elected UNA General Assembly held its first meeting on December 4-5 at Soyuzivka.
Roma Hadzewycz

convention meeting on December 2 at the UNA Home 
Office in Parsippany, N.J. The newly elected General 
Assembly then gathered at an extraordinary meeting on 
December 4-5 at Soyuzivka. Because the meeting took 
place during a convention year, it was not a regular 
annual meeting, but an abbreviated one-and-a-half-day 
special meeting.

The UNA president reported to the General Assembly 
that 2010 was “proving to be a banner year.” Growth 
continued as net admitted assets as of September 30 
reached $144 million and surpassed the $110 million 
milestone achieved as of December 31, 2009. Premium 
income surged to $40.531 million for the nine months 
ending September 30, outperforming the premium 
income for all of 2009, which reached $35.917 million. 
Surplus continued to be stable and stood at $4.881 mil-
lion.

National Secretary Kozak reported that premium 
income from life insurance and annuity sales had dou-

bled when comparing the first three quarters of 2009 and 
2010. She noted that the UNA continued to recruit inde-
pendent agents to sell its products and that it was having 
success with the more than 200 contracted agents it was 
already working with. As of September 30, 2010, the 
UNA had 158 branches (139 in the U.S. and 16 in 
Canada) and 23 districts (19 in the U.S. and four in 
Canada).

Treasurer Lisovich focused on the UNA’s investment 
portfolio, which she said continued to perform well 
despite the worldwide economic downturn, reaching 
$4.8 million for the first nine months of 2010, which 
was on par with the results for the entire previous year.

Also significant at the special meeting were the com-
mittee assignments of General Assembly members who 
volunteered to serve on five committees: Financial, 
Organizing/Fraternal,  Soyuzivka, Canada and 
Publications. Generally, members maintain their com-
mittee assignments for the duration of their four-year 

terms.
After this first meeting of the General Assembly, 

UNA President Kaczaraj, in a letter to UNA members 
that was published on the front page of The Weekly on 
December 12, wrote: “My colleagues and I are so 
pleased with the spirit of cooperation and teamwork that 
were exhibited by this new General Assembly. The ses-
sions were productive and fruitful, and we look forward 
to working together with each and every member of the 
board. Each member’s knowledge, expertise and vision 
will be an invaluable contribution in helping us define 
our organization and achieve success.” Certainly, the 
president’s comments seemed to be a harbinger of good 
things to come from the 2010-2014 General Assembly.

Other developments

Ukraine’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs recognized four 
Ukrainian community activists  – including two UNAers 
– with honorary certificates and medals for their work in 
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promoting the development of Ukrainian statehood and 
strengthening its authority around the world. Honored at 
a ceremony held on March 16 at Ukraine’s Consulate 
General in New York were (listed in order of presenta-
tion): Roma Hadzewycz, editor-in-chief of The 
Ukrainian Weekly and Svoboda; Mr. Kaczaraj, president 
of the Ukrainian National Association; Ivan Burtyk, 
chairman of the Council on Aid to Ukrainians of the 
Ukrainian Congress Committee of America; and Marta 
Kokolsky, adviser to Ukraine’s Permanent Mission to 
the United Nations. The awards were dated 2009 and 
were signed by acting Foreign Affairs Minister 
Volodymyr Khandohiy (who headed the ministry in 
March-October 2009). The certificates and medals were 
presented by Consul General Serhii Pohoreltsev.

The Ukrainian National Association sent letters of 

The cover of the 2010 UNA Almanac, which was ded-
icated to the state of the Ukrainian language.

A poster advertising the fourth annual Ukrainian 
Cultural Festival, headlined by the Haydamaky, 

Kozak rockers from Ukraine.

Ruslana and her troupe at Soyuzivka during Labor Day weekend.
Dmytro Sokolic

condolences on the deaths of Polish President Lech 
Kaczynski, First Lady Maria Kaczynski and scores of 
members of Poland’s leadership in a plane crash outside 
of Smolensk, Russia, on April 10. The plane was en 
route to 70th anniversary observances of the Katyn mas-
sacre, in which over 20,000 Polish military officers were 
killed on the orders of Soviet dictator Joseph Stalin. The 
UNA’s letters were sent to the leaders of two Polish fra-
ternal organizations, President Frank Spula of the Polish 
National Alliance and National President Timothy L. 
Kuzma of the Polish Falcons of America.

The UNA Chicago District Committee was among the 
most active in 2010. On May 1, in conjunction with the 
Illinois Division of the Ukrainian Congress Committee 
of America and Ukrainian American Veterans Post 35, 
and with support from the Selfreliance Ukrainian 
American Federal Credit Union, it hosted a panel discus-
sion on the topic “Ukraine Under Yanukovych: Fighting 
Defamation,” and on June 19 the district sponsored a 
talk by Prof. Volodymyr Serhijchuk, author of the newly 
released book “Ukrainian Contributions to the World,” 
who spoke about recent developments in Ukraine. Both 
events were an attempt by the Chicago District 
Committee to raise the profile of the UNA in the 
Chicago area.

Ohio’s UNA Branch 122, named in honor of St. Mary, 
celebrated a major landmark during 2010: its centennial. 
The jubilee was marked with a divine liturgy at St. 
Josaphat Ukrainian Catholic Cathedral in Parma and was 
followed by a repast at a local restaurant. Taras 
Szmagala, honorary member of the UNA General 
Assembly, spoke about the beginnings of the UNA, and 
former First Vice-President Zenon Holubec spoke about 
the future of the UNA. Branch President Nancy Fedak 
spoke about the purpose behind the founding of the 
UNA.

The UNA mourned the passing of several of its dedi-
cated and long-serving activists during 2010. Anna 
Chopek, a UNA advisor for 24 years and an honorary 
member of the UNA General Assembly since 1976, 
passed away on January 17 at the age of 97. Bohdan 
Odezynskyj, secretary of UNA Branch 216 for 43 years, 
died on March 5; Stephan Shilkevich, secretary of 
Branch 116 for 30 years died on March 11; Paul 
Shewchuk, chairman of the Albany District Committee 
for over 20 years and a Branch 13 secretary for 41 years, 
died on April 28; and Genet Boland, secretary of Branch 
409 for 46 years passed away on September 12.

The 2010 Almanac of the Ukrainian National 
Association was dedicated to the state of the Ukrainian 

language. Fittingly, the first chapter of the book was 
titled “Language: The Soul of the Nation.”

The February 28 issue of The Weekly carried a spe-
cial insert devoted to the UNA scholarship recipients for 
academic year 2009-2010. Ninety undergraduate stu-
dents who are members of the UNA received college 
scholarships totaling $17,250.

In mid-August the UNA introduced a new logo for its 
charitable arm, the Ukrainian National Foundation, as 
part of its overall re-branding initiative. “It is our desire 
to create a dynamic, modern, recognizable and differen-
tiated UNF identity,” UNA Treasurer Lisovich 
explained. The UNF was founded in 1992 and is regis-
tered as a 501 (c) (3) corporation. It has awarded over $2 
million in scholarships and made donations totaling over 
$5 million to Ukrainian community projects.

At year’s end, the UNA unveiled its redesigned and total-
ly revised website (www.UkrainianNationalAssociation.
org). The new site offers simplified navigation, allowing 
users easy access to information about the UNA, its prod-
ucts, fraternal benefits available to members and the latest 
news about the organization. A major plus is that informa-
tion on the website is available in both the English and 
Ukrainian languages.

At Soyuzivka

A full-color, four-page insert into The Weekly’s 
February 14 issue was titled “Weddings at Soyuzivka”; 
it underscored the uniqueness and beauty of a wedding 
at the Soyuzivka Heritage Center and outlined the ser-
vices and amenities available.

Soyuzivka was in the spotlight again in the July 4 
issue of The Weekly, when Ms. Lisovich’s article, richly 
illustrated with historic photos, took a look at Soyuzivka 
before it was Soyuzivka. Before the UNA purchased the 
property in 1952 it was a sanitarium known as 
Nonkanahwa  – Indian for “by the stream” – that was run 
by Dr. Andrew Green Foord and offered its clientele 
“nature rest cures.”

During 2010 the Soyuzivka Heritage Center hosted a 
number of special events, beginning with the annual 
UNA Seniors Week on June 13-18, continuing with the 
Father’s Day celebration on June 20, the Fourth of July 
festivities on July 3-5 and Club Suzy-Q Week on August 
14-21.

At the annual Miss Soyuzivka event, Areta Bojko of 
Glastonbury, Conn., an incoming freshman at Fordham 
University, was crowned as Miss Soyuzivka 2011. The 
first runner-up was Christine Ann Platosz of new 
Britain, Conn., and sisters Tetyana and Iryna Bodnar of 
Kent, Ohio, were both named as second runners-up.

During the summer, Soyuzivka played host to a full 
complement of camps for children of all ages, ranging 
from Tennis Camp (for children age 10-18) to 
Exploration Day Camp (age 7-10), Heritage Day Camp 
(age 4-7) and Discovery Camp (age 8-15). Also offered 
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Miss Soyuzivka 2011 Areta Bojko was crowned on 
August 14.

One of the more active UNA branches in North America is Branch 13 of the Albany, N.Y., area. Above, mem-
bers are seen doing fall clean-up of the area around the Taras Shevchenko monument in Troy, N.Y.

were a Ukrainian-language camp for preschoolers run by 
Plast Ukrainian Scouting Organization, Sitch Sports 
Camp run by the Chornomorska Sitch Ukrainian 
Athletic-Educational Association and Ukrainian dance 
camps and workshops directed by the Roma Pryma 
Bohachevsky Ukrainian Dance Academy.

To be sure, the biggest event of the Soyuzivka summer 
was the fourth annual Ukrainian Cultural Festival on July 
16-18, headlined by Kozak rockers Haydamaky of 
Ukraine, who electrified the crowd during their Saturday 
evening concert. Festival attendance was recorded at 3,000.

Other featured performers during the weekend were 
the Roma Pryma Bohachevsky Dance Workshop, sopra-
no Lyudmyla Fesenko, violinists Inessa Tymochko-
Dekajlo and Valerij Zhmud, guitarist Serhii Pohrebinski, 
baritone Oleh Chmyr, the Canadian Bandurist Capella, 
the Kupalo Ukrainian Dance Ensemble of Edmonton, 
Alberta, and the Dumka Chorus of New York. Music 
during the weekend was provided by a variety of bands: 
Hrim of New York, Zrada of Winnipeg, Manitoba, and 
Kinderhook of New Jersey.

New in 2010 was a beer garden featuring live music. 
Of course, there was a vendors’ market and food court. 

Immediately after their Soyuzivka appearance – which 
was their first U.S. performance – the Haydamaky paid 
surprise visits to ecstatic fans at the Plast camp in East 
Chatham, N.Y. (July 18) and the Ukrainian American 
Youth Association camp in Ellenville, N.Y. (July 19). In 
the words of one participant, the campers got to enjoy “a 
performance they will surely never forget.” Both visits 
were made possible by the Ukrainian National 
Association, which contracted and paid for the Kozak 
rockers to perform at both camps, provided transportation 
and funded sound technicians for each venue.

A few weeks later, the ever-popular Ruslana, the 
headliner for the 2009 Ukrainian Cultural Festival, 
returned to Soyuzivka – the place she had called “the 
26th oblast of Ukraine” – to take part in a special charity 
gala dubbed “Ruslana for Soyuzivka” that took place 
during Labor Day weekend. The pop star appeared on 
September 4 at an intimate “meet and greet” reception 
for VIPs, special donors and supporters of Soyuzivka. 
The Lviv lawn was transformed with a large tented 
pavilion that sparkled with lights and radiated elegance 
as guest enjoyed gourmet hors d’oeuvres and cocktails. 
The evening raised funds for Soyuzivka’s cultural pro-
grams under the aegis of the Ukrainian National 
Foundation.

Then, on September 5, Ruslana performed a concert 
that was open to the general public. On both nights the 
singer was joined by a surprise guest, California-based 
guitarist Vlad (Volodymyr) Debriansky, formerly of 
Ukraine. During the course of the weekend, Ruslana 
obliged her many fans by signing autographs, posing for 
photographs and engaging in conversation.

The noteworthy:
events and people

The noteworthy: this section is for those events and 
developments of the past year that defy easy categori-
zation.

• A book titled “Ukrainians of Metropolitan Detroit” by 
Nancy Karen Wichar became the fifth book in the “Images 
of America” series. It documents the history of the Detroit-
area Ukrainian community from the 1900s up to the present 
day. The Ukrainian community settled in the east and west 
sides of the city, and it was on the east side that the Ukrainian 
American Center was created in 1930, where it quickly 
became a hub for the community. Senior members of the 
community founded the Ukrainian Village of Warren, Mich., 
in 1984. The Detroit and Warren area features two credit 
unions, local branches of the Ukrainian American Youth 
Association and Plast Ukrainian Scouting Organization, 
Catholic and Orthodox parishes and schools, as well as cul-
tural institutions such as musical and choir ensembles.

• A Ukrainian team took part in the 2010 World Ice Art 
Championships in Fairbanks, Alaska, in late February/early 
March. Myroslav Dedyshyn and Bohdan Smetaniuk entered 
the Single Block Classic competition in the abstract category. 
Their creation, a 10-foot tall piece called “Guardian Angel,” 
took three days to complete in temperatures reaching as low 
as -15 degrees Fahrenheit. Out of 20 teams, the Ukrainian 
team took seventh place. The competition attracts artists 
from around the world, and this year some 45,000 visitors 
came to see the events.

• In May, The Weekly reported on the continuing saga of 
the Demjanjuk trial, entering its sixth month in a Munich 
courthouse. Held in German custody since May 2009, in 
November 2009 Mr. Demjanjuk was charged with 27,900 
counts of being an accessory to murder. In April 2010 
Demjanjuk’s attorney, Dr. Ulrich Busch, read a statement 
from the defendant stating he was a victim of both the Nazis, 
as a prisoner of war and slave laborer, and the Germans, who 
forced him to live as a displaced person and were now prose-
cuting him. The trial has faced many difficulties in the form 
of postponements due to the 90-year old defendant’s declin-
ing health. Just as in the “Ivan the Terrible” case in the 
1980s, the 2010 Munich case has focused on the reliability of 
the Trawniki ID card and testimony from historians and wit-

Myroslav Dedyshyn (right) and Bohdan Smetaniuk 
with their ice sculpture “Guardian Angel” at the 

World Ice Championships in Alaska.
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nesses.  The Munich case is also trying to determine the level 
of responsibility that can be placed on defendants such as 
Mr. Demjanjuk, in light of the fact that many were Soviet 
soldiers who might have volunteered for service to escape 
brutal conditions and starvation in German POW camps.

• The National Cathedral’s annual Flower Mart festival in 
May in Washington focused on Ukraine as the honored 
country of the event. The two-day celebration drew over 
20,000 people, who had the opportunity to view a series of 
programs and exhibits that introduced them to Ukraine, its 
history, dance and culture. Many Ukrainian institutions and 
organization, including the Embassy of Ukraine, the 
Ukrainian National  Women’s League of America, the U.S.-
Ukraine Foundation and Ridna Shkola Ukrainian Saturday 
School, set up their own pavilions and tents on the cathedral 
grounds for the festival, now entering its 71st year.

• The Yonkers, N.Y., branch of the Ukrainian American 
Youth Association hosted its inaugural Kozak Tournament in 
June at the Ukrainian Youth Center. Competing in a variety 
of events  – varennyky-eating, speed dressing, keg toss, 
wheelbarrow race, shot-glass-on-sword race, tire flipping, 
drinking contest, log saw, puzzles and singing – were five 
four-man teams. The overall winner was “Team Rudyk 
Rebels.” Another tournament is in the making for next year, 
and the success of this year’s tournament promises to draw 
even more competitors in 2011.

• Igor Vovkovinskiy, a native of Ukraine, was named the 
“Tallest Man in America” by Guinness World Records on 
May 21. A resident of Rochester, N.Y., pursuing a degree in 
paralegal studies at the Minnesota School of Business, the 
27-year old stands 7 feet 8.33 inches tall. His height is the 
result of pituitary gigantism, and Mr. Vovkovinskiy has 
sought treatment at the Mayo Clinic for a tumor on his pitu-
itary gland and associated diabetes. 

• Orysia Sushko, a former president of the Ukrainian 
Canadian Congress, was appointed to the Order of Canada 
by Michaelle Jean, governor general of Canada, for her long-
time community activism in promoting multiculturalism, 
diversity and women’s rights, as well as support for the 
Ukrainian Canadian community. Mrs. Sushko is also a recip-
ient of the UCC’s most prestigious award, the Taras 
Shevchenko Medal. The Order of Canada was first awarded 
in 1967 during Canada’s Centennial Year. 

• Rear Admiral Dr. Boris Lushniak was approved in April 
by U.S. Secretary of Health and Human Service Kathleen 
Sibelius for a flag-grade promotion to two-star rear admiral 
(upper half) in the U.S. Public Health Service Commissioned 
Corps. Dr. Lushniak, assistant commissioner in the Office of 
Counterterrorism and Emerging Threats, joined the Food and 
Drug Administration in 2004 as the chief medical officer in 
the Office of Counterterrorism Policy and Planning. In 
October, it was announced that Dr. Lushniak had been 

appointed deputy surgeon general of the United States, 
where he will serve as the surgeon general’s chief advisor on 
the nation’s public health priorities and oversee some 6,400 
uniformed officers of the U.S. Public Health Service. He has 
received many awards and honors for his relief work in 
Bangladesh and Kosovo, and assisted in establishing evacua-
tion shelters and coordinating relief for victims of Hurricane 
Katrina. Dr. Lushniak is the highest-ranking active-duty 
Ukrainian American in the U.S. uniformed services.

• In July, the “Ukrainian Radio Program” in Pittsburgh 
marked its 60th anniversary of bilingual radio broadcasts to 
Ukrainian American communities in western Pennsylvania, 
eastern Ohio and northern West Virginia. The program, pre-
sented by Michael Komichak and financially supported by 
local advertisers (among them the Ukrainian National 
Association), features Ukrainian music, social announce-
ments, news and more every Sunday at 1-2 p.m.

• The Victims of Communism Memorial Foundation in 
July announced the newest addition to its online Global 
Museum on Communism: a section about Ukraine. Authored 
by Dr. Taras Hunczak, professor emeritus of history of 
Rutgers University, the Ukraine exhibit provides an over-
view, timeline and biographies of the main heroes in the fight 
against communism, as well as a succinct history of 
Communist rule in Ukraine.  The exhibit can be viewed at 
www.ukraine.globalmuseumoncommunism.org.

• The 2010 annual meeting of the Ukrainian Federation of 
America honored Rep. Jim Gerlach (R-Pa.) with its 
Alexander B. Chernyk Award, named for the UFA’s founder 
and first president, for his tireless support of Ukrainian 
causes. Rep. Gerlach serves as co-chair of the Congressional 
Ukrainian Caucus and played a pivotal role in Ukraine’s 
graduation from the Jackson-Vanik Amendment, which nor-
malized trade relations between Ukraine and the United 
States.

• The town of Dickinson and Broome County, N.Y., hon-
ored the late Maria Zobniw and her community contributions 
in July with a memorial for her work as a caseworker at 
Binghamton’s American Civic Association, where she and 
12 others were killed during a shooting rampage in April 
2009. On a hill overlooking a major intersection, the town 
built a patio with benches and a stone memorial. Attending 
the ceremony were members of the Zobniw family and the 
Ukrainian American community, as well as officials from 
local and state government.

• The international watchdog group Reporters Without 
Borders downgraded Ukraine’s press freedom ranking in its 
2010 index from 89th in 2009 to 131st, just below Egypt, 
Cambodia, Cameroon and Iraq, but above such countries as 
Algeria, Mexico, Turkey and Russia. The group cited the 
growing number of press freedom violations since February 
and President Viktor Yanukovych’s election as president. Not 
only were these violations met with indifference by local 
authorities, but censorship has signaled its return and serious 
conflicts of interest are challenging media pluralism, 
Reporters Without Borders noted.

• Denys Drozdyuk, a 25-year-old native of Ukraine and 
resident of Toronto, won the title of Canada’s Favorite 
Dancer in the third season of “So You Think You Can Dance 
Canada” in October. Another dancer of Ukrainian descent, 

The release of a multitude of U.S. State Department 
cables by WikiLeaks has touched many countries, 
and Ukraine is certainly among them. To date, it 

has been revealed that the Kremlin blackmailed the gov-
ernment of Azerbaijan into not recognizing the 
Holodomor, and warned that doing so would extinguish 
any hope of seeing a return of Nagarno-Karabakh. The 
same cable claims that every other president in the 
region was warned of similar consequences if the 
Holodomor was recognized as a genocide. Russian 
Foreign Affairs Minister Sergei Lavrov also raised the 
issue with Israeli Foreign Affairs Minister Avigdor 
Lieberman, who responded by saying that recognition of 
the Holodomor did not equate with placing guilt on the 
modern Russian state. 

The leaks also revealed that former Internal Affairs 
Minister Yurii Lutsenko was ordered by former 
Procurator General Oleksander Medvedko to arrest for-
mer Security Service of Ukraine (SBU) Chair 
Oleksander Turchynov and his former deputy, Andrii 
Kozhemiakin, both of whom are close associates of Yulia 
Tymoshenko. Mr. Medvedko accused both of destroying 
documents related to Ms. Tymoshenko’s criminal deal-
ings with international crime boss Semion Mogilevich. 

Other cables confirmed the role played by Mr. 
Mogilevich in RusUkrEnergo, the natural gas intermedi-
ary that buys from the Russian monopoly Gazprom and 
sells to Ukrainian industry and European markets. Mr. 
Mogilevich was appointed by Gazprom to manage the 
sale of natural gas to Ukraine through RusUkrEnergo, 
before losing Moscow’s support and being arrested in 
January 2008.

Libyan leader Muammar el-Gaddafi was rumored 
to be involved in a romantic relationship with a 
38-year-old Ukrainian nurse named Galyna 
Kolotsytska, who was reported to always travel with 
Mr. Gaddafi and attend to his needs. Her daughter 
fiercely denied claims of a romance, saying her moth-
er is merely a close associate.

WikiLeaks has also shed light on the connections 
between energy businessman Dmytro Firtash and Mr. 
Mogilevich. A cable written by U.S. ambassador to 
Ukraine William Taylor says Mr. Firtash spoke in great 
detail of his close ties to President Yushchenko as an 
advisor, how he worked to create a coalition government 
with Victor Yushchenko and Viktor Yanukovych, and 
how Mr. Firtash needed Mr. Mogilevich’s permission to 
enter into business in Ukraine.

Wikileaks and Ukraine

Lydia Chopivsky Benson, chair of the Flower Mart 2010 committee, leads a group of honored dignitaries in 
the traditional first ride on the antique carousel at the May festival. Seated beside her is Ukrainian 

Ambassador Oleh Shamshur, and behind him, Ukrainian Orthodox Archbishop Antony.

Yaro Bihun

James Temerty, 2010 Entrepreneur of the Year.
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Denys Drozdyuk, winner of “So You Think You Can 
Dance Canada.”

Orest Deychakiwsky (left) is presented the state award of Ukraine “For Merit” (III degree) by Ambassador 
Olexander Motsyk on November 12.

Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Ukraine

Two close friends, Dr. Boris Lushniak, now the depu-
ty surgeon general of the U.S., and the Rev. Dr. Borys 
Gudziak, rector of the Ukrainian Catholic University 
in Lviv, warmly embrace during a roast held in the 
priest’s honor on November 20 in Washington on the 

occasion of his 50th birthday.

Jeff Mortensen, won third place. The champion was awarded 
$100,000 and a new car. He said he plans to spend the 
money paying off his student loans and taking more dance 
courses. Mr. Drozdyuk dances professionally, and is a 
Juilliard graduate and world champion ballroom dancer. Mr. 
Mortensen has performed with the Shumka Ukrainian Dance 
Ensemble of Edmonton, Alberta.

• Orest Deychakiwsky, a policy advisor at the U.S. 
Commission on Security and Cooperation in Europe 
(Helsinki Commission), was awarded the state order “For 
Merit” (III degree) during a November ceremony at the 
Embassy of Ukraine in Washington. Ambassador Olexander 
Motsyk presented the award and expressed his appreciation 
for Mr. Deychakiwsky’s leading role in the Ukrainian 
American community and the restoration and development 
of an independent Ukrainian state.  He was a founder of The 
Washington Group and served as its president in 1998-2000, 
worked as a human and national rights activist during the 

• An 18th century Kozak warship buried in the silt near 
Khortytsia Island that was discovered over a decade earlier 
was at last raised in November. Lying in water six meters 
deep, the oak warship is believed to have participated in the 
Russo-Turkish War of 1735-1739. When preservation is 
complete, the warship will be proudly displayed at the 
Museum of Ancient Navigation on Khortytsia Island, which 
already exhibits several ancient Kozak ships found in the last 
10 years in the waters of the old Kozak shipyard at 
Khortytsia.

• Over 120 people from all over the United States came 
together in Washington in late November to honor the Rev. 
Dr. Borys Gudziak, rector of the Ukrainian Catholic 
University (UCU), on his 50th birthday. The dinner and roast 
were part of a nationwide fund-raising tour for UCU. This 
full evening of toasts, speeches, remembrances of the past 
and many laughs raised over $100,000 for the university, 
which is building a Western-style expansion campus com-
plete with dormitories.

• James Temerty of the Northland Power Income Fund 
was honored by Ernst & Young at a November 17 banquet in 
Toronto with its 2010 Entrepeneur of the Year Award for his 
significant contributions to Canadian business. Paul Grod, 
national president of the Ukrainian Canadian Congress, 
praised Mr. Temerty for being an active Ukrainian Canadian, 
serving as chair of the UCC Advisory Council and as leader 

Soviet era, and has served as an election observer in every 
presidential and parliamentary election in Ukraine. As an 
expert on U.S.-Ukraine relations, Mr. Deychakiwsky has 
contributed to drafting Congressional resolutions and state-
ments on Ukraine, and organized many briefings and hear-
ings in the U.S. Congress.  The award was announced in 
January by President Viktor Yushchenko.

• The Ukrainian Technological Soviets (UTS) of 
Pittsburgh presented its 2010 Ukrainian of the Year Award to 
Natalie Kapeluck Nixon at its 41st annual award ceremony 
in late November. Ms. Kapeluck Nixon was honored for her 
contributions to the perpetuation of Ukrainian heritage 
through her over 20 years of collaboration with the Kyiv 
Ukrainian Dance Ensemble and School, her professional 
achievements in the world of dance, and her humanitarian 
work as director of the Youth and Young Adult Ministry of 
the Ukrainian Orthodox Church of the U.S.A.

• Dr. Andrew Chraplyvy was among several scientists 
from the Bell Labs research arm of Alcatel-Lucent that were 
inducted into the New Jersey Inventors Hall of Fame. The  
researchers were commended for their significant contribu-
tions in optical network technology, particularly their inven-
tion of high-capacity optical fiber for Wavelength Division 
Multiplexing (WDM). These developments laid the founda-
tion for recent breakthroughs in optical networking such as 
the 100 Gigabit per second system Alcatel-Lucent introduced 
earlier that his year, and the 100 Petabit per second world 
record transmission data rate Bell Labs achieved at lab dem-
onstrations at the end of 2009.

Irene (Orysia) Sushko, member of the Order of 
Canada

Michael Komichak, director of Pittsburgh’s 
“Ukrainian Radio Program,” which marked its 60th 

anniversary in July.
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of the Ukrainian Jewish Encounter initiative.  Mr. Temerty is 
a past recipient of many honors, such as the Order of Canada 
and the UCC’s Taras Shevchenko Medal.

• After more than 20 years of community service, 
Myroslawa Oryshkevych, the president of the Fight for 
Sight charity for visually impaired children, announced in 
November that the Cleveland-based non-profit would shut 
down its operations. The mission of the charity was to 
provide students of Ukraine’s specials schools for the 
visually impaired a state-of-the-art education and rehabili-
tation that would enable them to lead independent and 
professional lives. Fight for Sight donated to these 
schools various critical educational equipment, and even 
undertook a large capital improvement program for 
Ukraine’s oldest school for the visually impaired in Lviv. 
The school, now boasting modern facilities and technolo-
gy, an additional floor for dormitories, as well as a newly 
renovated roof and sanitation system thanks to Fight for 
Sight, has seen its graduates successfully enter main-
stream society and lead productive lives.

The “Tallest Man in America” Igor Vovkovinskiy 
with his mother, Svetlana (left), while shopping at a 

specialty outlet.

Our community
mourns their passing

Our community mourned the passing of many of its 
prominent members during 2010. Among them were 
the following, listed in chronological order.

• Jaroslaw Kurowyckyj, 77, devoted community activist, 
businessman, longtime owner of Kurowycky & Son Meat 
Market in New York City, longtime president of the 
Ukrainian Sports Club in New York, U.S. Air Force veteran 
– Arizona, January 1.

• Anna Chopek, 97, longtime advisor and honorary mem-
ber of the Ukrainian National Association’s General 
Assembly, pioneering female lawyer, employee of the U.S. 
Civil Service and the General Accountability Office, mem-
ber of the Displaced Persons Commission, former assistant 
attorney general for Massachusetts and assistant district 
attorney for Boston, county probate judge in New Mexico – 
Los Alamos, N.M., January 17.

• Roman Kupchinsky, 65, Ukrainian patriot, co-founder 
of the Committee for the Defense of Soviet Political 
Prisoners, Jamestown Foundation analyst, The Ukrainian 
Weekly contributor, former head of the Ukrainian Service of 
RFE/RL, former president of Prolog Research Corp., highly 
decorated Vietnam veteran with the U.S. Army, buried with 
full military honors at Arlington National Cemetery – 
Arlington, Va., January 19.

• Dr. Marta Kushnir, 49, former board member of the 
Ukrainian Medical Association of North America – New 
Jersey, January 31.

• Volodymyr Danyluk, 91, veteran of the 1st Division of 
the Ukrainian National Army during World War II, 
renowned engineer, athlete and woodcut artist – New Jersey, 
February 11.

• Roman Pyndus, 53, Plast counselor, member of Plast’s 
Chervona Kalyna fraternity, leader in Chornomorska Sitch 
Athletic-Educational Association and secretary of the 
Ukrainian Sports Federation of the U.S.A. and Canada 
(USCAK) – Newark, N.J., February 19.

• Marta Kostyk Zarycky, 58, Ukrainian American Youth 
Association camp counselor, active member of the 
Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists, helped produce the 
historical documentary “A Living History of Ukraine,” co-
organizer of the annual “Ukraine’s Quest for Mature Nation 
Statehood” conference – New York, February 22.

• Rostyslaw Wasylenko, 89, renowned educator, actor, 
producer, author, poet, recognized as Merited Artist of 
Ukraine – Union, N.J., March 31.

• Anatole Domaratzky, 88, longtime UNA print shop 
foreman for Svoboda and The Ukrainian Weekly, veteran 
of the Ukrainian Insurgent Army (UPA), author and editor 
of several publications, including the MUN (Young 
Ukrainian Nationalists) Almanac, the News of the 
Association of Veterans of the Ukrainian Resistance and 
the Visnyk of the Ukrainian Orthodox Church – Berkeley 
Heights, N.J., May 4.

• Ilko Kucheriv, 54, pro-democracy activist, committee 
member at the founding congress of the People’s Movement 
(Rukh) of Ukraine, founder of the Democratic Initiatives 
Fund, the first independent agency in Ukraine to conduct 
sociological research and analyze public opinion, decorated 
with the Order of Mazepa by President Viktor Yushchenko – 
Kyiv, May 29.

• Alex Tyshovnytsky, 65, financier who held executive 
posts in several major U.S. corporations, an early sponsor 
and member of the board of directors of The Ukrainian 
Museum in New York City, financial advisor on the board 
of directors of the Ukrainian Educational and Cultural 
Center of Philadelphia – Wayne, Pa., June 9.

• David Broda, former member of the Legislative 
Assembly (MLA) in Alberta, where he served as chair of 
the Advisory Council on Alberta-Ukraine Relations 
(ACAUR), former president of the Ukrainian Canadian 
Council’s Alberta Provincial Council (UCC-APC), recipi-
ent of the 2005 Luchkovich Award for outstanding public 
service from the UCC-APC  – Edmonton, Alberta, June 
13.

• Yuriy Ilienko, 74, esteemed member of Ukraine’s film 
industry, an acclaimed cameraman in classics such as 
“Farewell, Pigeons” and “Shadows of Forgotten Ancestors,” 
director of films such as “The White Bird with a Black 
Mark,” “The Legend of Princess Olga” and “A Prayer for 
Hetman Mazepa” – Prokhorivka, Ukraine, June 14.

• Roman Tsymbala, 53, Merited Artist of Ukraine, soloist 
of the Lviv Opera Theater, noted tenor among the Ukrainian 
diaspora – Ukraine, June 29.

• Theodore Teren Juskiw, 99, acclaimed opera singer 
in Europe during World War II who immigrated to the 
U.S. and continued his opera career, New York-based 

Anna Chopek

Jaroslaw Kurowyckyj

Roman Kupchinsky

The cover of the book “Ukrainians of Metropolitan 
Detroit,” released in 2010 as part of the “Images of 

America” series of Arcadia Publishing.
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Roman Tsymbala

John Yaremko

Rostyslaw Wasylenko

Michael L. Korchynsky

Ilko Kucheriv

Dave Broda

music critic – July 7.
• John Yaremko, 91, philanthropist, long-time Ontario 

legislator known for his strong advocacy of education, 
human rights and multiculturalism, Cabinet minister 
who served in seven ministries under three provincial 
premiers, founding member of the University of Toronto 
Chair of Ukrainian Studies Foundation, supporter of the 
Canada-Ukraine Parliamentary Internship Program, 
sponsor of scholarship programs at several universities, 
founder of the John Yaremko Center for Community 
Living for persons with physical disabilities, recipient of 
the Order of St. Andrew, the President’s Medal and the 
inaugural Sen. Paul Yuzyk Award for Multiculturalism – 
Toronto, August 7.

• Michael Korchynsky, 92, pioneering metallurgical engi-
neer and internationally renowned expert in metals whose 
career spanned over 50 years, most famous for using the 
chemical vanadium in the production of high-strength steel, 
recipient of numerous international awards and honors for 
his scientific achievements and innovations, holder of six 
patents, founder of the Ukrainian Technological Society – 
Pittsburgh, August 5.

• Dr. Lubomyr Kurylko, 78, professor of mechanical 
engineering at Stevens Institute of Technology in New 
Jersey, founder and chairman of the Zorex engineering firm, 
supporter of many Ukrainian causes and projects – North 
Port, Fla., August 24.

• Zinowij Balaban, 63, professional insurance underwrit-
er for three decades, former president of the board of direc-
tors of the Hartford Ukrainian Credit Union, veteran of the 
Vietnam War – Farmington, Conn., October 3.

• Ostap Wynnyk, 80, lifelong member and dedicated 
activist of Plast Ukrainian Scouting Organization, former 
head of Plast branch in Yonkers, N.Y., decorated veteran of 
the Korean War – Yonkers, N.Y., December 5.

Another year
at The Weekly

Well, here we are again – at the end of yet another 
Year in Review. It seems as if we just recently 
completed the 2009 yearender! This year we 

had so much material that we split the “2010: Year in 
Review” into two parts. (There’s just no way we could 
have fit all that information into one section.)

The biggest news here at The Weekly during 2010 was 
that all – yes, all – of our newspaper’s issues published 
since it was founded in 1933 are now available online on 
our website, www.ukrweekly.com. That’s nearly 4,000 
issues. The bulk of the work was done by our webmaster, 
Ihor Pylypchuk, with assistance from a member of The 
Weekly’s production team, Awilda Rolon, who dutifully 
prepared the table of contents for each and every issue 
and provided other assistance as well. To be sure, our 
design/layout artist, Darko Bushnell, prepared the PDFs 
of each new issue as it was published.

(On the Svoboda side, all that newspaper’s issues since 
1893 to the present are now available online thanks to the 
digital archives project undertaken by the Ukrainian 
National Association’s two newspapers. Svoboda’s web-
site, www.svoboda-news.com, hosts about 23,000 issues 
of the newspaper in PDF format, all 90 issues of the annu-
al Almanacs of the Ukrainian National Association and 
334 issues of the children’s magazine “Veselka” in Flash 
format.)

The Weekly’s website also includes the two-volume 
compilation of the most significant stories published from 
1933 through 2000 titled “The Ukrainian Weekly 2000” 
and the collection of articles chronicling Ukraine’s drive 
toward independent statehood and the first 10 years of its 
independence titled “Ukraine Lives!” These materials are 
freely available to visitors.

By the way, you can read all our Year in Review issues 
online by clicking on “The Year in Review” on the top 
left of our homepage and then selecting the year you want 
to peruse. It’s truly a great resource. We’ve published 
yearenders annually since 1980. Prior to that, we had a 
concise “decade in review” covering the 1970s.

Online issues of The Ukrainian Weekly for the current 
year are available by paid subscription only at a price of 
$55 for new subscribers; or an additional $15 for those 
who already subscribe to our print version but also want 
to read the newspaper online. Our newspaper’s pages 
appear online exactly as they appear in print. If you 
haven’t yet logged on to our site, we urge you to do so – 
explore and enjoy!

A milestone for our website was reached on June 17. 
On that day our webmaster advised: “Open a bottle of 
champagne today.” Reads of The Weekly’s digital archive 
had reached 1 million readers. By year’s end, that figure 
has skyrocketed to 1.5 million.

We simply couldn’t have done any of the work on the 
digital archives of Svoboda and The Ukrainian Weekly 
without the generous support of major donors. The 
Shevchenko Scientific Society got the ball rolling in 
December 2007 with a $15,000 grant, and Self Reliance 
New York Federal Credit Union provided a very gener-
ous $50,000 in Apri1 2008. During 2009 the Heritage 
Foundation of 1st Security Savings Bank contributed 
$5,000; Selfreliance Ukrainian American Federal Credit 
Union, $10,000; a donor who wished to remain anony-
mous, $10,000; and the Bahriany Foundation, $2,000. 

In 2010 the ranks of our major benefactors were joined 
by the SUMA (Yonkers) Federal Credit Union, which 
donated $10,000. In a letter addressed to the editor-in-
chief of the two newspapers, Walter Kozicky, president 
and CEO, noted that the credit union’s board of directors 
had decided to donate the funds after reviewing a descrip-
tion of the newspapers’ project, which will make digitized 
archives available to the public on the websites of 
Svoboda (www.svoboda-news.com) and The Ukrainian 
Weekly (www.ukrweekly.com). He extended his best 
wishes “for successful completion of the planned work.” 

We are eternally grateful to these supporters for mak-
ing our newspaper accessible to our readers online.

(P.S.: We are always seeking additional grants to sup-
port our digital archives project, which requires countless 
man-hours, plus specialized equipment, and is something 
that is constantly expanding.)

Also important for us during 2010 was the fact that 
donations to The Ukrainian Weekly Press Fund totaled 
$32,182. That significant amount is reflective of the read-
er support our newspaper enjoys. Thank you one and all!

As regards our hard-working staff – the fruits of whose 
labors our loyal readers see every week – here in 
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Parsippany, our editorial staff includes Editor-in-Chief 
Roma Hadzewycz and Editor Matthew Dubas. Our editor 
in Kyiv is Zenon Zawada. Our production team includes 
Mr. Bushnell and Ms. Rolon.

In addition, we have a part-time editorial assistant, 
Markian Hadzewycz, who comes in one day per week 
(more when needed) for proofreading, writing and other 
duties. The student intern who worked with us in 
Parsippany during the summer was: Tyrssa Korduba, an 
Eastern European studies major who went on to law 
school this year (she also worked with us during the sum-
mers of 2008 and 2009).

During 2010, we released several special issues:
• “2009: The Year in Review,” a 31-page section pub-

lished in our January 17 issue, provided an overview of 
the news and developments of the previous year. (Our 
yearenders traditionally appear in January at around 
Malanka time – or the New Year according to the Julian 
calendar.)

• “Ukrainian Debutante Balls,” which appears annually 

after the deb season ends. Our 2010 issue (March 21) fea-
tured 10 balls – that’s more than ever.

• “A Ukrainian Summer” is published annually in the 
first issue of May. The 2010 release (May 2) was our larg-
est ever with 24 pages.

Our thank-yous

Kudos and thanks must be extended to our administra-
tion, headed by Walter Honcharyk; our advertising man-
ager, Maria Oscislawski; and our subscriptions/circulation 
manager, Mary Pendzola. 

Special thanks go to:
• our benefactors, who support our work with generous 

donations to The Ukrainian Weekly Press Fund;
• our advertisers, who play no small role in footing the 

bill for this publication; and
• our readers, for their support and their multi-faceted 

input into this newspaper – we greatly value their ideas 
and opinions.

As the year 2011 begins, we wish you all a happy, 
healthy and prosperous new year. Let’s continue to work 
together for the good of our entire community!

Job opening at
THE UKRAINIAN WEEKLY 

Full-time layout artist 
based at our office
in Parsippany, N.J.

Those interested in an opportunity to join The 
Ukrainian Weekly’s production team are encour-
aged to send a resume and a cover letter explaining 
their interest in the position, along with salary 
requirements, to: Editor-in-Chief, The Ukrainian 
Weekly, 2200 Route 10, P.O. Box 280, Parsippany, 
NJ 07054; or to staff@ukrweekly.com.

Position requires knowledge of InDesign, 
QuarkXpress, Adobe Photoshop, Microsoft Office, 
etc. for Macintosh systems. Experience with web 
design and computer troubleshooting desired. 
Bilingual (English/Ukrainian) skills a definite plus.

Rolling the credits

The materials in “2010: The Year in Review” 
were prepared based on articles and news sto-
ries published in The Ukrainian Weekly and 

written by numerous authors during the past year. 
The sections were compiled by Roma Hadzewycz, 
Matthew Dubas and Zenon Zawada of The 
Weekly’s editorial staff, plus our regular correspon-
dents Yaro Bihun, Oksana Zakydalsky and Ihor 
Stelmach, and free-lancers Markian Hadzewycz and 
Deanna Yurchuk. Credit for this special edition’s 
layout goes to Darko Bushnell.

MAY WE HELP YOU?
To reach The Ukrainian Weekly call (973) 292-9800, 
and dial the appropriate extension (as listed below).

Editorial – 3049, 3088 • Production – 3063, 3069  
Administration – 3041 • Advertising – 3040 

Subscriptions – 3042


